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SUMMARY

Much emphasis was given to industrial R&D with only token mentions of environment.
However, despite this, many general points were made of great relevance to all proposals to
the EC. A wide range of views were expressed in presentations by administrators from the
EC, an MEP and one large and some SMEs (small & medium enterprises) industrial firms.
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2. The presentation - notes

The future of EC R&D and Industrial Policy. Organised by IETT, 6 July 1993, London

2.1 Fourth Framework Programme

2.1.1 Fourth Framework Programme - Implications for Collaborative Research
Dr Nicholas Hartley DG XII (BRITE/EURAM Programme)
(overheads see Appendixl).

Key points:

'Attach funding not by cash but by philosophy.'

- Research and Development now to Research and Technological Development
Collaboration always needed.

- Transparency.
- Framework rapidly increased over decade esp. Since 1986 when single European Act;

culTendy more money but wider base.

Framework IV now strategic R&D. It is divided as:

First Activity 83% to RTD and Demonstration Pi()grammes
Second 6% Cooperation with 3rd and international organisations
Third 5% dissemination and application of results
Fourth 6% stimulation of training and marketing of researchers

includes Human Capital and Mobility, COMET, DELTA

These changes are to ensure that there is increased emphasis on:
Competitibility
Relevant to EC and
Relevant to societies needs

This is to be achieved through policy changes in
1. Integration (a) reciprocity between national and European level, i.e. what is added

value of opearting at the community level?
megaprojects eg global change, human gnome
creation of European Research Area, eg CERN (Why have these

been separate for so long?)
2. Economic impact - need to reflect.

Closer but wider links with RTD across EC contries.
Focus on generic technologies - becoming more selective, and
support for specific industries, eg transport
AND Pre-normative (then prelegislative) research
Dissemination and exploitation - 307 projects have been examined and lessons learnt

and channges being implemented.
- small SMEs
- relevant training - 'not just travelling PhDs'
- relevance and synergy



3. Flexibility - to increase, response to market and to new scientific and technological
changes
- increase in rapidity of procedures for proposals and for decision making

Recent Documentation and its changes

Charges note - The phraseology is now Working document for Framework
the addition of Technological to R&D now 'RTD policy in the

community' and
demonstration of projects not just at research level
Second working document (heads of state talking about RTD)
three annexes use 'indicative' with funding levels and

address all levels not just good science

Science and Technological Objectives
First Activity allocation is 11 B ECU - generally more selective with 54 previous core

areas reduced to 28 (see annex 11 for items 1-7.)

WHEN MAKING PROPOSALS

Check underlying EC requirement for all projects
- Think 'what can you put into Europe, rather than vice versa'

2.1.2 Framework IV, Allan Mayo economist

Comments:

Programme needs to be agreed before May 1993
- EP opinion by November - draft programmes for autumn 1993, and
- then needs to be agreed in principle with EP (by next election)
- money then from 1995 (1995-98) none for 1994 for R&D but there could be

however UK suggested 1995-9 for funding window

- Programme size - steady increase in EC R&D to end of decade could be 13 B ECU
(= 13 G ECU)

UK is getting more than 'just return' ie more than the 16% given;
- poorest area is non nuclear, much emphasis on IT and telecoms

only 40 of top 100 companies participated in Framework programmes

- Rebalancing is occuring over successive Framework programmes towards industrial
technologies and materials and life sciences areas with final levels for IT and telecoms
30 or 25% possible range of agreement and Life sciences 13-15% Environment 8-10%
Energy 15-18%

- UK thinks
83% is low as real element of doubt lies in dissemination and exploitation must be raised

although synergism with EC could also be included (check Relay, Sprint)
- Joint Research Centre also activity should come from individual directorates eg in



agricultural fraud (but scope for proposals in this area esp. remote sensing, ie either under
Framework or directly to Directorates training (Human Capital and Mobility) within
programmes not as a separate area (- UK only attitude) except for areas not covered within
Framework
- Mechanism of implementation of programme important. 80% in share cost contracts but
little contact outside consortia, must be improved, eg in industrial projects 70% of less than
5 members. Better networks of research, cp to few share cost contact members.

JRC costs 1 BECU (= 800 m over 4 years) proposed but UK questions this support.

(<500 employees)
SMEs large corporations Education Research Institutes
30% 28% 22% 14% - higher

less SMEs (small and medium sized enterprises) participation in marine sciences

SMEs involvement is welcomed in programme, could have advantages

More SMEs participate in EUREKA than Framework.

Questions to speaker:-

Top up funding for 1994 900 MECU proposed.
Under APAS, research funded outside Framework Programme will be increased but no

figures.
- IMS (collaboration with Japanese). International cooperation will continue following
successful feasibility studies
- 90% to CIS and Eastern European countries (5% of averall spend)
(- 4M ECU Research Councils and Royal Society)

- Univ. Enterprise Training Programme funded from COMET, uses could improve if
successful, especially if absorbing technology.

- Demonstration-valorisation programmes should form part of programmes (UK view), ie as
THERMIE to ENERGY but uncertain of ENVIRONMENT and LIFE.



COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

cCm(93) 158 final

Brussets,22 April 1993

SECOND COMMISSION WORKING DOCUMENT CONCERNING WM POLICYIN THE COMMUNITY AND THE FOURTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME(1994-98) OF COMMUNITY RTD ACTIVITIES

Environment 


The guidelines for research, particularly environmemal research, reflect the need to expandthe scientific and technical basis with a view to ensuring throughout the Community a
harmonious and balanced development of economic activitia, and sustainable and
non—inflationary growth respecting the environment.

Consequendy, the Community's research and technological development activities must
support policy formulation and implementation in the many different fields covered by
this objective. The Community's Fifth Action Programme on the Environment •set the
primary objective of moving towards sustainable development. Against this background,
it set out a new strategy for addressing, on Me basis of the sharing of responsibilities,
activities which affect natural resources, or damage the environment instead of waiting
for problems to arise. The aim of the strategy is to alter trends and practices which are
harmful to the environment in order to improve the quality of life and the
socio—economic development of the present generation and, of future generations by
increasing the ramie of instruments for changing the behaviour of those concerned. In
addition, the programme specifically addresses several priority problems and hazards
which affect the Community as a whole and which must. be -resolved. They include
climate change, acidincation and quality of the air, protection of natural resources and

•biodiVersity, water-resource management, the urban environment, coastal regions, waste
treatment, industrial hazards, civil protection and urban disasters. To assess and manage
complex environmental problems such as these a multidisciplinary approach is called for.
A new approach is therefore appropriate, fully reflecting the political guidelines but also

enoutzh to encourage interactions and allow proper attention to be paid to each
specific rield such as marine science and technology (including polar research) or
climatology.

- 21 -



The two research areas are therefore as le.lows:

- Natural Environment, Environmental Quality and Global Change; and

- Innovative Environmental Protection Ttthnologies.

The first arca concerns the fundamental characteristics and processes governing the
natural environment, including land, oceans and air, and how they are affected by human
behaviour. Research on these subjects would be ideally suited for an integrated approach
enabling the Community to make a major thntribution to the worldwide action on global
change. This applies in particular to modelling. Generally, Europe is expected to play
a growing role in Earth observation activities. The Community must step up its action
in this field, in conjunction with the space agencies. This is a typical example of a field
in which the Joint Research Centre could make a significant contribution.

The second area covers the development of prevention, assessment, detection,
environmental protection and restoration technologies. In this case, links will be
established with EUREKA to ensure that the results of this environmental research yield
their full potential in terms of the development of technologies and innovatory markets
for European industry.

Core themes 19-22 proposed in the first working document plus the environmental
technology aspects of core themes 16 (Urban Habitat), 17 (European Cultural Heritage)
and 13 (Social Exclusion) will therefore be condensed into two areas.

Life Sciences and Technologies 


The activities relating to life sciences and technologies are crucial for the future of the
Commwthy, this being a rapidly expanding field which is vital .Thr the relevant common
policies.

The benefits which they can bring for man and society arc a priority in their own right.
The Member States' capacities in this field vary widely, but nlany of them can rely on an
internationally recoLmized scientific and technical .base. Consequently, the Community
must concentrate on themes which cannot be covered at othcr levels but in which the
community must hold its own against fierce international competition. Examples include
the recont advances in molecular biology and determination of the genetic heritage.

- 22 -



Stro..%. research hiitz eI IA) offer a wide range of :mithods

differrr.; 1-es:zarch prcblems. -The aim of :his integration activity will be to

preiJe ina in..-astrusturc for combinmg the efforts of the many institutes Invoivcri, in

imeraci:cn w.. the e:tisdng industria: focal points. The priorities for action by the

Community inciuue development of genome sequencing processes which arc ideally

suited for the estabiisament of European cooperation networks. An integrated Europczn

consortium could also be set up to bolster the Community's position in the field of

molecular phytogenetics.

The arguments for greater investment in research •nto biomedicine and health are

primarily of a social and economic nature. Rising costs in this field-have become a major

concern for every country, even the richest. At the same time, citizens in every Member

State are demanding high-quality health—care. The wide diversity of public-heaith

systems, and of causes of mortality and morbidity, in Europe, is an asset which must be

tapped. Comparative epidemiology and research into the health services will provide a

means of harnessing ;his diversity as a source of numerous research hypotheses. This

approach will contribute to the prevention of major diseases such as cancer,

cardiovascular disease, infectious diseases such as AIDS, neurological and mental illnesses

and age-related or diet-related pathology.

Particular attention will be paid to the development of the scientific basis and the

techniques necessary to evaluate new drugs for the treatment of neurological, psychiatric

and immunological disorders and to participation in the• Brain Decade, notably by the

development of methodology, instnnnentation and specialised infrastructure which arc

necessary for the study of the nervous system.

Primary production, whether from agriculture, horticulture, fisheries or forestry, supplies

the raw materials to meet food and other needs. Thc reform of the common policies

entails considerable changes. Research concerning agriculture, forestry, rural

development, fisheries and aquaculture must reflect these changes and address methods,

tecludques, produczion systems and products.

Agro—industrial research must keep ahead of this trend and focus on methods of

processing biological raw materials and increasing their added value while ensuring the

safety of foodstuffs. It will provide feedstocks for line chemistry, food ingredients and

cosmetic and medicinal substances. Biotechnology in turn will underpin the development

of this activity, interacting closely with other technologies such as information technology

and chemical engineering.

The ac:ivities will therefore be divided into three areas:

- Gezeral Biotechnology;

-Bio medi c ine, Ht..1th and Drugs;

- Applantion of Life Sciences and Tixhnologies in Agriculture, Forestry, Rural

Development, Agro—industry and Fisheries.
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Particular attention will be paid to the development of the scientific basis and the

techniques necessary to evaluate new drugs for the treatment of neurological, psychiatric
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development of methodology, instrumentation and specialised infrastructure which are

necessary for the study of the nervous system.

Primary production, whether from agriculture, horticulture, fisheries or forestry, supplies

the raw materials to meet food and other needs. Thc reform of the common policies

entails considerable changes. Research concerning agriculture, forestry, rural

development, fisheries and aquaculture must reflect these changes and address methods,

techniques, production systems and products.

Agro—industrial research must keep ahead of this trend and focus on methods of

processing biological raw materials and increasing their added value while ensuring the

saltny of foodstuffs. It will provide feedstocks for fine chemistry, food ingredients and

cosmetic and medicinal substances. Biotechnology in turn will underpin fhe development

of this activity, interacting closely with other technologies such as information technolo2y

and chemical engineering.

The activities will therefore •be divided into three areas:
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2.2 EC Industrial Policy Michael Catinat, Head, Unit of Information Technologies DG III)

Elements for market based and proactive approach (presentation in full in Appendix IV)

Industrial policy in an open and competitive environment. Which policy should be adopted
by the EC?

Those in which the underlying principles are
coherence
positive adjustment
EC is catalyst only
improvement of market

and by changes to Instruments which are
no longer useful, eg restrictions, bilateral agreements
remaining useful, eg regional aid, standardisation
needing enhancement, eg professional training, established property rights,
international agreements

BUT the factors, and then interaction, are complex, charges need monitoring upstream and
redirect

Example given from Industrial policy for telecommunications in Europe.

2.3 R&D and Industrial Competitivity Madron Seligman MEP

Points discussed

unemployment most important current problem (17 M in EC)
'science today - jobs tomorrow'
does science create or destroy jobs?
skill levels have increased but basic labour wages ratio currently £100 UK £12 Poland,
£1.50 in China equivalent payments; therefore EC cannot compete sucessfully at that
level
objective high technology and big science in EC, but USA and Japan exploit much,
what is EC response to be? Thus selective choice of projects and share between
European countries.
Industry not loud enough in emphasising joint R&D but UK gets greater pro rata
proportion of R&D (!)
raise R&D from 2% of GDP (cp USA 4 times this)
problem of non-competitive level (or generic) research, ie lack of continuity, ie a gulf

between EC and national (which Eureka should fill) but changes are due.

Examples from competing IT and Telecom. Computing mainly lost but software remains in
EC. Telernatics, eg DRIVE for traffic, AIM for remote diagnosis, LIFE for medical disease,
Biotechnology and transgenic biota.

Pharmaceutical industry is the only indusuy to equate in size with USA in terms of R&D.



- The problem that small and medium companies (SMEs) receive only 17% for R&D (cp
42% in large companies) mainly due to lack of capital for develop,ment.

Much awaits the ratification of the 'Maastricht' Treaty.

Sources of datafor industry and EC are DTi, Chamber of Commerce, Trade Association,
County Councils

Questions 

What is a European company - IBM has convinced EC that it is, as EC requires 1 plant or
1 research laboratory in Europe (cp USA) but EC is asking for reciprocity from non EC, eg

• Sematic in US.
- Discussion of simplified documentation for proposals

2.4 EC Biotechnology Policy Diana Rowen, Research Fellow, European Policy Forum

Controversial points included:

- Has EC funds been substituted for commercial funding?
Basic
Exploratory ) 66% not done without EC funding

Application )
Near market R&D) 66% done with EC funds but would have been undertaken anyway

- EC funding is only 4% of all UK R&D
- Intellectual property rights issue still remain with consortia

EC seems to encouraQe larger projects therefore appropriate size of projects
What makes a good project - is it an overall 20% return to UK? (!)
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EC TECHNOLOGY POLICY

Diana Rowen, European Policy Forum

The Case for Subsidy

Back to the basics.

The difficulty of "appropriating" the results of R&D.

The R&D spectrum from basic to near-market results and the result of

the PREST/SPRU survey of Framework projects in the UK.

Public funds substituting for private investment?

Dissemination and Disincentives

Policies that work at cross purposes.

Intellectual property rights in the Framework Programme.

Cumbersome cooperative ventures: European cohesion at the expense
of good R&D?

Sharing scientists and engineers.

Setting Technology Standards

Technology standards as a tool of competition policy.

The danger of slowing or freezing the pace of innovation.

Guidelines for efficient and effective technology standards.

Look beyond the Framework programme to how EC regulations shape
industry investment.



2.5 Case Studies

2.5.1 Case Study 1 - Competitiveness and precompetitiveness in Industrial Policy
Dirk Hudgig, Manager EC Relations, ICI Brussels

From a company point of view, ICI, in which f720M is R&D but includes technical services,
largest in UK, 2.5% of sales, 5,000 research staff, all research is decentralised

- Reticence includes
- why go to EC if research will be funded anyway, certainly not for money but

for gearing (ie multipliers) especially for generic benefits, esp. in environmental area re
standards, ie reduces waste of effort.

for centres of excellence by creating links and other cooperation at scientist level
speed of development to increase payback period, eg vertical cooperation, eg materials

supplier, manufacturer & product supplier
reduce risk of failure (as R&D is rising with increasing rapidity), ie can ?? have more

projects in development.

Critical success factors for sucess in EC proposals
must be technically valid, must fit piogramme
committed and of like-mind groups
good management (complex, cross borders etc) internal discipline
good dialogue with EC services, ie well presented
staff availability at culmination for project submission

Reasons for failure

increased competition (-1 in 7 and rising)
projects can be too big leading to fragmentation (if too small is it worth effort)
insufficient leadership in coalition at high level
poor presentation
changes to criteria for assessment can occur especially in socio economic added criteria

(need better communication from EC)
cost cutting after assessment, eg EC offers -20% less, can cause problems
coalition stability and management commitment

Be philosophical, cannot with all, don't waste time on poor projects

Proposals to the EC for the future - one view

- Better model for European growth including technology, esp. in industry to deliver policy
objectives
- Proposal to facilitate innovation, to take away bathers and other self inflicted impediments,

• eg in environment, fears about adverse effects in biotechnology, have done more damage than
anything else.
- Balkanisation of DG's need to be removed.
- Intellectual property rights - systematic approach in competition to eg as in Korea.

Fundamental vs applied, put more when most impact is to be made.



Questions and comments.

- Ability to talk across Europe - advantageous, collaboration a beneficial output, esp. cost
effective - in cost
- EC proposals are assessed not by EC itself but by independent experts based on guidelines
but interpretation can vary however.

2.5.2 Case Study 2 - Experience of participating in EC R&D Programmes
Dr Brian Isherwood, Hirst Research Centre, GEC Marconi Ltd.

His company is in an intermediate position between GEC Research and the real world.
Consider for group proposals to EC

technical need
exploitation route
time scales to market could be input to other projects
resources - skills, expertise etc.




The advantage of a decision to go collaborative can be the sharing of risk and the sharing of
resources. Three examples given
Example 1 - power thyristors - copper to silicon heat sinks with 300°C thermal differences -
worked and marketed product

Example 2 - super conductors to make power cables - highly competitive mainly research
with only a little development
Example 3 - low melting point brazes eg to stick airframes together, ie to be able to allow
designers to exploit dessign but not to make brazes

ADVICE to proposers
- Act early, when call comes it is almost too late comply with guidelines
- Select lead company (technical, admin, financial)
- Language advantage, especially English - the near official language of programme.

After submission of proposal
Acceptance or refusal
- if failure, only verbal response given, ask for feedback reason for failure (1 page written and
'opportunity to discuss this is available' EC presenters quote), ask about closeness to sucess

• - if successful - write consortium collaborative agreement (leave it to lawyers, but specify
time scale)

collaboration, continuity of staff no substitutions
- little nationally barriers for technical ?
- lead company is in charge, coordinate and submit reports for all•partners, and to

overseas partners
- coordination group and subgroups, need ?i interchange, consider staff secondment

etc.
reports, can form useful adhesion between groups not just a chore!

- technical liaison officer (now Project Technical Auditor in Brite-Euram appointed



and paid for by project)
active finance of project, ie auditable books and response on a particular day (can

be too high)
in EC 9 month delay normal, no names, no coherent approach

- exploitation
- interrogation

measure of success

2.5.3 Case 3 - An SME's-view, Ian Catling, Director, Catling Consultancy
Road transport telematics

Small companies advantages
Quick reaction/response, lack of inertia
Easy access to key areas of bigger companies
language
smaller, therefore lower, overheads, but consultancy anangements from bigger companies

BUT disadvantages can be
problems of delayed advanced payments
banking problems
EC management sub-committee

2.6 Discussion
Technical audit can be valuable - 'cost and adjustments available' EC presenter quote

- Management by head leader can be onerous (5-10% of effort available)
- Payments check bank transfer code (does not seem to apply to NERC)

Check ratio of inflation in proposal values between partners if reduced funding offered by
EC after broad acceptance of project

- Charges between Framework and Eureka to be expected; details uncertain.
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Fourth Framework Programme

Organisation

Four "Activities"
% of Budget

1 RID and Demonstration 83.4
Programmes

Seven strategic areas

2 Cooperation 6.0

Three strategic areas

Results 4.6

Four strategic areas

4Training

One strategic area

6.0

100.0

COMMISSION
• OF THE EUROPEAN

COMMUNITIES
NH/DOXII/C-I



Fourth Framework Programme

Increased emphasis on:

Competitivity

Policies of EC

Society's Needs

COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DGXII/C-1



Fourth Framework Programme

AcIfievedthrough policychanges concerning

Integration

Economic Impact

Flexibility

COMMISSION
OF ME EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DGXII/C-1



Integration

o Reciprocity between national
research policies and EC RTD
policy

coordination
subsidiarity
("Community added value")

"Megaproject" activities - Fusion,
human genome, global change ...

•o - Creation of a "European Research
Area" through coordination of EC
research and CERN, ESA, EMBO
etc

COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DGXII/C-1



Economic Impact (i)

Closer links with Community R M
policy and other policies
(environment, transport ...)

focus on generic technologies

greater selectivity

support for specific industries
(aeronautics, car ...)

o Prenormative (eventually pre-
legislative) research

COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DOME/C-1



Economic Impact (ii)

Dissemination and exploitation of
results

SMEs

Education; training; academic
links

Develop research/training synergy

- skills

COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DGXII/C-1



Flexibility

o Of RTD to respond rapidly to
new scientific and technological
challenges

o Of procedures and decision making

COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DGXII/C-1



Documents

1 "Working Document of the Commission
concerning the Fourth Framework
Programme of Community Activities in
the Field of Research and Technological
Development (1994-1998)"

COM (92) 406 final, 9 October 1992

2 "Second Comnaission Working Document
concerning RTD Policy in the 

Community and the Fourth Framework
Programme (1994-1998) of Community
RID Activities"

COM (93) 158 final, 22 April 1993

COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES
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Documents (cont'd)

3 "Proposal of the Commission concerning
the Fourth Framework Programme
(1994-1998) of Community RTD
Activities"

COM (93) 276 final, June 1993

COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DGXII/C-1



Second Working Document

Structure

1 Summary

Objectives : Update; Edinburgh;
Comments on 1st
Working Document

Policy Changes
Greater Selectiveness
Research / Training Synergy
Flexibility
Financial Resources

2 Explanatory Memorandum

- Amplification of Above

3 Annexes

COMMISSION
OF "ME EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DGXII/C-1



Second Working Document

Annexes

Financial Envelope (and
Indicative Breakdown Between
Themes in the first Activity)

II - Selection Criteria for Community
Activities

- Scientific and Technological
Objectives

*****
* * •***

COMMISSION
OF TEE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES



Annex III

Scientific and Technological Objectives*

First Activity (10,925 MECU)

o Information and communications
technologies, and infrastructure

Industrial technologies

Environment

Life sciences and technologies

Energy

o Research for a European transport
policy

Targeted socio-economic research

* 54 core thematic areas (1st W.D.) reduced to 28

COMMISSION
OF ME EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DOXII/C-1



Annex III

Scientific and Technological Objectives
(continued)

Second Activity (790 MECU)

Scientific and technological
cooperation in Europe

o S and T cooperation with
• non- European industrialised

countries

o S and T cooperation with
developing countries

COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DGXII/C-1



Annex DI

	

Scientific and Tt plogical Objectives
(continued)

Third Activity (600 MECU)

disser ion and utilisation of
result

transf 'technology

financ nvironment of the

	

transf ;g funds for technology

	

take-t. SMEs)

	

scient: 3ervices for
Comn ty policies (ie JRC's
scienti and technical support
for Cc aunity policies)

COMMISSION
OF ThE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DGXII/C-1



Annex III

Scientific and Technological Objectives
(continued)

Fourth Activity (785 MECU)

o training and mobility of young
research scientists

COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DGXII/C-I



Annex III

Scientific and Technological Objectives
(continued)

In addition to traditional funding
mechanisms, integration will be
encouraged through

Thematic networks of excellence

(n.b. market oriented)

Concert ation networks
eg link-up of National laboratories

Consortia for integrated projects
eg Fusion etc

COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

NH/DGXII/C-1



Conclusions

There are many opportunities for Industry,
academia and research centres to
participate in FP IV.

Participants in FP IV - whether in research
projects, academic exchanges, study
contracts, coordination activities or
financial "instruments" - should be strongly
aware of the European Dimension of their
activity and the wider context of their
work.

• Proposers who have a narrow, nationalistic
view and who over-focus on purely
scientific and technical objectives are
unlikely to succeed and will not benefit
from these opportunities.

COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES
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SUMMARY
OF THE

SECOND WORKING DOCUMENT

CONCERNING THE FOURTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME

OF RTD AND DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITIES (1994-98)

To update the first working document of October 1992 (COM(92)406) to take account of

- the Edinburgh conclusions

- developments in the world context
- comments and opinions concerning the first working document

in order to accelerate interinstinitional deliberations on the Fourth Framework PrOgramme (political

agreement) and reach a rapid agreement following ratification of the Maastricht Treaty.

Policy changes:

- Greater selectiveness with regard to Community RTD activities in order to increase their economic impact

(focusing on getzeric technologies)

- Greater integration of national, Community and European activities .(Article 13011of the EC Treaty)

- Develop research/training synergy

- Increase the f7exibility of Community activities in order to respond rapidly to new scientific andlechnological

challenges

- Bring the financial data into line with requireMents and the new financial perspective for 1993 to 1999.

Greater selectiveness

The Fourth Framework Programme covers all research, technological development and demonstration

activities. It comprises four activities. The first (RTD and demonstration programmes) contains only seven

themes compared with 15 in the Third Framework Programme. Two new themes are introduced: research
-

for a European transport policy and targeted socio-econ mic research. Each theme coven one or more

area of RTD and demonstration.

The selection criteria set out in the first working document have been adjusted w take tic:MIllt of :he thtzd

to fin.u.s and integrate activities, thus reducing the nzanher of areas originally propo.ved fron: 54 :o 28.

Compared with the October 1992 document, greater phority Lsaccorded To the first aotiviry in order to :ake

account of the Edinburgh guidelines concerning the need to focus on generic technologies of multisectorz!

application.

When the Commission prepares its formalproposal a selection will be carried out within the individual area:

as well in order to focus activities on mobilizing projects and integrate national, Communal, and Eurolk..

activities to a greater extent.

FP-IEN.LQI :2.4.401:27



be pursuth at three levels:

- :77.7;-‘thcin cf.RTD and demonstration odic,' =ions (a new area S ptoposed in order to promote work

in supcon f dec:Sion malong)

- polirleal level (regular Ministerial consultations)

- operru-lonal level: banveen those responsible for RTD acrivides.

Appropriate pmcedures need to be developed within the proRrammes on the basis of the aq;erience bin!: up
and the desire to encourage researchers at national, Community and• Eza-opean level to work together.

Researrititrainiu svnerrsz

in order ro promote growth and reinvigorate economic and social developmenr a combination of labour and

capital is.not enough,- a third factor is-needed —a combinazion of hthowiedge, know—how and -Fcsemination

of hthow—how. •

Research training acthnties will be carried out wfrhin the themes Of the Jim acdvizy and across the boa-d

(fourth activity) to promore the cross—fronder mobilfry of researchers working CM emerging themes ney

be supplemented by research acdvid-s makthg.fr possible to introduce innovarion thro education and trainthz

fi.57eMSand kryeducation arid Paining schemes deriving from the COMETT and ERASMUS programmes, ac.

Flexibility

17zedectsionmaiang system Lsvery unwieldy. The Corrununny needs to be able to respond ravi-ilry to sciencific

and technological changes inzervening between the adoprion of a framework programme and Ls review after

three years. •

Measures are proposed at three levels:

- framework prograrame: preparatory athvities

- specific programmes: limfred amotazt for technolog promorion earmarked for unsolithed proposals from

SMEs; lint with EUREKA
- work progroznmes: adaptability.

Fthancizzl resources 


111 billion _ECU (current prices) for the 4th Framework Programme (1994-1998);
w-frh regards to the distribudon between the four activfries withth the Framework Proramme, increased

priority will be given to- the thfrd activiry (dissemination) and, to a lesser degree, to the second ativry

(international cooperadon) relative to fizncling levels durbzg the period 1990-1994;

Kultht the frst aathray (RID and demonstration programmes), it is succasted, as an indicathe breakdown,

to-give fricreased priority to work addressing industry's needs and affecting thdusPial outpta within ttli the

topics, as well as to research on a European Transpon' Policy and life sciences and related technologies.

FP4a:Lor =4-93 14:44



EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

Oct•e.r 199: ihe Commission published a ...-..orking document concerning the Fourth Framework

(COM(92)46) with a view to pressing ahead with the discussion on the general auidelines

fc..r this Framewois. Programme pending ratification of the Treaty on European Union. The !Mit

workina document provided an opportunity for a wide—ranging debate with the conctructive

paniciraiion of the Member States, the European Parliament, the Economic and Social Cniiirnii•

and other Community organizations, together with research scientists and representatives of induszry.

A very significant point which emerged from the discussions was the emphasis placed on the Licorant

role of research with a view to improving the quality of life and strengthening the compc

industry in the Community.

2. In Edinburgh in December 1992 the European Council stressed the need for Community RTD

activities to cdntinue to foctis on generic, precompetitive research with a muitisectoral impact: dt

same time it finalized the financial perspective for 1993-99, laid down the aeneral framework

Community funding allocated to resetarch and called on the Commission to make some chanaes:

"Comma*, support for R&D should continue to focus on generic, precompetitive research and be of

mu m:Fee:oralapplication. EUREIC4 should remath the principal vehicle for supporting R&D activities

which are nearer to the market and the Commission should bring forward proposals to improve the synergy

between the Community's research activities and EUREK4. Improving the dissemination of results

amongst enterpdses, particularly small and medium-sized businesses, cost-effectiveness and coordination

between national programmes should be priorities for Community action. These conclusions should b.:

reflected in the consideration and adoption of the Fourth Framework Programme."

The European Council also called upon the Commission:

"to bring frrward proposals for improving the management and efficiency of research funded by 1:••

Community to achieve better economic effectiveness. To this end the selectivity of actions shruld

increased, and it should be ensured that Community activities contribute the most value added possible

'to effrms theady under way in the Member States."

This sc.c3Pj working document takes account of the comments received, developments in the word

context and the guidelines issued at the Edinburgh European Counci It complements and clarifies

the broad 1ines set out in the October 1992 working document indicating how to mobilize more

effeciiveivr&e capacities of the Community as a whole, the aim being to move away from a discussion

locusino in :he main on the activities themselves to concentrate on the framing of a 2enuine RTD

policy forte Community. The object of this approach is to secure agreement between the thrIc

institiiiiora. on the broad lines of the Fourth Framework Programme by mid-1993 and to facilitat3

rapid atltilEon of the formal proposal which the Commission is to put to the Council and Parliamen

once- the Treaty on European Union is ratified and enters into force.

The Fourth Framework Programme should:

make Conntwiity activities more selective so as to increase the economic spai- offs from Commu_ii.

researcit, in particular by concentrating on generic technologies which will enable Europerm incl.::: -

and its sibcontractors to go back on the offensive in international competition;

- 3 -



closer nnregran:cnof narionai and Con7;nr..±y RID acthririps.;
camie the ocnciidonsfor iticm.sed syneng .Senvaer. research :ma :mining;
dmpower the Community, using appropriate means. :c respond rapic7y :o sciamilic and
teilmoiocal change;

- be allomted sufficient financial resources to mathiain a sus-tabledeffon az Cominunizy level to
pursue realistir,lly the obj--aves set by the Ticy on Eimopean Union and thus contribute
the most value added possible to efforts alrmdy under way in the Member Stat.

realer seinveness ho s=re improved economic belefirs 


This =mils being more seleadve in the activies catried out, ,.s.r)as to lay the sciendfic and thnical
foundathonsneeded for sustainable, environment-friendly dewelopmentin indusmy,apiculture and
services,exploitingthe advantages of the singlemarke in order to improve Europe's compealvaiess
and the quality of life:

In k=ping with the .Community's induscial policy strategy .r.dorsedby the Council and &yen the
rls of the other common policies, research activitiesshould focus on precompetitive research into
=hnoloees witha muitistoral impact whichcan help incrmse industrialcompendveness, especially
in key arc-s, and on themes of interest to societyin general; it is nr-essary to =sure thnr the result
are tansferred rapidly to industry, espially to small and mium-si.red businesses and to the
branches of the economy which willuse them. Certain a-.25orobitodves guide the choice of re...csch
acivities: to develop effient and safe infrasn-umures and in particular am information and
communic-tions technology infrastructure; to produce efficiently,clmnly and safely on the baSs of
modem organization of production; to make eneonmental protdon an a_w: of industrial
comitiveness; to promote an improvement in hmith-cen and food qualiry and food byene; to
curare thnologic..1 and industrial integradon withth the internal. market (in particular by
so-engine:ling coordination between RTD policy and stamentiznrion policy); to antid.pate
-Lechnolcg-intand indrial el.:singesso as to ensure that great= amount is taken of the ne---isof the
marker; to increase the syng-y betw=a international mope:ado:1 activities and Me Community's
external policies:

The focuthngof Community RID acuvides is reflected at three levels: ,

- the structure of the Framework Programme: on the nounds of radonalization it is proposed that
the first activity (research, t=hnologlical development and demonstration proam-arnm) should be

.•orrami-S around scven .rtaM themes including Mo new thernm conrimg research into a
European transport policy (straiegic aspcs and systemic ELC1general aspects resuldng from
Communitya-ans-con:pciicv and lmdirg to s'eneric.activiriescoming from other them) and the
mrzeted. socio-economic research. Annex I rim:Apsesa stracrare for-the. Fourth Framework
Pitnmme whichensures a lane derree of continuitywith the Third Framework Programme and
takes into account the new elemnts

- selectiveness criteria: Annex III. to the firm working document set out crirerha for delning
Community.RTD activities,Anne; II to this dommen: (Selection Criteria for CommunityActhit-i)
supplements these criteria, adding points cCECereS:grea:er foonsimgof activitiesand the integratidn
of national.and Community acdvities; they willbe antEed when sel=ing projts;

- anelving these criteria to focus Community acthities cm a smaller number of research. technologial  
development and demonstation areas: the dethiled desoripEonof the subjt matt& of the activmesproposed for the Four-faFramework Programme willhe Fmahi7adwhen the Commissionpresents
its formal proposal. However, it is possible to make progrs In.the inter-institutional disouson

4 EC2-qr j.136 - 4 -



obiec. -e; prompts he e:ommissica: :11E'L,aata sigei fkae- Tem

prepunei ].7. yie,eetic area- in i; e nrst woi king document (from 54 m,

- ne rnancai perspective, the criteria set out in Annex II, and the opinions reC::: n".;

Annex ill sets out :he reasons for and the recuits of this focusing exercise. Lastly, it relacer au
=alter number of areas to We four activities of the Fourth Framework Programme, including r'ne
mi.jor themes making up the first activity.

c)tiCr 111(CuratiOil 01- R.I'D activities in Europe 


The principle of subsidiarity dictates that the Community should take action on research, only if the

::ajectives can be be:ter achieved by the Community than by the Member States acting on their own.

Article 130h of the Treaty on European Union also requires the Community and the Member States
to coordinate their activities so as to ensure that national policies and Community policy are rnutual'Y

consistent. It must be acknowledged that not enough has been done on this point so far. A new

approach is needed, with the detailed procedures tailored to each research area.

Such consistency is pointless unless the Community aims to achieve the harmonious development of
ifs scientific and technological resources. Synergy between RTD policy and the structural policies
should be strengthened. The amendments proposed by the Commission to the Regulations governine
the Structural Funds provide one opportunity in this connection during the nt.v programming peric
(1994-99). The emphasis now being placed on technology in the less—favoured regions and on •Lells
in the area of science and technology offers ne,.v prospects for synergy, in panicular with the thirC
fourth activities or die Fourth Framework Programme. While applying the principle of ex- .*
Community RTD activities provide a second opportunity. The research priorities reflected in die
activity of the Fourth Framework Prooramme take account of the interests and capacities
Member Smtes, including the less advanced ones. The RTD programmes can make an ef--'
cnetribetiee dt little COE( to making gccd use, for the benefit of the Community as a whole.

scientific aed technological potential of the less—favoured regions by networking them with cenmc- ,•
excellee-ce- in the most advanced regions. The third and fourth actions will have a growing impact
the less dm:et:op..] reHons and countries through specific measures (national/regional relay C277

transfer networks geared to the traditional industries, measures to avoid the "brain drain",
chairs-5. This synerev between the,Structural Funds and research activities would contribut:
a genuine eche-ion policy by developing the potential of the regions and relating them
European research area. However, it should not be forgotten that it is primarily the responsi'eiLe of
the Me:nber S;;Ires to establish an overall strategy aimed at making the best use of the capaci,ie-

created by the various sources of Community funding available. A Commission paper on
between RTD policy and the structural policies will be sent to the Council, the European Parliement
and the Economic and Social Committee.

The call for ereater consistency between the national policies and Community policy is based on
fact that less than 41X: of all government expenditure on civil research and-technological deveicTem. •

by the Member Stales is on joint action under a Community policy.

It is proposed that the following types of action should be launched:

- evaluation of science and technoloav policy options to supply a common knowledge base for

discussions on RTD activities in Europe (see Annex- IV);



H. tie 'a 'evoi, ' „t: Eurure.an
. .

a conjunction with :he Minister: with spec:a: 7c!"0::::: .or :7Clisin; and economic

E..mment speciiically on this issue:

2mcertation at We operational level betwe-- the heads of the national and European rearch

.200ies and those responsible in industry (producers and users).

. As far as :he practical implementation of RTD activities is concerned :he integration of national and

Community activities could be achieved in three ways:

- greater synergy and mutual enhancement of the action taken at national level could be achieved

Pv Riving: 'priority in the specific Programmes to activities aiming at such closer integration: 


in fields where worldwide collaboration is already established, only a coordinated, united Europe
•ill be able to hold its own in talks with the other major partners, particularly the USA and

japan; it is proposed that national and Community activities should he integmted  .to a large extent

in curtain areas which lend themselves to this approach;

integration to create We "European research area" while maintaining the diversity and plurality of

approaches will reouire closer coordination of the research conducted at European •level under the

auspices of international bodies such as CERN, ESA, EEO, EMBO, EMBL and the ESF.

Alongside the traditional networks established in the context of Community activities hitherto, this

integration can be achieved with thematic networks of excellence, concertation networks and consonia

for integrated projects (see Annex III).

The Joint Research Centre will make its contribution to this new approach.

.:V11:!72': between research and training 


Building on the existing Human Capital and Mobility Programme, activities to promote the mobility

of researchers and stimulate the creation of networks must form an important element of each theme

;a :he First activity under the Fourth Framework Programme. They should also be the subject df a

general activity (fourth activity) to develop human resources so as to make it possible to react to new
research areas or subjects which emerge.

Furthermore, research into education and training in Europe should promote the introduction of
imicvations into training methods. A new research area is therefore proposed.

,O. The role of trainina activities, which see's: to raise the general level of scientific and technical

competence, is likewise of strategic importance. This calls for action to build on the foundations laid

by Me Erasmtis and Cornett programmes by promoting training at European level and mobility as well

. as promoting scientific Mformation and culture in Europe alongside the implementation of the Fourth
Framework Prooramme.

aNlitv to resound ranitilv to develonments ih science, technology and indtistrv 


. Related to the objective of improving the economic spin-offs from Community research there is the
problem of the speed. of response to developments in science and technology. The Community's
institutional and decisiOn-making framework •for RTD is unwieldy.

N1.1 =Am% - 6 -



The J.

.)r- the rir.:t:eveha
lind the implementation
activities at three levels:

cc awe .c•evekTE-c-,'Js in
'nemsol 111respectMg tile natur•.:

cf Community :egislation :,Eamework Programme, spectra:
/ei (work programme). Fexibdity could be built into C,--nunity

- Framework ProRrarnmme: Drovision must be made for a limited range of activities so that
preparatory activities, definition phases for new programmes and possibly pilot projts can be
launched between the time when the Framework Programme is adopted and its mid-term .

- specific programmes: to ensure flexibility, a limited amount of funds should be set aside, in each
specific programme, for unsolicited proposals from operators (mainly from SMEs and technical
centres - research organizations) which have to be processed very quickly (technology pronicticn);

- work nrogrammes: the abiiitv to adapt the work programmes under the specific programmes
enable the Member States and the European Parliament to have a real say in how to respcnd to
developments in science and technology: in the case of the Member States, by being represented
on the programme committees and, in the case of Parliament, through the annual budget procedure.

12. The need to strengthen links between Community activities and EUREKA should be stressed i this
context. Rerilling the respective roles of EUREKA and Community research, the E•JinUliru.:
European Council emphasized the need to strengthen the synergy between them. Ccn.,i0,..
progress has been made in :his connection, and the basis for greater cooperation has been es,abii'l•-y.:
by the Commission and the EUREKA authorities in accordance with the twin principles _Ler
transparency in the procedures followed by the countries concerned with regard to EUREK.:. pr._.jects
and the Framework Procrornme and a dearer definition of their resptive roles. The
elements are better circulation of information concerning projects and support meastu-es
(standartlization etc.), the ',akin° into consideration in EUREKA projects of the results of
projects, greater clarity in the definition of the respective roles of each forum vis-a-vis
and especially SMEs, more syctematic taking into account of the precompetitive phases of El_TRE:CA
projects within the Framework Programme and joint examination of large—scale stralegiC
proposed by industrialists. As regards the Community, this entails the establis:im:nt, af:27 an
pilot phase, of new mechanisms for taking into account projects from the EUREKA .verk
outside the timetable for Co—r-unity coils for proposals in accordance with :he normal s..!:ectir:
along the lines of earlier decisions taken on a case—by—case basis concerning certain larze EtJIA
strategic projects (JESSI. ElDri, COSINE). The financial resources to be allocated to Lie.. .
could be included on an lnklicaiive basis in the work programmes for the Community prorch:,-.:.:
The :,:une would appiy to nrciecs which are pan if a research activity within other European Ec fruiiic
and technological cooperation forums. The projects would be taken into account by :he res;
authorities (in the case of :he Community, by the Commission assisted bv the committees, which
the,Member States are rePresested) arid compared with the merits of projects proposed folic .,ing the
publication of Community cai:s for proposals. Any involvement by the Community would to be
consistent with the objectives of the specific programmes and confine itself to the precompe!H,_ anc:
generic aspects of projens submitted to the co.nmittecs for appraisal. EUREKA's !itfcy. and
international authorities f.,houlct ask the industrAists concerned to look more Sys:Cit..: the
relationship with Commurli . v RTD actions at each stace ; ;ght from the de:in:ion of EURT:.
throt:h to their execution. El:REKA should remain the main vehicle for s.:pport for RTE.;
activities .which are closer lo Ihe market, includina demonstration and produofion deveic.:
projects, and give rise to iner3a5ed coordination between the RTD activities of the 4stJkTA m.
countries, while drawing bene:'d from the flexibility and "bottom—up" nature of the in-,ntiv-.

1,',IENI-11:2-.“), 7 -
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M :he ..:ontex.. perT:2-.2:ive de, cc.; upon in Edinburgh, the .7 :mideiine:, ann

usliitifltt priorities 'for RTD have :he Milowin: !mancial implications:

the. .naximurn overall arnect allocated to the Fourth Framework ProGrarnr.:.: ,br the 72h7

1991-98: the 1993-99 financial perspective decided upon in Edinburgh la,,s down 2 maxim...:!•

overall amount for Community RTD activities ranging between one—half ar_ '.V(3—thirds of tL

funding for internal policies over that period; also the growth in RTD expenditure must b.

consistent with the overall growth in spending on the internal policies (category 3 of the financir,

perspective); on the basis of RTD expenditure for 1993, the Commission has adjusted

October 1992 assessment taking into account these various considerations and an appraisal of tht

financing requirements, and is now proposing ECU 13.1 billion ECU at current prices for the Founl.

Framework Programme (cf. Annexe 1). This financial envelope, however, must cover needs

expressed by the whole of the Community and thereby contribute to supporting the competitiveness

of its industry. Given the increased emphasis on priority areas, this amount will considenbl:

strengthen certain activities whilst at the same time allowing certain new areas to be included withM

the first activity; among other things it will cover the needs of the energy demonstration activtities

which were previously the responsibility of the THERMIE programme and which are now thc,

responsibility of the Framework Prograinme; it also guarantees an adequate reply by the Community

to external challenges such as massive investments by other countries, .notably the USA and Japan

and internal challenges such as the tendency not to increase national research budgets;

- the breakdown of this overall amount between the four activities and the relative priorities assigned  

to the major themes making tin the first activity: Annex I sets out the relative shares for each of

. the- four activities proposed; the financial balance between the four activities has been altered

compared with Annex I to the first working document to take account of the decisions taken and

guidelines issued by the Edinburgh European Council (financial framework, priority given to the first

activity concerning Generic technologies, greater importance attached to dissemination and utilization

of results within the.themes and at centralized level); given the comparative importancc of this first

activity; Annex I also gives additional indications concerning the respective priorities assigned to the

. • major the:nes Making up this first activity. Thus it is proposed to finance each research for a

European Transport Policy to the tune of 280 MECUs given that the Community transport. policy

requires specific research work which must be sufficiently financed; among other things so as to

contribute to a better quality of life in Europe, life sciences •and related technologies must :benefit

from of tools to help with decision making in the field of Community RTD policy on the other hand

require specific research work which must be adequately financed; firther so as to contribute to

improving the quality of life in Europe, the life sciences and related technologies must benefit from

additional means in order to cope with increasing needs to do research in general biotechnology and

. biomedicine and health, as inust the research that is needed to accompany the reform of the

Community policies in the field of agriculture, forestry, rural development, fisheries and fish farming.
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ANNEX I

FOURTH FRAMEWORK PROGRANLME (1994-92)




MECU
(currentprices)

First Activity (Research,Technological 10925
Developmentand DemonstrationProgrammes)




Second Activity (Cooperationwith Third 790
Countries and InternationalOrganizations)




Third Activity (Disseminationand 600
Applicationof Results)




FourthActivity (Stimulationof the 785
Training and Mobility of Researchers)




MAXIMUM OVERALL AMOUNT 13100

MECU
(current prices)

Indicative breakdown between themes in the first activity 


-Information and Communications Technologies 3900
-Industrial Technologies * 1800
-Environment * 970
Life Sciences and Technologies * 1325

-Energy * 2525
Research for a European transport policy 280

-Targetted Socio-economic Research * 125

10925

of.which JRC 1067 MECU. N.B.: in addition to participating in the first activity
the JRC will-also participate in the third activity to. the tune of 70 MECU.
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ANNEX II

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

All the scientific and technical objectives indicated in the Framework Programme" must

be clearly defined, carefully selected and pursued applying the foilowing criteria:

I. Community research, technological development and demonstration (RTD) activities

must focus on clearly defined objectives which will contribute towards:

- strengthening the technological base of Community industry and proViding it

with the knowledge and know—how (skills) required to make it more

competitive at international level;

- defining and implementing Community policies; or

- meeting the needs of society and promoting a sustainable development. -

This approach will also yield short—term, medium—term or long—term economic

benefits and should contribute to the strengthening of economic and social cohesion

in the Community, while being consistent with the pursuit of scientific and technical

quality.

The Community's RTD activities must observe the principle of subsidiarity, whereby

the Community takes action if, and only if, the objectives cannot be fully achieved

by the Member States and can be better achieved by the Community.

On this basis, the following types of action could warrant Community activities:

- action on a very larze scale for which Member States could not provide the

necessary facilities, finance and personnel, or could only do so with difficulty

("critical mass"); _

- activities tackling ambitious themes, addressing large-scale probleMs or of

long—term scientific benefit. Activities of this type 'require specific research at

Community level and can thus often enhance the Community's overall

contribution to the solution of international problems;
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-A-oducing obvious financial benefits which justify joint acicn even

for the ::..ttra costs inherent in- ai! international cooperalion;

activi:ies which are complementary to those being carried out nationally and whicn

aim at .:rengthening the scientific and technological base of the Community as a

whoie and where there is a better chance of applying the results at Community

level;

- activities contributing to the achievement of a common objective, such as

completion of the single market or unification of the European scientific and

technical area, and, where the need is felt, to the establishment of uniform rules

and standards.

4. The Community's RTD activities must form part of projects to be assessed on the

basis of their scientific and technical excellence.

In this process of selecting the projects to be carried out in the specific programmes,

priority will be given to projects:

- allowing closer integration of the research being conducted in the Member States,

at -Community level and within other European and international cooperation

forums;

- making it possible to respond as effectively as possible to the Community's

objectives regarding economic and overall industrial competitiveness.
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SCIENTIFIC AND TECHflOLOCICAL OBJECTIVES

The new guidelines for a genuinely Community RTD policy, as reflected in the

criteria set out in Annex II to this document, have compelled the Commission to

engage in a stringent focusing and selection exercise affecting all the RTD activities
set out in the first working document (COM(92)406.

The activities selected are designed to support the common policies and are

primarily aimed at strengthening the Community's scientific and technological bases
and those of its industry in order help it compete more effectively at international
level. In particular, in the light of the industrial policy adopEed in 1990 and in
order to meet the growing needs of society, a number of Community

public—interest objectives have been identified (see point 4 of the Explanatory
Memorandum); Community research should make a contribution to achieving
these aims.

To use Community funds as efficiently as possible, a preliminary selection has been
made between the core thematic areas proposed in the first working document and
within each of them.

Where each research area is concerned, particular attention has been paid to the
possibilities of integrating national, Community and European activities.

The following list of RTD activities indicates that this focusing exercise has entailed

a significant reduction in the number of core themafic areas from 54 in the first
working document to 28 areas in this one:

First activity

Information and communications technologies; developing the information and
communications infrastructure

telematic ti-thnologies in support of applications of general interest

technologies for integrated information and communications systems
technologies for advanced communications services

information technologies

Industrial tozhnologies

design, engineering, and systems tixhnologies and technologies

centrw..1 organization of production

materials and materials processing and recycling technologies

advanced propulsion systems

standardization-relatoi research, masurement and tasting

for the human-
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Environment
natural environment and global change
innovative environmental protection technologies

Life sciences and technologies
General biotechnology
biomedicine, health and drugs
application of life sciences and technology in agriculture, forestry, rural
development, agro—industry and fisheries

Energy
technologies for cleaner and more efficient production and use of energy
nuclear safety
controlled thermonuclear fusion

Research for a European transport policy
research for a European transport policy

Targetal socio—ctonoinic msrarch
rrrtrch into problems of social integration
research on education and training
evaluation of science and technology policy options

Second activity

scientific and technological cooperation in Europe
scientific and technological cooperation with non—European industrialized
countries
scientific and technological cooperation with developing countries

Third activity

dissemination and utilization of results
transfer of technology
financial environment of the transfer
scientific services for Community policies

Fourth activity

training and mobility of young research scientists
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3. In order to conduct the research two main avenues will be used: (i) focusing
financial resources on a limited nuni;ier of subjects selected for their specific added
value (shared—cost activities) and (ii) encouraging the integration of national,

Community and European activities by appropriate means

In particular, alongside the u-aditional networks established in the context of
Community activities hitherto, this integration can be achieved by the foilowing
means:

Thernatic networks of acellence bringing together for a given technological
or industrial objective manufacturers, users, universities and research centres
to facilitate the integration and transfer of knowledge and technologies and
ensure that greater account is taken of the needs of the market. They would
be organized, with catalytic support from the Community, along the lines
already tested in areas such as microsystems, linguisticS and flexible
manufacturing. They would be "bottom-up" in both design and management.
Concertation networks in which the Member State would play an important
role by identifying the national laboratories or institutes which would take
part in the activity decided upon. The Commission would organize the
concertation. This method could be used to carry out epidemiological
research and clinical studies under the biomedical research programme, for
example.

Consortia for integrated projects along the lines of the Fusion Programme.
The Member States identify the laboratories or institutes which would take
part in the integrated project which would be supported by pooling financial
resources from the Community. Major European research bodies such as
CERN, ESA and EMBL could also be invited to take part.

In this connection, the Commission considers that thc JRC can make a contribution
towards the implementation of this new approach. As it is itself actively engaged
in research, and is closely involved in the formulation and implementation of
Community policies, it could play the role, in the scientific and technical areas
where its competences lie, of organiser, of focal point for networks bringing
together public and private laboratories in the Member States, and could act as a
centre of gravity for European research consortia in specific areas.

The following descriptions reflect this new approach.
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FIRST r.CTIVITY

Resenrch, technological development and demonstration programmes

Information and communications technologies; 

Developing the information and communications infrastructure 


Over the last few years, information and communications technologies (ICT) and

industries in Europe and in the rest of the world have undergone far—reaching changes

which call for a rethink of the priorities and procedures for the Community's RTD

activities in this field.

The blurring of the borderlines between information and communications technologies

and other sectors, coupled with the growing overlap between information technology,

telecommunications and telematics, make the establishment of new information and

communications infrastructure essential both for overall economic growth and to meet

society's new needs. Whereas in the 1980s RTD policy focused on the technology for a

growing ICT industry, for the 1990s the Community needs a user—orientated policy

geared to developing the new infrastructure.

This new infrastructure encompassing all thnologies, products, services and applications

combining electronics, information technology and telecommunications into increasingly

integrated systems reflects a series of contrasting phenomena.

It is dynamic. This information and communications infrastructure optimizes the contents

of the data, as input, storage, processing and transmission capacity and efficiency rise

rapidly and relentlessly as a result of technological progress and the closer involvement

of users keen to steer developments towards satisfying their own specific needs.

It also determines the development of most economic and social activity. Businesses

need this infrastructure to gather financial and commercial data without delay, to transfer

funds, to exchange specifications with their partners and to avail themselves of specialist

services which they. would not otherwise he able to obtain. Increasingly, manufacturing

processes based on advanced information technologies are enabling industry _to provide

higher -quality products at lower cost with minimum impact on the environment. Workers

in small firms can look forward to access to distance—learning vocational training courses

in the near future. Efficient operation of government departments, health—care systems

and transport networks also depends on this infrastructure, which must meet the new

challenges lacing society.
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ne,.v infrastructure consists of four mal., thnological components with the following

overall structure:

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES

APPI.ICA nor's

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

t '

COMMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES

ICT areas encompass the technologies which arc at the very heart of the infrastructure

and which supply the component elements for systems incorporating these two

technologies. In their turn, they form the basis for the implementation of applications

in areas such as health—care, transport and education. This four—pan strUctUre

determines the main areas in which RTD efforts should be focused.

By contrast, the economic situation and the interest shown by the users themselves are

leaving the pace of technological prouess further and funher behind demand. The

market is slowing down, competition is becoming fiercer and users are growing more

demanding as they learn to take advantage of the range of options offered by open

systems which release them from their dependence on the makers.

This paradox - with information and communications technologies becoming increasingly

necessary and omnipresent but less and less profitable - poses a serious challenge to the

economy and social progress and, in particular, calls for a new research and technoloEical

development policy from the Member States and the European Community.

Given the economic and structural difficulties currently confronting the industries in

•question and the budget restrictions, there is a growing 4anger that establishment Of ;his

new information and.. communications infrastructure could be cast into doubt or delayed

which, in turn, could jeopardize economic recovery and the vital response to society's new

needs.. This is why the public authorities all over the world are showing renewed interest

in information technology, electronics and telecommunications.
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. t'ac:.:..love now been recognized and action has been ;aken in Japan, the

d c:ates -nd several Member States.

burocear Community has long been aware of the economic and social imporance

of new information and communications technologies. Both the Second and Third

Framework 1•;-e iranlines successively increased the share of the binding earmarked lor

their development.

However, the Community's efforts in this field must be radically adjusted • to the ..

situation described above, which willentail adapting both the content of the prograr.

and the procedures for implementing them.

As .regards the content of the activities, the Commission feels that the Europenn

Community's contribution should concentrate on alimited number Of priority

technologies or technologies with multiplier or structural effects, by virtue of the

activities to whicn. they apply.

Four areas, each combining continuity and novelty, comply with these criteha. They

focus on the four components of the information and communications infrastructure

defined above. They were selected after careful examination of the strengths and

weaknesses of industries and research centres in the Community with renard to

infrastructure needs, taking account of the conclusions of the recent evaluation of the

programmes and of the views expressed by the national authorities within CREST and

on the management committees.

They cover the development of:

telematic technologies in support of applications of general interest;

technologies for integrated information and communications systems;

- technologies for advanced communications services;

information technologies.

These four areas combine the contents of a number of the core themes included in thy;

working document submitted to the Council and the European Radiomen; on

9 October 1992 and arc defined in greater detail below.

The first area concerns application programmes tailored to society's fundamental needs

.:nd to creating neW markets for the data processino and communication.s industries. The

aim of these programmes is to develop technologies_ which eau he added to the basic

technologies in order to satisfy the requirements of specine uses and the need to develop

itinctional specifications and to confirm the R&D results in full—scale tests.

These include technologies for health—care services and the integration of the

handicapped and the elderly, and for telematic systems for transpon and flexible and

distance learning,•for rural areas and for exchanges of information be:wcen researchers,

libraries and administrations.
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Mese themes are Laken from core themes 8 and 9 in the first working document, and

.:-.ciude the part of core theme 18 relating to Lhe handicapped and the aged.

The second area covers projects combining data processing and communications

:echnologies into complex, multi—application systems requiring the involvement of large

numbers of researchers and users front different disciplines.

They include information and language enginring, information thnology,

high—performance networking and integrated customized systems, the contribution ofICT

:o functional integration in manufacturing, technologies for multimedia systems and
.
intormation system security.

These technologies correspond to all or part of core themes 3 to 7 and -10 in the first

working document.

The third area covers generic activities in support of many and varied end—uses. The

technologies in question allow the integration of "intelligence" into networks., and also

relate. to digitalized video services, photonic switching and mobile.communications.

They correspond to core theme 7 in the first working document.

The fourth area also covers generic IT activities, including the development of

microelectronic technologies, particularly ASICs, open microprocessor systems, integrated

microsystems and flat screens, and optimum use of software and distributed data

processing (data bases, man—machine interface and open architectures).

TheSe technologies correspond to all or part of core themes 1 to 4 in the first working

document.

As regards the procedures for implementing the activities, a number of considerations must

be taken into account:

The projects should focus largely on a few major themes in order to avoid the

dispersion noted in the past. This focusing should be accompanied by closer

coordination of national and Community research activities. This approach will also

ensure. greater complementaiity with EUREKA..

In conjunction with technology promotion and better dissemination of technology, it

will also enable SMEs to take part in better targeted clusters of projects and derive

greater benefit from Community programmes.
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:L nvolved more closely since use of teehnolooics is the hest guarantee

.,at they the needs of the markci..

RT ..,;tivities in certain areas could use clusters of targeted projects

.icc•mipa- icd and strengthened by networks of excellence, associations •if suppliers

and user:,, the coordination of national initiatives, international cooperation, soecial

campaigns to disseminate the results, and training activities complemctac; to ar•

•:oordimited with similar, more centralized schemes where necessary. These

.vill combine targeted action, and hence selectiveness and efficient use of r;ro-.•

with the flexibility and responsiveness needed for the management of chance.

Industrial Ttxhnologits 


hi view of the globalization of markets, the emergence of new competitors. the

bite:nationalization of the processes involved in the acquisition of new technologies, and the

need to protect the environthent more effectively, industry is obliged to adapt its structure and

its cooperation and competition strategies.

In this context, the Community's technology strategy has an important role to play as a

catalyst and in support of industry's initiatives and efforts since a combination of national

and Community activities is essential in order to stimulate industry's capacity to develop

new products and processes meeting the needs of consumers and of society in areas such

as transport, habitat, health—care, environment, sustainable resource—management and

working conditions.

In accordance with the Community's new industrial policy, Community activity should

focus on areas of technology the applications of which will have a rapid impact in a

sufficiently large field of industrial activities.

Against this background, the Community activities will aim cu promoting multidisciplatqry

research, the development and application of generic technologies, multi—sec:oral

cooperation, interfaces between assemblers and subcontractors, links between industry and

universities, research by and for SMEs, and training and education in an Mdusthal context.

The activiiies will locus on the following four areas:

Design, Engineering', and' Systems Ti_thnologies and Tixhnologics for

Iluman—centnyi Organi/ation -of Production

Advanced Propulsion Systems

Materials and Materials Processing and Recycling Tuthnologies

Standardisation-related Research Measurement and Testing.
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This reduced number of core thematic arear. is based in whole or in part on core

themes 10 to 14 and covers applications 0. lechnologies developed in core theme 6 and

aspects relating to production technologies, materials, prenormative recenrch, and

propulsion technologies in the core themes concerning means of transport - road, air, rail

and shipping (15), urban habitat (16), cultural heritage (17), and social'exclusion (18).

Despite the high priority given to industrial technologies in the current context, it is

possible to envisage a degree of focusing of the efforts within the core thematic areas

Wider use of (intensified) concerted activities wherever this suffices to secure the added

value from the Community dimension should allow a more selective approach to

shared—cost activities (focusing on strategic themes requiring a minimum critical mass or

the sharing of risks on a European scale) without narrowing the range of themes

proposed for action at Community level in the first working document.

The first two aras cover the technologies involved in the life cycle of materials and

products, including applications of information and telecommunications technologies

available. The activities will be aimed mainly at improving the quality, reliability and

performance of materials and products, the flexibility of production, working conditions

and the use made of human resources, more rational management of basic resources,

greater recovery and recycling of materials, and a reduction in the product design and

manufacturing cycle and in impact on the environment.

Efforts will be focused in particular on intelligent and computer—integrated design,

engineering and manufacturing, rapid prototyping, new industrial applications for lasers,

microsystem technologies, clean industrial processes such as biotreatment, collectors,

advanced materials (superconductors, bio-materials, etc) and technologies needed for the

emergence of new products, particularly in areas such as transport, the urban habitat and

health—care.

The third area relates to the application and integration of generic technologies and the

development of specific technologies needed for the development of advanced propulsion

systems for more efficient, safer and cleaner means of (road, air, sea and rail) transport.

Foy the first three areas, flanking measures designed to optimize the impact of

Community activities wiil be improved and •strengthened: training schemes, action to

encourage arid facilitate the dissemination and utilization of results, appropriate specific:

procedures to encourage the involvement of SMEs ("technology promotion", CRAFT,

feasibility awardS) and industrial activities coordinated around a common objective such

as the factory of the future, clean cars, etc., in order to facilitate the integration of

technologies and the transfer .of knowledge between projects and between sectors, and

coordination with EUREKA.
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The !ourdi research itrca covers technologirs and methods of ment.urement and esting

in ihe framework o orenormative researci, in support of Community policies or meeting

the needs of society and industry.

The approach will have to be sufficiently flexible to cater for the changing needs of

prenormative research activities, while complying with the established procedures and

ensuring scientific and technical excellence. Integrated activities would be a particularly

appropriate means of facilitating the development of measurement and testing by

organizing networks of national laboratoires.

The Joint RecrIrch Centre should make a specific contribution to this research as

regards prenormative research on advanced materials and structural mechanics, and

measurement and reference material.

Environment 


The guidelines for research, particularly environmental research, reflect the need to expand
the scientific and technical basis with a view to ensuring throughout the Community a

harmonious and balanced development of economic activities, and sustainable and

non—inflationary growth respecting the environment.

Consequently, the Community's recrirch and technological development activities must

suppon policy formulation and implementation in the many different fields covered by

this- objective.- The Community's Fifth Action Programme on the Environment set the

primary objective of moving towards sustainable development. Against this background,

it set out a new strategy for addressing on the basis of the sharinp, of responsibilities,

activities which affect natural resources or damage the environment instead of waiting

for problems to arise Fhie aint of the strategy is to alter trends and practices which are

harmful to the environment in order to improve the quality of life and the

socio—economic development of the present generation and of future generations by

increasing the lane of instruments for changing the behaviour of those concerned. In

addition, the programme specifically addresses several priority problems and hazards

which affect the Comniunity as a whole and which must be -resolved. They include

climate change, acidification and quality of the air, protection of natural resources and

biodiversity,_water-resource inanagement, the urban environment, coastal regions, waste

treatment, industrial hazard's, civil protection and urban disasters. To assess and manage

complex environmental problems such as these a multidisciplinary approach is called for.

A new approach is therefore appropriate, fully reflecting the political guidelines but also

flexible enough to- encourage interactions and allow proper attention to be paid to each

specific field such as marine science and technology (including polar research) or

cli matology.
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'Hie two research areas are therefore as kylows:

'Natural Environment, Environmental Quality and Global Change; and

Innovative Environmental Protection Technologies.

The First area concerns the fundamental characteristics and processes governing the

natural environment, including land, oceans and air, and how they arc affected by human

behaviour. Research on these subjects would be ideally suited for an integrated approach

enabling the Community to make a major contribution to the worldwide action on global

change. This applies in particular to modelling. Generally, Europe is expected to play

a growing role in Earth observation activities. The Community must step up its action

in this field, in conjunction with the space agencies. This is a typical example of a field

in which the Joint Research Centre could make a significant contribution.

The second area covers the development of prevention, assessment, detection,

environmental protection and restoration technologies. In this case, links will be

established with EUREKA to ensure that the results of this environmental research yield

their full potential in terms of the development of technologies and innovatory markets

for European industry.

Core themes 19-22 proposed in the first working document pius the environmental

technology aspects of core themes 16 (Urban Habitat), 17 (EuroNan Cultural Heritage)

and IS (Social Exclusion) will therefore be condensed into tv.o areas.

Life Sciences and Technologies 


The activities relwing to life sciences and technologies are crucial for die future of die

Community, this being a rapidly expanding field which is vital j-or the relevant common

policies.

The benefits which they can bring for• man and society are a priority in their own right.

The Member States' capacities in this field-vary widely, but many of them can rely on an

internationally recognized scientific and technical base. Coimequently, the Conimunity

'mist concentrate on themes which cannot be covered at other levels but in which the

Community must hold its own against fierce international compon. Examples include

the recent advances in molecular biology and determination of :he genetic heritage.
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re:;earch is :It--;aied to utTer a wide range of •rytthods

Lac:thnz diferirt iesearch problems. The aim of ;his integration activity will be to

prt :he in;:astructure for combining the efforts of the many institutes Invokcii. in

interacion w. ne e:tisting industriai focal points. The priorities tinr action by ine

Community :nu:tide development of genome sequencing processes which are ideally

suited for the establishment of European cooperation networks. An integrated Europe:in

consortium could aiso be set uo to bolster the Community's position in the field of

molecular phytogenetics.

The arguments for greater investment in research into biomedicine and health are

primarily of a social and economic nature. Rising costs in this field have become a major

concern for every country, even the richest. At the same time, citizens in every Member

State , are demanding high-quality. health—care. The wide diversity of public-health

systems, and of causes of mortality and morbidity, in Europe, is an asset which must be

tapped. Comparative epidemiology and resrarch into the health services will provide a

means of harnessing this diversity as a source of numerous research hypotheses. This

approach will contribute to the prevention of major diseases such as cancer,

cardiovascular disease, infectious diseases such as AIDS, neurological and mental illnesses

and age-related or diet-related pathology.

Particular attention will be paid to the development of the scientific basis and the

techniques necessary to evaluate new drugs for the treatment of neurological, psychiatric

and immunological disorders and to panicipation in the Brain Decade, notably by the

development of methodology, instrumentation and specialised infrastructure which are

necessary for the study of the nervous system.

Primary production, whether from agriculture, horticulture, fisheries or forestry, supplies

the raw materials to mcet food and other needs. The reform of the common policies

entails considerable changes. Research concerning agriculture, forestry, rural

development, fisheries and aquaculture must reflect these changes and address methods,

techniques, production systems and products.

Agm—industrial research must keep ahead of this trend and focus on methods of

processing biological raw materials and increasing their added value while ensuring the

safety of foodstuffs. It will provide feedstocks for fine chemistry, food ingredients and

cosmetic and medicinal substances. Biotechnology in turn will underpin file development

of this.activity, interacting closely with other technologies, such as information technology

and chemical enoineering.

The activities will therefore be divided into three areas:
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General Biotechnology;

Biomedicine, Health and Drugs;

Application of Life Sciences and Tcthnologies in Agriculture, Forestry, Rural
Development, Agro—industry and Fisheries.

Enerav

Cmununirv research, technological development and demonstration activities (RDD) in the
energ,”field should be aimed at the development of clean and safe energy systems allowing
:he use of efficient technologies, guaranteeing compatibility between energy use and the
equilibrium of die biosphere, including man and the environment.

The RDD effort to be undertaken covers non—nuclear energy, the safety of nuclear
fission energy and controlled thermonuclear fusion.
Various ROD themes will be addressed, some reflecting the problems facing society and
others reflecting political or economic developments. the various types of traditional
energy sources (fossil, nuclear) and energy use projects with a view to reducing their
(local, regional and global) environmental impact by improving energy efficiency,
producing and using clean fossil fuels, minimizina emissions into the atmosphere (CO,
:md other pollutnnts such as SO, and NOJ and improving the safety of the nuclear fuel
cycle as a whole.
ROD, into renewable energy sources and the use of such sources will make a direct
contribution to this general objective while meeting the concerns with regard to
diversification and the irnpro‘ement of the secudty of energy supplies ,in the Community
and the satisfaction of needs by appropriate local resources.
A suitable balance will be sought between the desire for more efficient supplies from
conventional or renet.vable sources and the need for the Community to assume the
t'etTonsibilities placed on it for the nuclear field by the Euratom Treaty. The Joint
Ret-earch Centre will mak,: a targeted contribution in each of these fields, particularly
renewaNe •energy sources.

concerns underlying the Community -policies on energy, of course, but also on
,ft:ricuittire will be an integral part of the procedure for defining the ROD priorities. The
incorporation into the Fourth Framework Proaramme of energy demonstration activities
Ntrictly linked to the development of new- technologies) will also help to encourage
cooperation between induNtrialists, operators and users on innovation projects which can
be applied on a wider scale (in conjunction with EUREK.A and various Community
instruments) both in the Community and in third countries (including developing
.r.ountries), The .THERNVE programme, valid up to the 31st of December 1994 and being
thz continuation of the previous demonstration programmes, is an appropriate means to
 'y the, need for Community demonstration activity in the eneroy field.
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The advantages of taking action •in each of these themes at Community level are veli
esTablished, for example in the C.-1CPof coiitrollea thermonuclear fusion. However, the .
work on nuclear safety should focus 7anicularly on research into the operation of nuclear
reactors in Eastern Europe and in the CIS.

Core themes 32 to 35 in the first working document have now been compresved to three

areas:

Technologies for Cleaner and More Efficient Production and Use of Energy;

Nuclear Safety;

Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion.

Research for a European Transport Policy

Implementation of the Treaty on European Union willadd fresh impetus to the common
transport policy. For the first time, "Measures to Improve Transport Safety" are explicitly
included in the list of objectives to be attained. The provisions on trans—European
networks and on economic and social cohesion likewise provide the Community with a
new basis for conu-ibuting to the establishment and development of transport
infrastructure.

Against tlzis- background, transport will play a larger pan in the Fourth Framework

Programme for research and development, which will build on the experience gained and
progress made in the earlier programmes and, as in the past, rely on the active
panicipation of the private sector, the scientific community and the end—users.

The first objective of research for a European transport policy will .be to support the
development and integration of transport systems (in the context of sustainable
development). It will place the emphasis on the complementary nature of the individual
modes, will develop scenarios and conduct analyses at urban, rural, regional and
trans—European level and explore the interrelationships between human factors and
technoloay. Attention will also be paid to the strategic organizational and institutional

•aspects to ensure effective implementation of technological innovations and that their net
impact is to 'produce more complementary, efficient methods suited to- the needs of an
integrated transport system and ensuring the competitiveness of industries in the sector
in question.'

This overall research •strategy wiil take into account the objectives of European transport
poiicy. It willbe backed up by the activities carried out, within the major themes covered

-- by the First activity, concerning research relating to industrial technologies and
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data-comminications .services for transoort. These activities viii be stepped up as a
result of a new specific research theme entitled:

- Research for a European Transport Policy.

Its objective is to contribute to the development and management of safer, more efficient
and more environment-friendly transport systems. These research activities will focus
on research of a strategic nature, in particular through the creation of appropriate
models and scenarios relating to European transport flows, the evaluation of technical
innovations and their impact on the performance and management of individual transport
inodes and their interoperability, interconnectibility and accessibility.

To verify the strategic parameters for implementing such innovations, particular emphasis
will be placed on their validation with a view to applying them to transport systems. This
will entail research into transport systems modelling, and the integration of instruments
resultinf from other research activities, in. particular tele:natio and industrial research
activities, into an overall transport system. Political and economic feasibility, social
acceptability and human factors in an operational environment should also be explored.

Targeted Socio-utonomic Research 


This new topic covers two types of work:

- evaluation of the options for European science and technology policy; .

research work in two specific areas: research into the problems and opportunities for
European integration: and research on education and training.

Work to evaluate options for European science and technology policy is essential in order
to update and enlarge the knowledge base available to decision makers who are
responsible for research, technological development and demonstration projects policies
:nJeNkmber States and at the Community level. Work will include strategic analyses,
brecasting and technolooical evaluation needed to make available to decision makers(..vhethcr they have 'responsibilities at the executive level, legislative power or are simply

re::ponsible for research') reliable decisidn 'nuking tools such as ion(' term scenarios,
options for sc:entific and technology policy and expert reports prepared by users

of :CD from the fields of industry, the scientificcommunity and society in general. Such
work must when neeessary lead to the launching of preparatory actions and •definition
phases for ne,.v WM actions planned by the Community (cl". Annexe IV).

The. RTD work proposed in the other two areas cited correspond to developments in
policies .as, shown in thc new Treaty on European Union. Article 3 of this Treaty on
European Union provides for a policy in the social sphere, the strengthening of economic



wid social cohesion and a contribution to eiucation and training of quality. Articie sUf

v.:.ts the Community's RTD activities the oz;ectives of making Community industry FrIcrr.:

competitive and providing support for all the Community's other policies arta activities.

It is necessary above all other things in a second area to support research which will

provide an expandable knowledge base covering the common problems of society in

Europe in the context of the integration and the diversity which will continue to increase

after the application of the Treaty on European Union. Such research will be

concentrated on specific problems of European society which need to be tackled in

common by the Member States. The European dimension will allow maximum benefit

to be drawn from the diversity of approaches taken at a national level and to strengthen

research infrastructure (networks, databases, etc.). Social exclusion and city life-are two

of the biggest problems facing European society today. The work will cover

understanding the mechanisms which lead to the exclusion of certain social groups from

mainstream socio-economic life and the dissemination at a Europe wide level of examples

of where groups have been successfully integrated. The contribution of thnological

developments to the resolution of such problems will be evaluated in the whole context

of all means that have been tried out across the Community. The problem which is

common to all Member States that is the complexity of urban life, the different methods

of organising it and making it work will form a priority part of the work in this second

area.

The third area covered by the research work addresses the methods, tools and systems

of education and training and the introduction of new innovations in these areas (cf.

Annexe IV). In order to give to those people already doing work in Europe in this field

of education and training a reference framework and further to provide them with a solid

base, research is necessary into the current state and thc existing needs in this field, into

the policies that are being followed, tools and methodologies, etc. as well as experimental

projects in the- different sectors concerned. The potential benefits are mainly at the

European level, and the problems that must be addressed will require an interdisciplinary

approach which will be easier to put into place using the various complementary

resources present in the different countries, and it can not be disputed that undertaking

such work at the Community level will lead to additional benefits.

This topic therefore covers three areas:

- rrce-irch into the problems of social integration

- research on FiducaLion and Training;

- . evalinition of Science and l'a.:hnology Policy Options.

This entails reducing the nunither of core 'themes originally planned (16 and 13 under the

In—!.activity and the first, second and fourth core theme of the horizontal measures in the

first working document) and to add new research areas concerning research on education

and training and the evaluation of science and technology policy options (see .` nney.

to this document).
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:it th;s •argeted socio—econoint, ic:.earch, the Fourth Framework Pmgramme

outlines the economic and social research be conducted withbi each main RTD theme
(Evaluation o:- the Socio—econornic Impa,t of Research) and under the fourth activity

(Training and Mobility of Researchers in aonomic and Social Sciences). This will lead

to reconsidering the related core themes originally proposed under the third activity.

SECOND ACTIVITY

Promotion of Cooperation in Community Reenrch,
Technological Development and Demonstration with Third Countries

and International Organizations

The background to Community R.S.:TD policy is a world context in which there has been
considerable tiotorn in policy in :his area in the United States and Japan. In the

United States President Clinton recently presented his programme for economic growth
which includes scientific, technologicai, industrial and educational initiatives; investment

expenditure on policies in these areas should be considerably increased over the period
:993-98. In Japan, despite the current economic difficulties, the government _has

undertaken to continue and even step up the public research effort, especially in basic

research and university research.

The objectives regarding this-second activity are to strengthen Europe's scientific and

technological capacity and to support the Community's policies on scientific and
technological cooperation with third countries based on the principle of mutual benefit.

Closer cooperation of this type will allow the Community greater access .to the
knowledge, know:how and research opportunities available in European countries -

- distinguished depending on whether it is with industrialised countries or with the
.Countries of Central and Eastern Europe and the CIS - non—European industrialized

countries and developing countries. Article 1301-I of the Treaty serves as a reminder that

there should be coherence between national research policies and those of the
Community. And :hat any such coherence of policies must target both activities internal

to the Community and those affecting the rest of the World, i.e. must include the field
of cooperation with non EC countries. Through close cooperation with the Community

programmes on development aid and economic restructuring, this will enable -researchers
in the Community to collaborate with scientists, technologists and industrialists in these

other countries. In -this way, be:ter use can be made of the limited resources available

to address scientific and technological questions of growing international iMportance,

while at the same time contributing to economic development and to improving
international relations.

Since the accent is on geographical areas, the activities will concentrate on three areas:

Scientific and Ttxhnological Cooperation in Europe;

Scientific and Technological Cooperation with Non—European Industrialized
Countries;
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Scientific and TLthnological .Cooperation with Developing Countries.

Coryared 'A ill the second activity in the first working document, core themes 2, 4 and

5 have been. combined into a single theme and the order has been slightly readjusted.

THTRD ACTIVITY

Dissemination and Application of the Results of Community Research, Technologiml
Development and Demonstration Activities

European industry is generally less efficient than. its rivals at turning research results into
commercially viable products or processes. Securing a return on investment is becomi;:g

a critical factor in many industrial sectors. In addition, there are increasing signs of
resistance where the social .acceptability of science and technology is concerned.

To remedy this situation and taking into account developments in the United States and

Japan, the Community must make a substantial contribution to improving the

dissemination and utilization of research results and also to creating conditions to

facilitate the transfer and take-up of new thnologies, whatever their origin, by industry,

and especially SMEs, while meeting the needs of society.

The centralized activities under the third activity must be coordinated with the

dissemination and utilization activities in other activities.

The activities must take into consideration the fact that innoVation is a complex,

interactive protess and that special skills and a multi-sectoral approach are needed for

the transfer and utilization of technologies.

The activities to be carried out (and funded) within the specific programmes, the JRC

programmes and the demonstratiOn schemes are not described below.

The activities proposed at a centralized level are grouped together in the followino three
areas:

dissemination and exploitation of resulLs;

- trarisfer of technologies;

- financial environment of the transfer.

scientific services for Community policies.
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The fir.; arca covers all activities at making greater use of, or establishing:

a European infrastructure for dissemination and utilization with the objectives of

publicizing the Community's RTD activities, promoting scientific and technical

cooperation and facilitating the application of research results in Europe, in

particular by strengthening the European public information and dissemination

service (CORDIS, OPET and other activities), and expanding the network of relay

centres;

specialist services and direct assistance to promote transnational utilization of RTD

results (including the JRC and EUREKA) which are targeted on SMEs in

particular. They comprise assistance with the protection of results, help in the

finding of industrial partners, market research, awareness-raising and training

schemes, the establishment of technology associations, and support for projects on

trans-sectoral applications.

- strateeic and Interdisciplinary discussions about- the effectiveness of the transfer of

RTD results (acceptability and evaluation of social impact, management and

communication of research, pilot communication projects).

The second area comprises all the activities aimed at making greater use of, or

establishing a European infrastructure for the transfer 'of technologies.

Emphasis will be placed on improving the quality and efficiency of innovation

support services and the take-up of new technoloeies by industry, and espccially

SMEs. This will.be achieved by setting up networks and supporting transnational

pilot projects, making firms aware of the best practices with regard• to the

management of technological resources, better knowledge of mechanisms and

strengthening the coordination of policies and appropriate instruments. The network

of OPETs (organizations for the promotion of new energy technologies) is a useful

instrument for thc energy sector.

The third area concerns the improvement of the Nuropean environment for funding

technology transfer with the aid of indirect measures such as the establishment of

links between the funders and owners of technological projects, continuation of the

experimental system of performance-relted funding of technology, support for the

establishment of effective mechanisms for the mobilization of private capital and

investment "exit", and analysis of the most appropriate legal structures and the

promotion thereof. It also covers the establishment of a fund for technology take-up

by SMEs. This instrument will be compatible with the arrangements set up by the

Member States and will be adapted to the specific national situations. It will be

managed and promoted on a decentralized basis, by public-sector or private-sector

intermediaries in the individual. Member States. It should be designed so as to
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nohilize ! maximum amount of resounts from the financial intermediaries. The

und wiil cover loan guarantees, imercst-rate . subsidies, measures to encourage

venture vital, and managerial and teLion1cal assistance activities.

4) Scientific Services for Community Policies

This theme covers the JRC's ad hoc scientific and technical support for Community

policies. In practice, these measures concern dissemination of results of research

conducted by the JRC for other Commission departments as its contribution to

theformulation and implementation of Community's policies.

More formal, long—term support activities such as the action taken by the European

Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods now come under the first activity.

The core theme included in the horizontal support measures in the first working

document has been deleted.

FOURTH ACTIVITY

Stimulation of The Training and Mobility of Rewnrchers in the Community

Stimulating the training and mobility of researchers is an essential means of strengthening,

in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, the scientific and technological sy,srem and

hence the scientific and technological basis of European industry and Us international

competaiyerzest

Training and mobility activities wiil be carried out within each theme of the first activity

in order to provide users in priority areas for thc Community not only the RTD results

they need hut also the human resources capable of titili7.ing them.

However, the European dimension should also be used to develop human resources

making it possible.to react in real time to scientific and technological developments in

emerging areas. The founh activity.addressing advanced training in centres of excellence

throuehout the Community will therefore be open in nature and will also focus on

partnership between universities and industry.

This activity includes the following. elements:

Stimulation of Training and Mobility (ih particular foCyoung researchers through a

('ommunity bursary scheme):

Promotion of the Mobility of Human Resources in Networks (constituting not only

the logistic and operational basis for exchanges but also an important tool for

developing the Community dimension of research).
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implementation of this activity will take ;.,i0 account, on the one hand, thzt situation

within the Community through specific 7.-..:r.sures directed towards the !east favoured

regions in the context of the reform of structural policy, and, on the other, :he situation

outside the Community, in particular in EFTA and Central and Eastern European

countries, through appropriate synergy with the action taken under the second activity.

The mobility of researchers, as producers of knowledge and know—how often with little

pattern, are, as much as research itself, a critical variable in the transfer of technology.

Increasing mobility betwn centres of research or universitites and industry can

therefore help improve compethiveness.

The following types of action are planned:

Coordination of the training activities under each specific programme. This will

entail harmonizing the schemes, finding solutions to problems common- to all 'the

programmes and, in particular, preparing a guide for European bursaries. Measures

such as these will contribute to economic and social cohesion within the Community

and will be particularly useful for small businesses with no training infrastructure of

their own.

Putting in place of training activities in basic research and in non targeted research

(as opposed to that foreseen in the first activity) with the creation of "European

laboratories without walls".

Training in management of change in industry, through partnership betw=1 industry

and higher education establishments, and oriented towards training in new

technologies.

Encouragement of new scientific and technological approaches. The basic aim is to

prornote transnational cooperation in basic research in order to develop, thanks to

thc European dimension, the human resources, materials and methods needed to

respond, in real time, to new scientific and technological challenges as and when they

emerge. Such cooperation is essential to allow the development of large and costly

instruments and to enable them to be put at the disposition of all the researchers in

the Community and to prepare advanced generic technologies which are essential for

every Member State and which should be developed jointly in order to ensure

interoperability.

These •activities will be combined into the following arca:

- Training and Mobility of Young Research Sciattists;

it will replace the four core themes originally proposed.
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ANNF.X IV

EVALUATION OF SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY POLICY OPTIONS

Technology assessment in a European context covers a very wide range of interrelated

activities: monitoring technological and economic developments, anticipating in the long,

medium and short term the socio-economic changes that will dictate a shift of emphasis

in RTD and, conversely, for..asting the scientific and technological changes which are

likely to have a short, medium or long-term impact on society; analysis of the behaviour

patterns of the various players involved (governments, social forces, researchers and

institutions) in the face of these changes; evaluation of programmes and policies at

national, regional, European and international level; relevance of trends in Community

policy to the future of laD activities in Europe.

The United States recognized the importance of these issues more than twenty years ago,

and its Office of Technology Assessment has since acquired an international reputation.

Similarly, Japan set up the National Institute of Science and Technology Policy to carry

out studies of this type. In Europe, technology assessment activities have developed very

rapidly over the past decade and have been institutionalized at both national and

European level (Science and Technology Options Assessment, European Parliamentary

Technology Assessment Network).

The Commission's departments have built up a great deal of practical experience over

the years through the Monitor (FAST, SAST, Spear), JRC (Institute for Prospective

Technological Studies) and Value and EUROSTAT's programmes. Managers of specific

programmes have themselves gained a wealth of experience assessing the socio-cconoinie

impact of research in their fields as specified in a decision taken when the Third

Framework Programme was approved.

This new approach therefore entails including a new area "Evaluation of Science and

Technology Policy Options" as follows; -

The aim is to make available to the partiec invOlved, decisiOicrnakers and users of R11), a• European in4trument for

evaluating sdence and technokw policy opthms and, with that in mind, to bring together the various strands of acnity

at regional, national and I;uropean level in the field-sof forecistimi, teehnohigical and strategic rnonitoring.and asscssment

of ItTI) progrummes and pOlift Ily putting in place a limited number of dodieuteil networks, a technolog monitoring

system, am-veal:aion and study agivities, support activities (open dau txLses lists of indicators, directorkm of um.molog

assesment in Europe, etc) and by the dissemination of informatkwi through workshops, seminars, information weeks,

etc, it will l'Azpossible to offer those involva.1 in technolog assessment in Europe a pluralistic framework for dialogue

- and for comparing apProaches, leading to the formulation of science and technologi policy options roe Europe Much can

- tc used by allYoperators, -decision-makers and users_ That is why the propnsed activiiitz will be canioi out in dasc

collatxration with parliarnentary science and technology assczanent agendtz al national and European level (in izmioaLar
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STOA and thc Europ=n Parliamentary .11.,thnokTy Ass.--;:ent Nctwix-k). national and re c)nal public TA bodies, tbc

casting tcarns of rrrarch scicntists and social runners. A duster of activitic should bc organued so as to Launch

preparatory actrvities, definition phases fur new 12:11) CAAlllll unity aaions. Analyses of sosio-cconornic impact and thc

hsks imoivai in thc specific programmes will continue.
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11NANCLAp. STATEMENT

Pan Finarirtal implications

OF TIN: OPERA11ON

Founn Framework 'Programme of Community activities in the rvita of research and technologic-11 developrrient (1994 - 98)

2_ BUDGET ILEADING CONCERNED

Sub-section 86

3. LIEGAI. BASIS

Artide 1301 of ihe 1:EC Treaty and of the Treaty on European Union as signed, and Article 7 of the EAEC Treaty

4. DESCRIP110N 01:11IE OPIUZAllON

4.1 Specific ohjectivt=

Implementation of research, technological development and demonstration programmes ny promoting cooperation with and between
enterprises, research centres and.universities; ,

Promotion of cooperation in the field of Community research, technological development and demonstration with third countries and
international organizations;

Dissemination and application of results of Community research, technological development and demonstration activities;

Stimulation of the :raining and mobility of researchers in the Community.

42 Duration

1994-98

43 Target population kr the operation

Industrial enterprises - including specific-illy SMEs - reacarch centres and universities in their research and technological development
activities.

5. CIASMI1CNI1ON 0E11 IE EXPENIMURE AND REVENUE

51. Non—compulsory expenditure.

5.2 Difictentincd appropriations.

5.3 Thie of revenue inyo4ved

The EFTA countries as defined in Article 2 of the Protocol amending the Agreement on the European Economic Arca (EEA) will
contnbute to proportional additional financing for this framework programme, if the EEA Joint Committee provided for in the
Agreement so decides, probably limited to the non-nuclear activities.

P. .1-YPE Q EXPENINThRE OR REVENUE

itescarch and development projects carried out by external contractors cnn come under one of the following three fOrms of
Community financial participation:

participation in research costs, within a ceiling of 50% of cwits. "Ibis participation may he determined on The hasis of
conventional costs :levitated in advance. As regards universities and similar ircininit ions, they will have the posAthility of
requesting eit-her binding tit 50% ill ihe overall costs or lundmg of 100% of iiddinonal costs.

in the case ol projects ol specific:Hy industrial nature (demonstrations, prototypes, etc.), amtribution, linked to the research
results, of a predetermined amount within ceilings determined by the (:ommunity for this type of project.

payment of a flat-raie contribution for small-scale projects not exceeding a ceiling set- for each specific programme.

Concerted actions, which consist of the coordination of research and development projects, may receive a contribution of up to 100%
of the cost of the concertation.

Research activities carried out by the Joint Research Centre will, in principle, be fully funded.
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13100

The definitive yearly amounts will be determined by thc budgetary authority in accordance with the financial perspective agreed

for 1993-99.

M. AN'll-FRAUD MEASURI:S PLANNED UNDER 'DIE OPERNIlON

Audit programme in the Direciortae-fleneral. SupervIsom by the olficials formally responsible-for the tenons.

Pnri 2 : aistieffectivenefs analysis

OBJECI1VES

The Framework Programme come:sr-winds to the objectives established by the Treaty on European Union and notably ics

Article 1301(1) \climb states: 'The Community shall have the objective of strenghtening the scientific and technological bases of

Community industry and encouraging it to become more competitive at- international level, while promoting all the research

activities deemed nernslry hv virtue of other chapters of this Treaty. The four activities selected reflect Article 130g.

1 JUSTIFICATION OF THE OPER_NT1ON

lhe operation is justified by thc need for the Community to help strengthen the scientific and technoloetcal bases of Community

industry and to encourage it to become more competitzve at international level, while contributing to the deflnition and

implementation of Community policies and to meeting the needs of scocity.

An analysis of the consequen= in the research area of the central role played in Community action by Mc principle

sulisidiarity, in the terms of the decisions adopted at Maastricht. has been carried out. -This has made it cx)sszhle to 11:hbght

nunther of cases where the pnnciple of subcsidiarity applies in an intrinsic fashion: 'hie science' activities: technoloc:y priority

projects; activities atnied it organaing the single market; prenormaiive research; activities in suppct in.the European

scientific community.

3. MONITORING AND EV/NW/010N OE TUE OPERNIlON

- Ube l'orin :Ind frequency cif the proeers i if eval LI:111(M will he such as to enable the Commission to re,•p‘mt.1 bi the re4uirementy

under Article 4 of the draft WI:intim in the proposal abovt. and tu evaluate Community 12.1D programmes and pi.tficies.

The principal factors of uncertainty which can affect the results of the operation include :my delay which may IK“ur n ihe

unplyineacinon of activities under the pre,;(MI proposal, the :dulity and rendineas of private enterprises to take full advantage al

the lx in fox which on-f,e :win:Ines will tiller thew, :old the utLivi dilliculty ot inalonr, dire,:1 toiL . ef,periailv in :he 'thini

icitn, beiween rewarch expendnure on the one hand and indusny's competitive sueed.s on the other, notably in the Ugh: of in:

fact that innovation is nut a linear proe=s from fundamental research, through applied research to commercal application. -

The indicators and quantitative or qualitative entena which make it passible to measure the results will be determined at the leVe!

of each specific programme.
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. implementation of the Fourth Fram—iork Programme, :hc Cornrnm.sion witt examine the stale of

did:a:tors- it will asSess, in particular •1 The objenives, Mc priorities as well as the financial means arc still

to (he cnansing situation (ace Anide 41) of the droi Decision). After the completion of the implcmentalion of me

•7:1: Framework i'rogramrne, the Commtssion will underiii.... an craluation of it (see Article 4(3) of ;he draft Decision).
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IMPACT ASSIT—,-;MENT PrdR.M 


THE IMPACT OF THE ''ROPOSAL ON BUSINESS

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED

ENTERPRISES (SMEs)

'fitle of proposal- Second Commission working document concerning the Founh Framework

Programme of Community activities in the field of research and technological development

(1994-98)

Reference number

The proposal 


1. Taking account of the principle of subsidiarity, why is Community legislation necessary in

this area and what are its main aims ?

The objectives of the Community's research and technological development activities are to

strengthen the scientific and technological bases of Community industry and to encourage it to

become more competitive at international level. The need for Community action is acknowledged

by Title VI of the EEC Treaty and bY Chapter I of the Euratom Treaty. In addition, Article 130f

of the Treaty on European Union stipulates that the-Community shall promote all the research

activities deemed necessary. by virtue of other Chapters of the same Treaty. The approach

described in Article 3b of the Treaty on European Union dictzteS that the Community's RTD

activities must be subsidiary.

The impact on business 


Who will he affected hy the proposal ?

li/hich sectors of Intsinesv

Mw Community's RTO .activities must coneenmne murk.: on technologies lbr wIdespriad
. -

USC ii t11sectors Of ecodomie activity in Europe. The joint rese:n-ch lunded by the budget

allocated to the Fourth Framework Programme on. for example. iniormnfion technologies.

industrial technologies, materials or biotechnology will affect ve7 many sectors.

Which sizes of business (what is the propordon of sniall and medium—sized firms)?

The Community encourages RTD and cooperation by businesses, including SMEs, research centreL

and universities. The complementarity between the comparative advantages of small firms and big

I P II•N1411 214 .1111:S2
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, ffliptcd the Cormnis.sion sticec.....-Miv to encourage small ..111115to become involved
ii .„. re!.earch prograinmes. notab:7 with the aid of special incentives. SMEs have

from the improvements mad... to the management of Community rerirch, e.g.
L;imp..iicat;on of the information packages, support in seeking partners and targeted proposer days,
etc. The Founh Framework Programme expand.. this approach by providing for technology
promotion activities for SMEs, by focusing the dissemination measures on small firms and
proposing a completely new financial instrument specially designed to encourage SMEs to appiy
the results of Community research. This instrument forms part of the .third activity and is a new
addition to the package of measures designed to ensure more effective participation by SMEs in
the Community's RTD activities.

Are there particular geograplUcal areas of the Community where these businesses are found ?

In principle, the Community's RTD activities serve no geographical or regional 'objective.
Although the objective of strengthening economic and social cohesion in the Community and of
promoting harmonious development also apply to RTD policy, scientific and technical excellence is
the overriding selection criterion applied for this particular policy. This criterion in itself is a factor
encouraging cohesion in so far as it enables scientists from the least favoured regions to participate
in the most advanced research activities in Europe. The evaluation panel's September 1991 report
on ;he impact of the Framework Programme on economic and social cohesion in the Community
revealed increasing involvement by firms from the least favoured regions (most of them SMEs) in
the Community partnerships. The Fourth Framework Programme should help to continue this
trend, building on the results of the operations cacied out under the Structural Funds (and in
particular STRIDE) to bolster RTD structures in the least favoured regions. Specific measures for
the "Objective I" regions (as defined by the Structural Funds) are also planned under the third and
fourth activities.

What will business have to do to comply with the proposal ?

The proposal imposes no formal obligations on businesses in the Comniunity. On the contrary, it
provides them with greater means to participate in joint research. The private sector will retain
primarily responsibility for fully seizing the opportunities opened up and for applying the results of
the research projects for the manufacture and successful marketing of innovatory products.

What economic effects is the propo.val likely to have 7

on employment, on investment and the creation of new businesses and on the competitive position
of businesses ?

By making European bininesses more competitive, at international level, the Community's RTD
activities will create jobs and encourage investment. The Commission comthunication eValuating
the Second Framework Programme for Community research and technological development
(SEC(92)675 of 22 April 1992) and the subsequent analysis of this evaluation by CREST give an
idea.of the economic impact of the Community's RTD activities. The proposed Fourth Framework

171'41.."4191 '12-1.93 - 4 0-



Therainme the concentration strategy s%-..z:ad in the third. More seleetivo ailoczlion !jr

:nds ret4T..-.;cd for Ihe individual activities shotuili eucure that the activities have greater rdevance

III impact.

Does the prosknal contain measures to take account of the specific situation of small and

mediumu-sized firms (reduced or.thfferent requirements, etc.) 7

Arrangements specifically for small firms will continue to be developed and, in certain cases, tested.

New rules have also been proposed (cf. paragraph 2 above).

Consultation 


6. List the organizations which have been consulted about the proposal and outline their mail:

views.

This second working document on the Fourth Framework Programme is the fruit of a policy

debate within the Commission, which keeps in constant contact with the advisory bodies

responsible for RTD (CREST, IRDAC and CODEST), the European Parliament and the

Economic and Social Committee, UNICE, the national authorities, researchers and the relevant

European and national organizations.
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Les Gouvernements des Etats membres et la Commission des Communautés européennes étaient

représentés comme suit :

Pour la Belgique :

M. Jean-Maurice DEHOUSSE Ministre de la Politique scientifique et des Institut ons

scientifiques et culturelles

Pour le Danemark :

M. Svend BERGSTEIN Ministre de de la Recherche et de la Technologie

M. Knud LARSEN, Secrétaire d'Etat a la Recherche et a la Technologie

Pour l'Allemaane :

M. Matthias WISSMANN Ministre federal de la Recheiche et de la Technologie

Pour la Gréce :

M. Georges PENELIS Secrétaire Général au Ministere de la Recherche

Pour l'Espione :

M. Elias FERERES Secrétaire d'Etat aux Universités et a la Recherche

Pour la France :

M. Francois FILLON Ministre de l'Enseignement supérieur et de la Recherche

Pour l'Irlande :

M. Eamonn RYAN Représentant permanent adjomt

Pour l'Italie :

M. Rocco Antonio CANGELOSI Représentam permanent adjoint

Pour le Luxemboura :

M. Marc FISCHBACH Ministre de l'Education nationale

Pour les Pays-Bas :

M. J.E. ANDRIESSEN Ministre des Affa res économiques

Pour le Portugal :

M. Luis VALENTE DE OLIVEIRA Ministre de la Planification et de l'Administration du Territoire

M. Manuel FERNANDES THOMAZ Secrétaire d'Etat, chargé de la Science et de la Technologie

Pour le Royaume-Uni :

M. David DURIE Représentant permanent adjoint

Pour la Commission :

M. Martin BANGEMANN Membre

M. Antonio RUBERTI Membre
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FOURTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME OF COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES IN THE

FIELD OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT - COUNCIL  

CONCLUSIONS 


Further to its discussion at its meetings of April, October and December 1992,

and taking into account new elements, in particular the conclusions orthe

European Council in Edinburgh, the Council has continued its examination of the

working document of the Commission on the fourth Framework Programme for

Community actions of research and technological development. In the light of

these discussions and without prejudice to further study of the second working

document of the Commission and any other new information•which might be

made available, the Council has reached the following conclusions:

I. OBJECTIVES

The Council considers that, in order to create a prosperous Community

based on industrial competitiveness, quality of life and sustainable

development. Community actions under the fourth Framework

Programme must have as their objectives to strengthen the scientific and

technological basis of Community industry and its international

competitiveness while promoting all the research activities deemed

necessary for the implementation of Community policies.

The Council agrees that:

all activities must be of high scientific and technological quality;

attention shall be paid to the contribution which the Framework

Programme should make to the promotion of social and economic

cohesion;
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Community support for RTD should continue to focus on generic,

precompetitive research, and be of multisectoral application;

coordination between national RTD programmes and between national

and Community RTD programmes as well as dissemination of results

to enterprises, in particular SMEs, should be improved;

the content of the Fourth Framework Programme should ensure the

necessary continuity of Community RTD and its further development,

building on the experience of the second and third Framework

Programmes and taking into account the need to ensure greater

efficiency and added value, in particular through concentration,

selectivity and the application of the subsidiarity principle;

the fourth Framework Programme should promote the development of

standards across the Community to strengthen the single market and

thus influence the development of world standards.

II. STRUCTURE 


The Council agrees that:

a certain concentration and consolidation of themes covered by the

four activities in Article 130G of the Treaty into a limited number of

lines or programmes is necessary; at this stage the Council considers

that a number of 15-20 lines or programmes could be appropriate;

notwithstanding decisions to be taken at a later stage on the number

and content of specific programmes on the basis of proposals from

the Commission, the Council considers that the following areas -

6060/93 (Presse 64 - - 4 -
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which are included in the Commission's setond working document -

could constitute the basic lines of the first activity of the fourth

Framework Programme:

Information technologies

Communications technologies

Telematics

Industrial and materials technologies

Measurement and testing

Environment and Climate

- Marine research and technologies

Biomedicine and Health

Biotechnology

Agriculture (including agro-industries, food technologies, forestry,

rural development) and fisheries

- Non-nuclear energy

Nuclear fission safety

Thermonuclear fusion

Transport-related research

Socio-economic research;

3. given their importance for the effective implementation of the
-Framework Programme, international co-operation, dissemination and

optimization of results and training and mobility, which constitute

separate activities under Article 1300 of the Treaty, should also be

incorporated, where appropriate and subject to the definition of the

necessary budgetary and administrative arrangements, in the specific

programmes under the first activity.
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FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVES

The Council agrees that, taking into account that, in the future, all

Community RTD activities should be included in the Framework

Programme, the total amount for the fourth Framework Programme

should, in accordance with the conclusions of the European Council in

Edinburgh, be consistent with the overall development of expenditure on

-internal policies and should at least broadly allow for maintaining the

global Community RTD effort at the present level;

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

The Council agrees that:

cooperation in scientific and technological research between the

European Community and third countries should in principle be

undertaken on the basis of mutual advantage, and taking into

account, on the basis of the subsidiarity principle, international

cooperation activities of the Member States;

increased participation in the Framework Programme by EFTA

countries, inter alia through the EEA Agreement, could bring

significant added value to the European research effort;

particular attention should be paid to cooperation in science and

technology with countries of Central and Eastern Europe and the NIS

of the former Soviet Union, with a view to preserving their

considerable scientific potential;
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particular attention should also be paid to scientific and technological

cooperation with developing countries so as to reflect their respective

priorities, develop their capacities for research and maximise the

resulting benefits for their social and economic development;

scientific and technological cooperation with non-European

industrialised third countries should respect the principle of no

exchange of funds, ensure a balance of benefits and contribute to

achieving more cost-effectively the objectives of the Framework

Programme;

EUREKA should remain the principal vehicle for supporting research

activities which are nearer to the market and the Commission should

bring forward proposals to improve the synergy between the

Community's research activities and EUREKA;

synergy with activities of other international organisations should also

be improved;

COST should continue to play an important, specific and

complementary role by promoting scientific and technological

cooperation in Europe through multilateral research projects.

6060/93 (Presse 64 - G)
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V. IMPLEMENTATION 


The Council agrees that:

the fourth Framework Programme should have a duration of five

years, ensuring continuity in the Community's RTD programmes;

detailed criteria and mechanisms should be established for cost-

effective implementation and improved management of the

Framework Programme in order to ensure that its objectives are fully

met;

emphasis should be put on the improvement of procedures for

independent and timely evaluation of the Framework Programme and

on the definition of mechanisms for independent and systematic

evaluation of actions undertaken in order to assess whether changes

are necessary and to ensure proper support for policy choices and

programme development;

shared cost actions should continue to constitute the main means of

implementation of the Framework Programme. Bearing in mind the

resources available and depending on the type of research activity,

concerted actions, could, however, play a greater role, thus

contributing inter alia to better coordination between national research

efforts. Direct action, to be carried out by the JRC, will continue to

play its part in areas where it can contribute efficiently;

mechanisms should be sought with a view to facilitating access to_

results and increasing effective participation of SMEs from all regions

of the Community.
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VI. PROCEDURE 


The Council:

reiterates its request to the Commission to present its proposal for

the fourth Framework Programme as soon as possible;

recalls that at the Council meeting on 9 December 1992, the

Commission undertook to present a document on management of

Community RTD programmes by 31 March 1993. Invites the

Commission to make this document available without further delay.

It further recalls that the Commission has undertaken to present a

document on RTD policy and cohesion;

invites the Presidency to continue contacts with the European

Parliament with a view to facilitating subsequent agreement on the

Commission's proposal;

agrees that work should be intensified, concentrating in particular on

a full examination of the second working document from the

Commission, with a view to achieving fuller political agreement on the

fourth Framework Programme at the Council meeting in June.
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DECISION DIVERSE DANS LE DOMAINE DE L'EDUCATION - TEMPUS II

Le Conseil a arrété la decision portant adoption de la deuxierne phase du

programme transeuropéen de cooperation pour l'enseignement supérieur (TEMPUS II)

(1994-1998).

TEMPUS II, adoptee pour une période de quatre ans a partir du 1er juillet 1994

concerne les pays d'Europe centrale et orientale désignés comme eligibles a

économique par le reglement n° 3906/89 (programme PHARE), ainsi que les

rdpubliques de l'ancienne Union soviétique visées dans le reglement (CEE, EURATOM)

n° 2157/91 (programme TACIS). Sur la base d'une evaluation de la situation propre

cheque pays, la Commission, conformément aux procedures prévues dans les

réglements précités, determine, en accord avec les pays eligibles concernés, s'ils

devraient commencer a participer a TEMPUS II, ainsi que la portée generale et la nature

de leur participation dans le cadre de la planification nationale de l'aide communautaire

aux ref ormes sociales et économiques.

Les objectifs de TEMPUS II consistent a promouvoir, dans le cadre des

orientations et objectifs genéraux des programmes PHARE et TAOS dans le cadre de

reforme économique et sociale, le developpement des systémes d'enseignernent

supérieur dans les pays eligibles par une cooperation aussi equilibree que possible, avec

des partenaires de tous les Etats membres de la Communaute. Plus précisément,

TEMPUS II est destine a aider les systemes d'enseignement supérieur des pays eligibles

aborder :

les questions relatives au développement et au remaniement des programmes

d'enseignement dans les domaines prioritaires ;

101 la reforme des structures et établissements d'enseignement supérieur et de leur

gestion ;

c) le developpement de la formation qualifiante en vue de pallier l'insuffisance des

compétences de niveau supérieur adaptees a la période de reforme économique,

en particulier par une amelioration et un accroissement des liens avec l'industrie.

La decision prévoit que la Commission présente, avant le 30 avril 1996, un

rapport intermédiaire assorti d'une éventuelle proposition de prolongation ou

d'adaptation de TEMPUS pour la periode commencant le ler juillet 1988 et un rapport

final le 30 juin 1999 au plus tard.
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DRAFT

I.E.T.T. SPEECH - LONDON 6TH JULY 1993

EC INDUSTRIAL POLICY:

ELEMENTS FOR MARKET-BASED AND PROACTIVE APPROACH

BY MICHEL CATINAT-

INDUSTRIAL POLICY: A NEW POLITICAL AND LEGAL CONCEPT•

Industrial policy has traditionally been a controversial concept,

particularly within the European Community:

for some, industrial policy is the worst type of state intervention,

for others, it is the sole means to prevent our enterprises from

being swamped by "unfair" competition and to achieve a minimal

level of coherence in economic development

.in 1990, a very important political step was made when the Council of
Ministers unanimously endorsed the Commission's communition on

"Industrial policy in an open and cOmpetitive environment" [1]. This

Communication mainly aims al clarifying the concept of a modem
industrial policy for the Community in the present global .competitive

environment. As explained in. the Communication, several reasons-
militated in favour of such a .(i) European Community

economies have undercone major structural transformations and
much remains to be done, (ii) future industrial competitiveness will
increasIncly be determined by the ability to confront clobal challences,

in particular competition from' major world partners, (iii) with -the

"s‘Echel CATINAT is Head of Unit "Information technologi(s and teIecommanicatons equipment",

Diractorare-gtheral for Indusrry, Commission of the European Communities.
•
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completion of the internal market, the replies to problems• of industrial

competitiveness must be sought increasingly at the Community level.

This Communication was followed by various other communications or
Council resolutions which applied its principles to different domains,
identified issues at stake and proposed measures to improve the

European industrial situation. It is, in particular the case of the

communications on the European electronics and information

technoloay industry of April 1991 [2] or on telecommunication

equipment of July 1992 [3]. These communications paved the way for
a technology policy proposing a set of coherent and coordinated

actions in five areas:. stimulatina demand, mastering technoloay,

training, enhancing extemal relations and improving the business
environment.

This political willingness to implement a new Community industrial

policy legally •materialised in the Treaty on European Union. For the
first time, the public authorities explicitly recoanised their
responsibilities recording industrial development at Community level.

The Treaty on European Union includes industrial competitiveness in

the fundamental objectives of the Community:

Title XIII - "Industry", which stipulates that "The Community and

the Member States shall ensure that the conditions necessary for

the competitiveness of the Community's industry exist".

Title XV - "Research and Technological Development", which

states that "The Community shall have the objective of
strengthening the scientific and technological bases of Community

industry -and encouraging it to become more competitive at

international level". Article 1301 reinforces_ the industrial vocation

of the .R&D• Community Framework Programme and groups

together all. R&D actions necessary to support the other common

pOlicies. The Community R&D policy becomes an instrument for
the benefit of other. Community policies, in particular the industrial

policy.



Title VIII - "Social policy", which established a European Social

Fund' with the objective of "facilitating adaptation to industrial

change and to changes in production systems, in particular

through vocational training and retraining".

Title XII - 'Trans-European Networks", which aims at "deriving full

benefit from the setting-up of an area without internal frontiers" and

providing Europe with the infrastructure networks necessary for its

competitiveness.

These policy developments have aiLldcted a lot of attention, and at the

same time given rise to suspicions about the real objectives behind

them, aiven the deterioration of the industrial situation and the

relatively bleak short term outlook.

WHICHINDUSTRIALPOLICYFORTHEEC ?

The Treaty does give rise to a number of fundamental questions about

industrial policy and its instruments:

Firstly, what methods, instruments and means should be

employed to implement the approach adopted?

Secondly, how will the Communitys industrial policy respond

specifically to the accelerated industrial change affecting our

industries, and in particular to the very serious problems they

currently face?

Thirdly, on which industrial policy issues will the Member States

coordinate action? Subsidiarity will apply in order to differentiate

between those matters best dealt with at Community level and

those best dealt with at national level.

I will address these different questions, first conceptually and then

through concrete examples.

ConCerning the methods, the industrial policy approach- which was

agreed in 1990, is based on 4 principles:

-. An effective industrial policy requires a coherent approach to all

policies which impact on industrial activity.
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Answering this question exhaustively is premature before the complete
ratification of the Treaty on European Union which will provide the
Community with a legal basis for its actions. On the other hand, some
orientations of some Community policies are noteworthy with the aim
of better taking into account industrial dimensions. They give some
indication on how the Community would proceed, and why. I will
illustrate them with the cases of both R&D Community policy and
Trans-European information infrastructures. Both have been identified
as priorities for .the "economic revival of Europe" by President J_
Delors dudng the Copenhagen• European Summit of June 1993. On
that basis, the European Council has mandated the Commission to
present a White paper on-the medium-temi strategy to be followed to
improve grov 4h, competitiveness and employment in Europe.

THE R&D POLICY: INSTRUMENTOFTHEINDUSTRIALPOLICY

The first application of the new concept of industrial policy concerns
the information end communication technologies (ITC) area. On the
basis of a precise economic analysis of the European industrial
strengths and weaknesses; in the field of information and
communication technologies, the following statements have been
made:

the sharp increase in the cost of R&D, its increasingly
multidisciplinary nature and the objective assessment of the
European S&T situation prevent or make illusive any attempt to
master all emerging technologies in Europe. In other words,

selectivity in priorities and concentration in actions are
necessary for the Community RTD policy to be credible and
successful.

with the globalisation, the world is becoming more and more
interdependent.

the factors of competitiveness are becomino more and more
complex ; in addition to access and mastering of technologies,
other factors have to be considered concerning production,
sales. finance and organisation of companies.
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a balance between competition and cooperation has to be

sought ; this balance is at the core of the strategies of the

globalised companies.

access to technologies is as essential as developing

technologies, if not more, in particular for SMEs.

These statements apply to most of S&T domains of the Community

Framework Programme.

They lead to some. clear conclusions which have been taken into

account in the proposal for the Fourth Framework Proaramme. The

Community actions to promote RTD have to be accompanied by other

actions aiming at strengthening their societal and industrial impacts.

First the Community Framework Programme has to be regarded as a

packaae of coherent and complementary activities ; it consists, in a

balanced way, of RTD and demonstration programmes, but also of

cooperation with third countries and international organisations,

dissemination and application of results, and stimulation of the training

and mobility of researchers. Secondly, all those activities developed in

the Framework Programme have to be conceived from the very outlet

in coherence and syneray with a more complete industrial policy.

What does it mean concretely ?

A relatively increased priority is given to the promotion of cooperation

with third countries and international organisations (the so-called

second activity of the Fourth Framework Programme). The .EFTA

countries will participate in the 3rd then the 4th Framework

Programme according to the EEA Agreement Beyond EFTA

countries; cooperation will continue to -develop on three fronts: the

non-European industrialised nations, the countries of 'Central and

Eastern Europe and the developing countries. Alonaside the

development within the framework of bilateral -aareements, of

information -exchange, joint research activities of mutual interest and

exchanae of researchers, cooperation with the industrialised nations

will be complerbented by Community participation in multilateral

initiatives and in collaboration on mega-projects on a global scale.



or infrastructure policy, preserving the worldwide competition by

encouraging more economic diversity and pluralism or by ensuring fair

access to hiah technologies. These different goals are or will be

sought through the implementation of the Community industrial policy.

Recording the instruments, two points need to be stressed:

in the first place, the impact and the effectiveness of industrial policy

instruments have chanced profoundly over the last few years and

this affects the approach that needs to be taken;

secondly, future industrial policy•will increasingly have- tO be based

on a combination of many different -instruments even if they are

sometimes difficult to reconcile because they have different

objectives

Schematically, there are 3 categories of instruments which can be

identified:

- those which are less effective than in the past, or where their

application is becomina more difficult notably tariff protection,

quantitative restrictions, state subsidies and certain aspects of

multilateral neaotiations which are being undermined bsi bilateral

agreements;

those which remain useful: regional aid, R&D aid, SME support,

support for the development of infrastructure, and instruments to

improve access to markets and their functioning, such as merger

control, restnctions on abuse of dominant -position, •liberalisation,

certification and standardisation, etc.

those which need to be enhanced: support for professional training,

international competition ruies, international industrial cooperation

between enterprises, intellectual property •riahts, international

investment aareements, etc.

On the basis of•that method 'and those instruments, what could be the

CommUnity's priorities for industrial_ policy, in particular to respond to

the accelerated industrial chanae ?
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Positive adjustment has to be the objective of any public

intervention.

- The role of the authorities is above all a catalyst and pathbreaker for

innovation. Tne main responsibility for industrial competitiveness

must lie with firms themselves, but they should be able to expect

from public authorities clear and predictable conditions for their

activities.

- The improvement of the functioning of markets is a prerequisite for

improvina industrial competitivity.-

On this last point. I wish to --argue that there is no contradiction

between industrial policy and competition policy. Here I will mainly

refer to a recent synthetical -paper written by Peter Holmes, Sussex

European Institute V]. There is no contradiction for essentially two

reasons.

The first reason is political. The Community and all Member States

are committed to acceptina that their industrial policies will be

governed by the competition rules of the Treaty of Rome_ Competition

policy plays a central role in the EC system and aims at the overall

-maintenance of competition, but also at the preservation of the level

playing field (the promotion of "balanced trade and fair competition").

The way industrial policy is defined in the Treaty on European Union

and in the Communications released by the- Commission is consistent

with the competition policy. Its philosophy reflects a "pro-competitive"

approach and stresses the importance of the environment in which

firms operate. The coordination of different actions to make them

coherent, consistent and positively complementary will play a central

foie in the Community industrial policy.

The second reason for which industrial and competition policies do not

present any contradictions is economic. There is a large consensus to

recognise the existence of a lot of market failures. -The role of

industrial policy- •is to correct them, and to enable the European

- companies to-aain competitive advantage. Different examples have

been given by economists: exploiting "first movers" advantage where

R&D is important, and "second movers" advantage where imitation is

easy, influencing behaviour and capability by education, training, R&D
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A relatively increased priority is also given to dissemination and
application of R&D results (the so-called third activity of the fourth
Framework Programme). In order to reach all European local areas
and innovative companies, the subsidiarity principle has to fully apply.
For that reason, this activity in the Framework Programme is mainly

based on coordination and setting-up of European infrastructures and
networks. European public information and dissemination services

(CORD1S, in particular) and the network of relay centres (VALUE) will
be expanded. The take-up of new technologies by industry will be

achieved by supporting transnational pilot projects, _making firms
aware of the best practices, and improving the European environment
for funding technology transfer. The SPRINT programme will be

reinforced.

Finally, it means that the interface between the Framework
Programme and the Community industrial policy will be reinforced
through different actions.

Let me take the example of Information and Communication
Technologies (ITC).

Upstream, an activity of analysis of technological and industrial

evOlutions is being developed. Its mandate may be summarized as
follows: continuously take note of the development of technologies,

understand their industrial and social impact, strengthen the dialogue

between interested parties, warn decisions-makers of what is at stake
and make priority proposals. Its proposals consist, in most cases, in a

set of actions, some in the field of R&D, others in the field of industrial
policy, all reinforcing each other. Such recommendations bridging the -

technological and industrial spheres are for example necessary in the

domain of multimedia, where the development of the market
necessitates, beyond R&D, improvements in standardisation and
intellectual property rights, and stimulation of "Titles" (e.g. multimedia

applications). Different repOns issued from this activity are already
available (multimedia, product software, client-server architectures,
etc.). The conceptual similarity with the recent UK White Paper
"Realising our potential / A Strategy for Science, Enoineering and

Technology" is obvious: "Technology foresight, jointly conducted by

industry and the science and engineering communities, will be used to
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inform Governments decisions and priorities ... The aim is to achieve

a key cultural change: better communication, interaction and mutual

understanding, ..." This activity of evaluation in the domain of ITC is

designed to be part of the action called "Evaluation of the options for

European science and technology policy" proposed in the 4th

Framework Programme.

Furthermore, some new types of R&D projects have been launched

with very clear-cut industrial and commercial objectiVes, even if the

Community only co-funds the pre-competitive part of the projects: the

LCD-TEAM project. concerning Liquid Crystal Displays or ASSET

concerning the development of a common platform for distributed

systems are two examples amongst others. Some other projects are

conceived as clusters of projects and market-driven with the

involvement of leading-edge users at all stages of the projects. It is,

for example, the case of the OMI "Open Microprocessor Systems

Initiative" aiming at reducing the European dependencies on non-

European sources, or the "High Performance Computing and

Networking" aiming at the development of massively parallel

computing applications such as simulation, design, management of

complex systems (air traffic control, ...). Very often, these projects are

regarded as big projects for big companies. In fact, these projects

offer a lot of opportunities for SMEs. Finally, accompanying measures

are taken to promote "best practices". For example, in the field of

software where current practice makes inadequate use of current

technologies in particular those developed in the Community

Framework Proaramme, two accompanying measures are being

developed: the "European Systems Software Initiative" (ESSI) and the

building-up of the "European Software Institute" (ESI) both aiming at
iMproying the quality of software development in Europe, and, as a

consequence, strengthening the user companies competitiveness by

spreading best practice, improving the quality of the software produced

and reducing the cost of development and maintenance. As a general

matter, the Director General of DG ill now responsible for that part of

the Framework programme has asked for the preparation of a

document in which measures accompanying the R&D activities would

be identified and implemented zs action of industrial policy.
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WHICH INDUSTRIAL POLICY FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN EUROPE?

There is virtually unanimous agreement in all countries and industries

that information infrastructure is a key issue for advanced societies

and industrialised countries. By infrastructure is meant "hard"

infrastructure which is the physical networks of telecommunications

but also "soft" infrastructure which includes telecommunications

services and all telematic applications.

In the US, information infrastructure under the label "information•

highways" plays a central role in the new Clinton-Gore technology

policy.

In Japan, the recent national stimulus package also includes plans to

extend fiber networks at a cost of $400 billion to every Japanese home

by the year 2015.

In Europe, the same political willingness is conveyed and forcefully

materialised in the Copenhagen European Summit of June 1993. All

the more so that a t-anseuropean network infrastructure is increasingly

reaarded as supporting and consolidating the completion of the

internal market The full exploitation of the opportunities created by

the removal of intra -Community barriers necessitates the building up

of genuine European infrastructures and, on top of them, the provision

of advanced transeuropean telecommunication services.

The Community Telecommunications Policy staded, in 1984, with the

harmonisation of services and terminals equipment and Community

cohesion as main objectives. Then after the publication in 1987 of the

Green Book on Telecommunications market, the adaptation of the

regulatory framework for equipment and services beme the main

thrust of this policy. This policy has now to take more and more into

account its results and its contribution on three issues: (i) the

development of transeuropean network infrastructures, (ii) the

emergence of transeuropean telecommunications operators and

service proViders and (iii) the strengthening of the European

telecommunications equipment industy. The better functioning of the

European telecommunications market remains necessary but, from

my point of view, will not be sufficientanymore.
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This enlargement of the objectives for the Community

telecommunications policy calls for the coherent and coordinated

implementation of different policy instruments: the regulatory policy for

the liberalisation and the harmonisation, but also the internal market

policy for the transeuropean networks, the RDT policy for the

technological know-how and the pre-standardisation, the trade policy

for equal conditions of access to market and the industrial policy for

the coordination and for the positive adjustment and the competitive

strengthening of the telecommunications operators and

manufacturers.

The Council on Telecommunitions of 10 May 1993 adopted the

Communication of the Commission on the European

telecommunications equipment industry [3] and its recommendations

and proposals. This has to be regarded as a step to better take into

account some industrial dimension within the usual

telecommunications policy. This Communication draws an overall

framework and identifies necessary actions of industrial policy. This

orientation is a necessity ; action needs indeed to be taken in order to

remedy structural problems, insufficiencies in certain leading

segments of the market and to address potential threats resulting from

imperfect conditions of competition in the World. In substance, four

main domains of actions are identified as prioritary.

First, establishing a genuine internal market It calls for levelling

the playing field for all economic operators in the Community by

liberalisation and harmonisation including standardisation. The current

Community programme of reaulation fits this first priority. This

programme is a concrete example-of compatibility (non-contradiction)

between the competition and industrial policies.

The Commission has carried out an overall assessment of the

situation in the telecommunitions services sector and considered

whether the maintenance of exclusive or special rights for basic voice

telephony services and infrastructures was still justified (The
•

"Review"). A broad consultation of the main players in the

telecommunications sector has taken place and resulted in clear-cut

conclusions. Despite meaningful progress achieved by the policy

implemented by the Community, some obstacles to the
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telecommunications development subsist anomalies in the level and

structure of tariffs, insufficient supply of advanced transeuropean

telecommunications services. On the basis of four optional solutions

proposed by the Commission to alleviate these remaining obstacles, a

general consensus took shape. Greater liberalisation would lead to

substantial growth in the telecommunications sector and full

liberalisation of public voice telephony would be both necessary and

inevitable.

The Council of telecommunications of 16th June 1993 decided that

1998 would be the deadline for the Member States for liberalisation of

voice telephony except for 4 countries (Greece, Ireland, Portugal and

Spain - in 2003). This full liberalisation should be respeCtful of both

the regional development and the concept of universal service. As far

as infrastructure liberalisation is concerned, further debate and more

in-depth analysis appeared to be necessary. Consequently, the

Commission proposed to write down a "Green Paper" on infrastructure

by 1995 which will be submitted to extensive consultations_ The

question of alternative infrastructure (closed user croups) is presently

considered for possible earlier liberalisation.

The general orientation towards further liberalisation of

telecommunications services is obvious. However, numerous

questions remain: what are the consequences for the financial stability

•of the sector, telecommunications operators, service providers and

telecommunications equipment manufacturers? How can the

development of transeuropean advanced telecommunications services

networks be ouaranteed? How can the burden of universal services

be shared amongst existing players and newcomers? Do we need

telecommunications operators with a European stature for basic

services and if yes, how can their emergence be stimulated? All these

questions would have to be sorted out.

Concerning the development of transeuropean services networks,

the CommisSion identified three types of networks it regards as

priority: the data communications networks between administrations,

the ISDN and the High Speed Networking.
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Actions by the Community aim in particular at promoting the

interconnection and interoperability of national networks as well as

access to such networks. The methodology to be followed is mainly

based on the definition of auidelines.

These guidelinas consist in a development framework for close

coordination between all the parties involved and provide them with

the objective, the priorities and their calendar, the broad lines of action

and the projects of common interest [5]. The means will be feasibility

studies, loan auarantees and interest rebates as advocated in the

Treaty on European Union.

Secondly, supporting research and technological development

(RTD). The Fourth RTD Framework Programme under preparation

will focus on the generic technologies essential to the fundamentally

pan-European information infrastructure. Itwillconsist of RTD support

to the building blocks for the complex integrated systems: for example,

development and upgrading of transeuropean telematics applications

for health care, transport, flexible and distance education and training,

languaae and information engineering, high performance computing

and networking, integrated personal systems, multimedia systems,

intearation in manufacturing, mobile communications, intelligence in

networks and service engineering.

Thirdly, developing the terminal equipment market, a sector where

European industry shows a real weakness. The Council has

mandated the Commission to organise, in compliance with Community

competition rules, a series of concertations with the objective to

support industrial efforts to emerge as competitive players in the new

market segments.

Fourthly, improving the conditions of competition in the world

market The alobal nature of the telecommunications business

requires particular attention to the external aspects of the sector. The

actions require in order to level the playing field worldwide for the

telecornrtiunicatiOns industry come mainly from two Community

instruments: commercial policy and competition policy. They will be

supported by the "Centralised Point of Information" which the

Commission has recently established with a view to monitorina

marketing, market access and competitive practices throughout the
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world. The Community will continue to raise issues of market access

and fair compeition in multilateral fora, such as the GATT and OECD,

but bilateral negotiations could also prove to be necessary.

Conclusion

The Community industrial policy is at the dawn of a new phase. Its

method is clearly defined. Its implementation will mainly be based on

the coordination of existing policy instruments. Its specificity is not its

instrument but its overall and encompassing approach. Its legal basis

will be provided by the Treaty on European Union.

Some examples on the way the new Community industrial policy can

positively influence the other Community policies have been given.

Due to its very definition and the instruments available at the

Community level, the Community industrial policy will have to mainly

focus on structural or medium-term issues, and make sure that the

Member States industrial policies are consistent with the Community

interest and respectful of the Treaty.

The implementation of an effective industrial policy approach will be

above all a question of commitment, both polically and by those public

and private authorities affected. An approach based on free trade, fair

competition and mutual advantage is the only way to stimulate

industrial development both at home and in the global market place,

and to avoid counter-productive trade disputes. In this respect, an

equilibrated agreement with our trading partners is an indispensable

prerequisite for an effective industrial policy, and in turn for an

improvement in the industrial competitivity of all our industries.
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Communication from the Commission "Industrial policy in an open

and competitive environment guidelines for a Community

approach" (COM(90)556 final, 16_11.90)

Communication from the Commission 'The European electronics

and information technology industry state of play, issues at stake

and proposals for action" (SEC(91)565 final, 3.4.91).

Council Resolution of 18.11.91 concerning the electronics,

information and communication technologies.

Communication from the Commission irThe European

telecommunications equipment industry: the state of play, issues

at stake and proposals for action" (SEC(92)1049 final, 157.92):

"Competition and Industrial Policies: is there a contradiction?' -

ADAPES Colloquium, Paris, 28 April 1993, by Peter Holmes,

Sussex European Institute, University of Sussex, Brighton.

Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament

and the Council on Transeuropean data communications networks

between administrations and Proposal for a Council Decision on a

series of guidelines (COM(93)69 final, 12.3.93).
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THE INTERNAL MARKET FOR ELECTRTCITv & ;AS

By MADRON SELIGMAN M.E.P.

The moat controversial.Community Energy policy, which is
dominating energy debates in Parliament at the moment,
concerns the Liberalisation of the Internal market in Gas
and Electricity. The two Commissioners, Sir Leon Brictan,
Commissioner for Competition, and Antonio Cardozo, Commissioner
for Energy - together launched the projact to establish free
and competitive markets in Gas and Electricity (COM(91)0546).

The first steps have already been taken with the directives on
Price Transparency and Open Transit across Community territory.
Under..PriceTransparency, industrial custozers now have access
to data on charges made by gas and electricity -utilities to all
types of customers throughout the Community. This helps them
-to negotiate better contracts with their sappliers.

The Transit directive helps .trade in gas aad electricity
between MellberStates, even if they are separated by a .third
member state, which has to be crossed.

However, there are still many obstacles to Free Trade in G33
and Electricity:

In most member states nev entrants to the gas and elec-
tricity markets are Ob3tCLICt2d.

There is virtually no gas.co gas competition.

.3. There are few gas importers and markets have shared between
them by a series of long term contracts containing onerous
take or pay clauses.

Gas prices are often fixed on the price of oil, regardless
of cost.

In the electrtctty sector, there is little choice of supp-
lier except in the U.K., where larger -industries can often
choose. -

There is inadequate standardisation of electricty pro-
duction and consumption equipment.

T. Too many electricity and gas undertakings are ver-lly
integrated from production through tranaMission to distrib-
ution, concealing the true costs of each stage.
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Strict technical conditions for connecting up elect-
ricity generators and gas storage facilities to the
networks will he ossential.
The small consumer will not benefit directly from
Liberalisation, but his distributor will be able to
negotiate with different producers through T.P.A. and
pass on the benefit to the small consumer.

In order to prevent cross-subsidies between separate
_divisions nf large vertically organised suppliers, .a
process of "unbundlinp,"is specified.
Production, tranamission.and distribution divisions
shoUld produce separate accounts.

• (g) Take or Pay (T.O.P.) obligations will have to be re-
conaiderad in a more liberal gas market. Existing
T.O.P arrangements have acted as a Risk sharing mechanism
between producers and gas companies, whereby gas tompanies

- guarantee to pay for a pre-fixed annual volume of gas at
the contract price, regardless of whether they use it all.
The price is normally linked to the oil price.
Producers claim that T.O.P. is necessary to justify invest-
ing in the development of high cost gas fields.

(h) Under a more liberalised internal gas market, with multiple
users of gas, a new system of Risk sharing may have to be
evolved.

So those were the main lines proposed by Britten and Cardozo.
They must now be taken up by Van Mart (for Competition) and
Matutes (foc Energy). They ace nod,/being debated in .the
European Parliament's Committee for Energy, Research -and

. Technology, where the Chairman, Claude Desama, a Belgian pro-
fessor, has been chosen as rapporteur - a key position in the
whole matter. liTerealises that this proposal has started a
major controversy in the Gas and Electricity industries.

A powerful lobby campaign has been launched against Third Party
Access (T.P.A.) mainly by the Gas Industry, with Ruhr Gas end
_Gas Unie of Holland providing the lead. They point to the
problems with Privatisation and Common Carrier in the United
Kingdom, where energy prices have risen substantially. They
make no allowances foc the fact that.the U.K. is suffering from
teething troubles, before genuine competition between the gen-
erating companies can be established and that the nuclear sub-
sidy..(Non fossil fuel obligation) will be abolished in 1998.
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subsidise between-these stages and distort the energy
markel-.

9. Gas and electricity utilities are acting as monopolies,

So Britten and Cardozo got Commission approve' for rheir

orcoosals in January 1992 and these -4Pre passed to the Council

of Ministers and Parliahent.

There.are,three:stages in the Pommission's proposal St-age1

i3 already agreed -(price transparency and transit). Stage 2

is now,proposed and Stage 3 will be pr000sed in 1995 or 1996 in

the light of experience in Stages 1 and 2.

Stage 2 is based on the following olempnts:

Oponing Electricity Generation to Coapetition.

Liberalising construction of electricity transmission and

gas pipelines.

Third ?arty Accss (T.P.A.) to electricity and gas net-
works.

Under the Stage.2 proposals:

Public and private operators should have the right to build
lines for electricity or gas co provide supplies to their

customers.

They should be able to hook-up their OT.:71lines to tle
interconnected systems.

To ensure free comoeti:ion, existing Transmission and
Distributioq com2anies should offer access to their net-

- work at reasonable charges, within the limits of their
available capacitY.

This process should start slowly, with largo.censumers and

prodacers to start with. : .That.is, sites with an annual

• consumption 09 over 100 Gigawstts of electricirv or 25 mil-

lion •3 of gas a year.
Ab-out500 industrial consumers would be conciorned - mainly
aluminium, cement, steel and chemical factories.
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Desann has issued a .Preliminary Report, where he stresses
Harmonisation rather than Liberalisation. He •is un-
enthusiastic about Competition. He doesn't think that
competition 1Pads to efficiency!. He pre.fers a Regulatory
Body to replace Third Party Access in each country. • This
body would establish conditions of access to the network for
independent prOducers and for companies ow:side national
markets.

The new directive must prevent abuse of dominant positions. •It
must ensure.the application of the directives on Transit and-.
Cost Transparency.

The Regulatory Pody wduld be made up of producers or importers,
transmission and distribution companies and final consumers.
ExClusive rights to generate electricity would be abolished in
respect of new generating capacity.

Transmission of electricity and tha construction of power lines
to transfer electricity between member states would come under
a System Operator appointed for 15 years. Desama prefers the
concept of Cost Transparency to the one of unbundling.

A fallacy in Desama's proposal concerns ga imports. He says
that members may grant the Right to Import to one (or more) op-
erators. . ..Sinoe most gas is imported (from Russia, Algeria,
Nor.43yOF the Middle east),.this could lead to exclusive import
rights for some 'distributors over most of the gas used in the
Community.

So far only three member states have fesponded formally-to the
D-G IV Liberalisation proposal.

The next step may be for the Commission to take the matter to
the European Court of JtIstice. This would take at least twoyears! I think the T.P.A. argument could last many years
before it is settled.

Christian Rovsing M.E.P. is a Danish Conservatiya on the.
Committee for.Energy, Research and Technology. He has just
submitted a statement on behalf of the Danish Gas.companies,
concerning the 'proposed rules for thP new Internal Market for
rCaturalgas. - He suns up the whole T.P.A. situation asfollows:



The distribution companies ere positive to the main
principles of an internal ehergy :narket,as lai.ddown in
the proposed directive.

Due co the financial situation of the companies, an int-
erim,arrangement to the effec: that the current.system can
be retained until 2002-3, is of si:Inificantimportance.

The principle of sullsidiarity should be stressed, but.a
minimum of common rules and regulations will be necessary
for the well-functioning of an incernallenergy.market. .

atAndec,ls should be seen as an 1.1:portant
elewnt or A:1 filt:!clalcnerAy market - especially in theelectricity pro,!uctionsector.

I think that is about right for the time being!

MADRON SELIGMAN May 1993
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INTRODUCTION

A strong technological base is an important ingredient of competitiveness. Yet the
European Community's technology policy has more handicapped, than helped
Europe in the race towards new innovations. Without a strong scientific and
technological base, Europe will be at a competitive disadvantage vis a vis Japan
and the U.S. in the development of advanced products and manufacturing
methods.

The EC affects the level of industrial investment in innovation by giving money
directly to private industry and by setting standards that influence how industry
chooses to invest its own money. The two major .components of the EC's
technology strategy are thus its research and development (R&D) funding policy
and its approach to setting standards for new technologies. Both of these aspects
are ripe for reassessment this year. Unfortunately, the EC has conf used
technology policy with industrial policy, and in doing so, has tried to use it as a
panacea to Europe's various industrial woes. Technological progress is only one
factor of many, such as efficient manufacturing, and marketing expertise, that
make for competitiveness. Only when the limitations of technology policy are fully
appreciated will the EC be able to use it to improve the pace of technology in
Europe -- and by extension European competitiveness.

The EC's R&D policy is embodied in the Framework Programme which divides up
billions of ecus among high-tech projects. Now approaching its fourth iteration,
the Programme is at a critical stage. Many of the key decisions about its future
will be made by the time the Research Council meets in June, with final approval
expected by the end of the Belgian Presidency. The Commission has raised the
stakes for the Fourth Framework Programme by proposing almost to double its
funding.

FRAMEWORK PROGRAMMES'

IV

Duration. 1984-87 1987-91 1990-94 1994-98
Funding (billion ecus) 3.6 5.4 5.7 8-11 (proposed)

The debate has grown beyond one of funding levels to consider the efficacy of the
funding policy as a whole. Many contend that the results of the first three
Programmes should by now be apparent. Indeed, in a few specific areas, such as
information technology, there have been some notable successes. But MO-c

1 Also see annex 1.



general reviews, such as an official evaluation published by the Commission last
year, are surprisingly vague and/or stinting in their support. Critics have identified
some basic conflicts inherent in the Framework Programme's goals and design:

requirements to increase the dissemination of R&D results discourage
leading-edge firms from participation;

a slow and politicised approval process seems geared to anything but
selecting projects with a high degree of innovation and scientific
merit.

The implication here is not that the EC :,..hould cease funding R&D projects,
rather that it take a cold and calculatiftn look at its current approach so•
ensure the Programme's compatibility wi',h market forces.

Focusing solely on the EC's role as an R&D financier, however, would be to miss
its more important role as a standards setter. Technology standards set by the
Commission can have an enormous influence over private sector R&D investment,
which.amounted to about 150 billion ecus during the 3rd Framework Programme
alone.

Stung by the failure of its 625 million ecu effort to set workable standard for high
definition television (HDTV), the EC should now be awake to the need for a
fundamental approach to standard setting. In February of this year, the
Commission abandoned plans to create a uniquely European HDTV standard. The
move has highlighted not only the wasted public funds, but the many millions more
ecus of mis-directed private industry investment. This debacle has had the
opportune effect of making the Brussels bureaucracy more aware of the hazards
of poorly or prematurely formulated technology standrirds.

Ideally, technology standards increase market efficiency by allowing different
companies to develop compatible products. Further, early standardisation of
products can encourage innovation in complementary technologies. As such,
standard-setting can be a means of improving European competitiveness. Yet, the
costs of locking in a standard that appears later to have been wrong are great.
While the markets determine most standards, governments set those standards
that affect national or international goals. Because government standards are more
rigid, the cost of a poor standard is higher. Such standards canmisdirect or stymie
private R&D investment, thereby putting an industry at a disadvantage vis a vis its
competitors. As the EC has found, there is a fine line between setting a standard
early enough to give the European markets an edge over foreign competitors and
being so early that superior foreign products can later overwhelm the market.

Thus, in the area of R&D, the EC has created a overly complex funding programme.
While in the area of technology standards, the EC lacks a basic strategy. This
paper will examine how the various programme requirements and policies can be
disentangled, and rewoven to create a simpler, more effective technology policy.
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THE FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME: SUBSIDIES WITH STRINGS

In 1987 the Single European Act gave the EC responsibility for a European-wide
R&D policy and laid out the following general objectives for the Framework
Programme:

To reinforce the scientific and technological base of European industry,
especially in the strategic areas of high technology.

To promote this base by allowing industry to acquire critical mass
through networks set up among firms, research centres and universities.

To reinforce the social and economic cohesion in the Community.

The Framework Programme uses public funds to subsidise specific R&D projects
primarily by private firms. The Third Framework Programme will have doled out
more than 5.7 billion ecus (6.6 becu including the recent allocation) between 1990
and 1994. The Fourth Framework Programme hopes almost to double the funding

•
Despite its title, the "Framework Programme" is really a series of discrete
programmes in different technology areas.2 Currently, there are over 15
programme areas, including:3

ESPRIT funds microelectronic and software R&D.
[ESPRIT = Eurcplian specific R&D programme in the
information technogy.)

IBC/RACE funds R&D in communication technologies.
(Iac = Integrated broadband communications)
[RACE = R&D in advanced communications technology for Europe).

BRITE/EURAM -- funds R&D for manufacturing processes.
[BRITE= Basic research in industrial technologies for Europe).
[ElJRAM= European research on advanced materials).

Each programme funds a group of R&D projects which are, in turn, managed
primarily by private research and industrial firms. The EC generally supports these
projects on a shared-cost basis.

2
The Framework Programme also supports the Joint Resenrch Centre (JRC) which is the
Commission's in-house research facility. The .JRC currently employs about 2,000 people
of which 1,600 work at the Ispra facility in Italy. The JRC has suffered from managerial
and personnel problems, but because a panel of independent experts has recently
completed an evaluation of these problems, this paper will not address the JRC.

3 See Annex 2 for complete list.
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The Case for Subsidy

Economic theory supports governments' iiiterventioil in the market to stimuli:Lc: ciild
subsidises investment in R&D where there is an identifiable market failure. Most
innovations have positive externatilities. The classic example is the transistor
which was developed in 1940s in response to the needs of the US defence
programme, but has since revolutionised electronics worldwide. Because it is
impossible for a single firm to capture the full benefits (in market terms) of
innovations, firms tend to under-invest, from society's perspective, in R&D. Thus,
with an eye to increasing technological spillovers, the EC subsidises private R&D
projects up to a level of 50 percent across the Community.

But the term "R&D" covers a wide range of activities not all of which are equally
deserving of public subsidy. For instance, R&D at the Ford Motor Company can
include a project designing next year's sports car, while R&D at Glaxo
Pharmaceuticals can include a research project into the genetic roots of disease.
The distinction here is not that one R&D project is better than the other, but that
the results of one R&D project are easier to appropriate than the other -- from the
market perspective of a private firm. Ford, for example, can generally quantify in
market terms just how the company will benefit from each additional ecu spent on
car design. Glaxo, on the other hand, cannot know whether any specific genetic
research project will lead to a marketable product.

Because it is more difficult to appropriate the results of basic R&D projects,
governments need to step in and make basic R&D investment more attractive to
private firms. The case for government subsidy weakens as it travels a spectrum
from 'basic' to 'exploratory' to 'application' and finally to the dubious 'near-market'
research.4 Thus, government monies are best given to basic and exploratory R&D
projects with the potential for the greatest number of spillovers and to R&D
projects in fields with applications in numerous industries.

Unfortunately, governments are not always so discriminating in their R&D policies.
For instance, Eureka, a large European, but non-EC, funding programme, ha:i.
chosen to focus primarily on near-market R&D projects. Such investment, on a
sharedlcost basis, is done in the belief that companies need help turnino
innovations into marketable products. The UK, in recognition that it is easiet:
firms to appropriate the results of near-market R&D, will usually fund
projects up to only 25 percent of R&D costs. Other countries, such a Franc.? ei
Italy, wha favour a more interventionist approaOh, often fund Eureka projects i.i•
to 50 percent of R&D costs.

Even the EC, in its eagerness to develop commercial products, has neglected basic
and exploratory research. A recent survey of the Framework Programme's impact

4 While these terms are commonly used, it is not always easy in practice to
classify any given project. Also the distance between basic and near-market
research varies from field to field.
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EUREKA

Eureka was established in 1985 to foster technical cooperation among 18
European countries. The typical size of an Eureka project ranges from 2
to 50 million ecu with half the projects being smaller than 10 million ecu.
To qualify, firms from at least two countries must submit a detailed
business plan to their national representatives. After receiving national
approval, the project goes before the plenary meeting of ministers for all
the participating countries who in turn give final approval. There is no
such things as a central Eureka funding authority. When•a project is
designated as a Eureka project, firms find that they can obtain financial
assistance more easily from governments (via r,t ants), bankers (via it
government-backed loans), and venaire capitalists.

• L

Note that about half of the Eureka projects have links with Community
programmes. They can cover a latter stage of the R&D on theY saMe
technology or be a duplication of effort as in the case of HDTV.7.::

ry•

in the UK found that Framework projects fell into the following categories:

Basic 28 %
Exploratory (Strategic) 14 %
Application 43 %
Near-market (Development) 10 %
Other 5 %

Because firms are able to capture most of the benefits of applied and near-market
R&D, the case for public subsidy is weak for more than 50 percent of Framework
projects in the UK. Not surprisingly, universities in the UK conduct more basic and
exploratory research (60%) than does industry (11%). As a general rule,
investment in universities and research laboratories is often a good use of
government funds. In the US, for instance, many important inventions over the
last fifty years are the direct result of the research grants given to such famous
research universities as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
Investment in university R&D has the added advantage of training a new
generation of scientists and technicians as well as providing a relatively open
environment for the exchange of ideas.

As EC projects move to the near-market end of the research spectrum, it becomeG
more and more likely that government funding will substitute rather than
supplement private funding. For example, only 44 percent of the Framework's
industry projects in the UK would not have been undertaken without supplement
funds. Yet among the university projects where a much larger percentage are
basic, 65 percent would not have been undertaken without supplement fund,;.
Unfortunately, some in Brussels want to move even further towards near-mr!cc.:



research by blurring the line between the Framework Programme and Eureka.
Some even want the EC to support Eureka projects using Framework funds.

'Clearly all such moves to fund more near-market R&D should be opposed, while
the current practice of funding applied research should be curtailed.

In summary, if the EC could limit itself to a simple policy of sharing the cost of
basic and exploratory research, it could be confident that the Framework
Programme was on the right track. But as the next section shows, the EC's R&D
policy has become quite complex.

Cooperative Ventures 


The EC's R&D policy puts a twist on the economic principle discussed above by
structuring the Framework Programme so that most Projects are collaborative
efforts. By requiring projects to be cooperative ventures, the EC hopes to reinforce
European cohesion.

Between 1987-91, the average number of participants in any given project was
3.7 with the following distribution:5

Number of Number of Percent
Participants Projects of Total

1 • 613 19
2 392 12
3 448 ' 14
4 'fl-. r,

	

...1..., ,i 14
5 + 1249 40

Total: 3157 99

In general, Framework programme manaaers give preference to project proposals
that include the participation of firms from at least four countries. About 40
percent of these cooperative ventures are made up of firms who are either direct
or indirect competitors, ie horizontal ventures. About 50 percent of the ventures
are partnerships of a vertical nature, including customers or suppliers.
Unfortunately, the economic case for government support of horizontal cooperative
ventures is shaky at best.

The two arguments commonly used in favour of cooperative ventures are that
independent research by multiple firms is duplicative, and that there are economies
of scale in R&D just as there are in manufacturing. The concept behind
cooperative research is that, through sharing, better ideas may be generated, and
more efficient use of facilities and equipment may be made. The premise here is
that modern-day R&D requires resources beyond the purses of small firms and

5 See Annex 3 for more detail.
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HIGH DEFINITION TELEVISION

HDTV is the latest in a long line of technologies which the EC believes could give
a boost to European competitiveness. The development of a European HDTV
standard cost the EC taxpayer more than 625 million ecu, before the Commission
finally admitted defeat in February of this year.

The Technology

The HDTV technology has aroused so much excitement because the technology
will bring cinema quality pictures into the home. Ultimately, entertainment would
be seen on much higher quality, wider9 television screens -- possibly on very thin
television sets. But such a higher quality picture requires much more information
to be sent over the air waves or through a cable. Since there is a limited amount
of space available on the bandwidth for any given signal, much of the HDTV's
technology is centred around developing compression techniques so that the signal
does not use so much space on the bandwidth that interference among signals
becomes a problem. As a result entirely new equipment for both sending and
receiving HDTV transmissions is needed. Thus, moving towards HDTV means not
only that new television sets must be developed, but that entertainment must be
recorded in a new format and transmitted to new satellites via new dishes and new
tuners. Because an HDTV system will require the coordination of many different
industries, the governments have been drawn into the game. Further, each
government, in Japan, the US and the EC, hope, by being the first to establish a
workable standard, to capture the international market.

Government Involvement

Governments in Japan, Europe, and the US are participating in the development of
HDTV in two ways:

Subsidizing the research and development of HDTV;

Setting standards of transmission -- ie., a common format so that
equipment designed by one company is compatible with that of another
company.

The subsidizing of HDTV R&D is as worthy a use of government funds as any of
the other Framework Programme projects, albeit with the caveats discussed earlier.
However, governments', and especially the EC's, involvement in setting an HDTV
standard has been problematic.

9 Conventional television is shown on a 4x3 picture rather than on the 16x9 picture used in
cinemas. A 16x9 aspect ratio has been agreed on by a UN-affiliated commission on
international broadcasters.
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Government should not mandate standards if these are likely soon to
require revision -- as is the case where technologies are changing rapidly
and engineering consensus evidently is difficult to establish.

Performance-oriented specifications are preferable to design
specifications (for example, specify strength needs rather than material
content for a product).

Symptoms of ineffective or premature actions should not be ignored -
including negative industry reaction or continuing attempts to break from
mandated standards.

5.. Sparse response to a proposal may indicate premature action...

Further, government should consider whether in setting standards they are_creating
trade barriers that may prove costly to consumers in the long run.

As the next chapter will illustrate, the Commission ignored guidelines two and four
in its attempt to set a standard for HDTV. The EC should develop a strategy
towards standard-setting which incorporates these guidelines, so that it never
again handicaps an industry the way it handicapped the HDTV investors.
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Research Centre although standard setting is a small but integral part of many
other Framework programmes. The Community Bureau of Reference, with a
budget of 60 million ecu (1988-1992), focuses on the harmonising of national
standards. Unfortunately the EC has found, as have other governments, that it is
a long and difficult process to change standards once they have been accepted by
the market. Britain is still implementing a standard-size for its electrical plug
system. Just imagine the uproar if it now tried to change from the 3-prong plug
system to the smaller continental 2-prong system!

Because old technologies tend to be 'locked in', governments often find it easier
to set standards for technologies still in their infancy. As a result, standard setting
becomes one of the tools of competition policy. If a government can set a
standard that allows its domestic industry to reap the enormous efficiency gains
described above, then its industry will surge past all foreign competitors to
dominate the market. The EC tried to give Europe just such a competitive edge
when it supported a European standard for the emerging HDTV technology. As the
next chapter illustrates, the EC has, however, failed in this attempt while the US
appears to be succeeding.

The Challenge

In practice, government policy makers generally lack the expertise to set ideal
standards at just the right moment. As a result, government policy in standard
setting can be more anti-competitive than pro-competitive:

;. Government standard-setting processes are vulnerable to capture by
large, domestic producers because they can provide the necessary
technical expertise.

If standards are too detailed, defining product structure rather than
product performance, innovation in that technical field will be stifled. (F,:r
example, consider train technology. While governments should ciefin-
the width of rails so that trains can cross borders, they should not fiefin,:
how train engines should be built.)

The implications of these concerns is not that government should never set
standards, but that it should take into account certain policy dilemmas. First, there
may only be narrow windows of time in which policy intervention can effectively
influence the process, before the market "locks in" a standard. Second, the time
at which government standard setters can have the most influence, is also the time
at which they have the least information.

As a Rand Corporation report shows, governments, should follow five guidelines
when setting standards:

1. Government agencies should rely heavily on industry evaluations where
they exist, rather than conducting their own technical evaluations.
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The above criteria supports the setting of compatibility standards as a general
principle. If optimal standards could be set in all technical fields, the efficiency
gains would in theory be enormous for the whole economy.

Market and Voluntary Standards

However, it would be a mistake to assume that governments set most technology
standards. In fact, for most technologies the market converges over time to a
common standard. The battle over the videotape recorder (VCR) is a case in point.
During the 1970s, there were two types of VCRs, Beta and VHS, each requiring
a specific type of tape. As a result, consumers had the problem. of finding
compatible rental films and rental stores had the expense of maintaining an
inventory in both technical formats. During the 198 Os , the VHS format came to
dominate the market 'and has since become the standard for all new. VCRs.
However, it should be noted that the market does not always lock-in on the ideal
standard. Historical accident and the problem of providing consumers with good
information about complex teehnologies can often lead to the best marketed or the
more obvious, rather than the best technical standard. Beta was known to be
superior technology (better picture quality), but the producers of VHS were betr
at selling their machines.

Information about new technologies can often be confusing not only for consumers
but for industries in related fields, such as vendors. As a result, companies have
joined together to set up voluntary standards-setting organizations. These
organizations can, for instance, work to ensure that different brands of laser
printers can work with a variety of PCs. The number of such voluntary
organizations has been growing as firms recognise the efficiency gains to be had
from standardization. More than 400 such organizations are estimated to be at
work in the U.S., developing and revising standards. The influence of these
organizations over the design and the timing of specific standards varies widely.
As professors David and Greenstein have note, it often depends on "(a) the degree
to which the technology is already known within the industry, (b) the degree to
which investments in particular standnrds have already occurred, and Cc) Ihe
dedree to which relevant decision makers influence the process, as well as tha
internal political dynamics of the group."

Government Intervention

Given the volume at which both the market and voluntary organisation set
standards, why do governments need to get involved at all? Governments take on
the authority for setting standards when they believe the resulting standardization
will affect important national or international goals. These goals include the
obvious one of increasing economic efficiency, but can also reflect employment
and national security considerations.

In the EC, there are two policies driving Commission's standard setters: technical
consistency within the Common Market, and international competitiveness. The
EC's standards are mainly set by the Bureau of Reference (DG XII) and the Joint
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SETTING STANDARDS: TECHNOLOGY POLICY TOO

Glazed eyes and stifled yawns to the con irary, the EC's policy on standard  
is arguably much more important to the industrial future of Europe than TLC
subsidises embodied in the Framework Programme. Every week, numerous new
standards are published in the Official Journal of the European Communities.
These standards range from minimum quality standards for consumer products to
compatibility standards for technology. While product standards (including safety
standards) do have an effect on the cost structure of an industry, it is compatibility
standards that affect the development of a new technology.

Compatibility standards define how two or more pieces of equipment can interface.
A well known exarnple is the match between electrical plugs and wall sockets --
a case where a European-wide standard is still lacking. Plugs and sockets are but
a simple example of the importance of a compatibility standard. As technological
systems, such as telecommunications and computers, have become more and more
complex, the need for compatibility standards has escalated. There are a myriad
of . standards today particularly in the fields of computer software, telephone
equipment, and television. But why should the EC, or ony government, have a role
in setting standards? And what effect does standard setting have on the rate of
innovation?

Standards as Public Goods

Governments become involved in setting compatibility standards because they
meet many of the traditional economic criteria of a public good, as Paul David of
Stanford University has shown:

By publishing the standard, all competitors in a field are provided with an
equal amount of information, thereby levelling the playing field.

Barriers to entry among multi-component goods are reduced because
suppliers are able to specialise in reducing costs and/or improving quality.

Standardisation, makes product comparison simpler and more meaningful
for customers -- pushing the market structure away from that of
monopolistic competition and attempts to extract rents by product
differentiation.'

Early standardisation of products may encourage innovation in
complementary technologies.

The introduction of compatibility standards is a prerequisite for the effective deregulation
of "natural" or state monopolies where technical compatibility had previously been merely
an internal concern for company managers.
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in its selection of panel participants. In particular, it could ensure that
certain types of experts, such as academics, do not dominate the panel.

The Science & Technology Council would publish the expert panei's
evaluations (ie the four grades for each project) as weil as whether or not
the project was selected by the Commission. While any given
publication would not necessarily be significant in itself, the statistics
that it could generate over time would be very revealing. For instance,
it would quickly become clear which programme areas placed the least
weight on innovation in their project selection. The Council Would also
require DGs and Programme Committees to explain major discrepancies
between, their decisions and the expert panel's evaluations.

The Science & Technology Council would have responsibility for
evaluating the Framework Programme on an ongoing basis. In this role,
it could advise the Research Council on which programme are least
successful and could advise a reallocation of funds when next
Framework Programme is being devised or, if necessary, mid-way
through the life a Framework Programme.

Thus, the Independent Science & Technology Council could improve the
objectivity, transparency and accountability of the race for Framework funds by
monitoring both starting and finishing line.

18



Unfortunately, there are several major flaws in this process. Because the expert
panel is only made up of 5 to 10 people, those experts who are left off the panel
are as often important as those who are on the panel in determining which projects
are chosen. The Commission can to some extent shape the project evaluations by
selecting a panel of a certain complexion. Further, although the panel's evaluations
are not officially published, they can be easily obtained by interested parties
outside the process. With the evaluations in hand, these parties can lobby both
the DG programme managers and the Programme Committee to weigh certain of
the four grades more heavily so that their projects are selected. Finally, although
the Programme Committee can question any discrepancies between the expert
panel's evaluations and the DG's selection, no such explanation is available to the
public.' Transparency and accountability are therefore key problems.

An Independent Science & Technology Council

The realities of Brussels are that who the applicants are often matter more than the
Quality of their proposals. Not only are representatives from Member States
determined to get their share of the R&D funding pie, but the lobbyists from the
large European corporations stay in const3nt contact with the relevant departments
within the Commission as well as with theft national representatives to ensure their
interests are protected. While contact between firms and the Commission is good,
smaller firms with worthy projects can find themselves at a disadvantage because
they can not afford to maintain lobbyists in Brussels. Such pressure can lead to
the 'best' projects not being selected for the Framework Programme -- best, th;:y
is in terms of scientific merit and degree of innovation.

To achieve an R&D policy which truly stimulates innovation, the selection
individual projects should be insulated as much as possible from political pressures.
Such an end could well be achieved through an institutional change. Specifically,
the Community should set up an Independent Science & Technology Council which
would be charged with overseeing the project approval process. The flaws in the
current process could be largely mitigated by eliminating areas where decision
makers have a conflict of interest and by increasing the transparency and
accountability of the process. As the CREST report noted, the Research Council
needs timely, independent and authoritative assessments of the Framework
Programme's performance. Only an institution independent of the Commission
would have the objectivity to ensure these ends.

The Independent Science & Technology Council, which would report to the
Research Council, would have three main responsibilities:

It would choose the expert pnnel, albeit with suggestions from the
Commission, CREST, etc. Because this Council would be less vested in
the outcome than DG programme managers, it could be more objective

7 In some programme areas, the Commission will eventually notify individual project
proposers why their project was rejected, but there is no general justification.
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Final Selection of Projects

Programme Committee is made up of mid-level government representatives
of Member States knowledgeable in the programme area.

Expert Panel is made up of 5 to 10 people (usually scientists) chosen,by the
Commission who are recognised as experts in the technology. under „
consideration. .•••••.. .

Panel of Experts

Hgracles
on 3-4
criteria

COMmission Directorate Genel'al
responSible for programme area

select

projects

Programrne Committee

approves

Thus the evaluation by the expert panel is made up of four grades for each project.
Second, the panel sends the evaluation of all projects to the Directorate General
(DG) charged with overseeing that programme area. (For example, software project
proposals would be reviewed by a panel of software engineers and the evaluations
would then be sent to DG XIII which manages the ESPRIT programme.) Using
these grades DG programme managers eliminate the less desirable projects until a
final group of projects is selected. This final selection is then sent the Programme
Committee. The Programme Committee, which is made up of government
representatives from the Member States, can question a DG on any discrepancies
between its selection and the grading of the expert panel. But in the end, it must
usually approve or refuse the DG's selection as a whole.
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rather support any firm with a sound proposal for basic or exploratory R&D.
However if it must pick and choose, it would do well to base its selection on
objective criteria -- similar to those chosen by the Netherlands.

Bureaucracy

The EC's Framework Programme has not been without its claims of success. For
example, according the Commission's evaluation of the Second Framework, 500
of the 650 projects launched by ESPRIT produced tangible results. Yet many of
the software manufacturers taking part in ESPRIT complained that the programme
was too complex and too fragmented. Specifically, procedures for preparing and
announcing projects involve too much time-consuming red tape. Accusations of
delay are not limited to ESPRIT and these delays have serious consequences in fast
moving technologies. Further, the greater the bureaucratic burden perceived by
potential applicants the less likely that the smaller firms will apply. The experience
of the United States has been that it is the smaller firms (ie, "start-ups") which are
at the forefront of the technological revolution. The EC needs to encourage the
participation of such small firms in Europe.

In response, the Commission has begun to try and streamline the process. Filippo
Maria Pandolfi, the then Commissioner in charge of technology policy, last year
merged several operations of DG XII and DG XIII. Further changes are planned for
1993. If the Maastricht treaty is ratified, all non-Framework programmes (most of
these are in the fields of energy and environment as part of entirely separate EC
policies) will be brought within the Framework Programme. To the extent such
changes reduce duplication of effort within the Commission bureaucracy,
participating firms will benefit.

The Proiect Approval Process

Yet none of these managerial changes will fix the real problem within the
application process: the political pressures brought to bear on the Commission and
the Programme Committee as they prioritise among projects. The structure of
project approval process makes it vulnerable to such pressures.

As the box on the next page shows, all projects in a given programme area must
go through three basic steps before they are approved. First, a panel of experts
reviews all projects proposals in a given programme area. They then grade the
project proposals against four criteria8:

Degree of innovation (anonymous),
Cost effectiveness,
Quality of the cooperative venture,
Project management structure.

6
These criteria vary slightly among prograrmre areas.



each new Framework Programme becomes such ci political nightmare. Foi
instance, in a criticism of the BRITE/EURAM programme, a German delegation
commented:

"... the scientific merit, the degree of innovation and thereby the
contribution of a proposal (project) to the enhancement of competitiveness
unfortunately play, from call to call, an ever decreasing role." (CREST report)

In Brussels the process of picking winners is further distorted by national
representatives manoeuvring to see that they receive their share of the R&D
funding cake. For instance, German representatives in Brussels are well'aware that
although Germany provides about 25 percent of R&D funding it gets back only 23
percent. In general, the large industrial countries, such as Germany and France,
favour the high-tech ESPRIT and IBC/RACE programmes, while the smaller
countries support the Agricultural and Human Mobility programmes. Because the
smaller countries have fewer leading-edge firms to compete for R&D funds, they
often prefer those programmes which focus on individual scientists and regional
industries. While such pulling and tugging over the shape of the Framework
Programme may result in a nationally balanced funding programme, it has little to
do with advancing the technological base of Europe.

A More Objective Approach

An ideal technology policy is open to innovative ideas from any industry, not just
from a few high-profile industries. It sets forth a series of objective criteria by
which project proposal can be judge against. The Netherlands has, in fact, gone
part way to such a policy. In a report on generic technologies, the UK noted the
Netherlands's set of objective criteria:

applications potential -- the technology's breadth of potential
applications in the next five to ten years;

relevance for diffusion -- to small and medium sized companies as boil'.
producers and user of the technology;

critical mass -- of groups knowledgeable in the technology in indL,st:•
research and educational infrastructure; ie., potential for networking;

multi-disciplinarity -- of the technology which is thought to generate
higher expectations than the technologies in mono-disciplines.

Here the Netherlands has succeeded in developing an R&D policy which looks to
its own comparative advantages in technologies and to where investment should
have the most widespread effects. These criteria have lead the Netherlands to
select the technical fields of mechatronics, adhesives and chipcards, and electronic
labelling.

Ideally, the EC should not restrict its support to just the high technologies, but
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CREST = Science and Technology Research Committee; responSible for
coordinating R&D policy between Commission & Member
States.

IRDAC = Industrial R&D Advisory Committee
CODEST = Committee for European Development of Science &

Technology; responsible for proposing new priority areas.
Representatives include the science at business communities.
Research Group is made up the Science Attaches from Member States.
COREPER = Committee of Permanent Representatives.

By selecting certain technologies and industries to be winners, the EC is also
labelling others as losers. It is therefore not surprising that the development of
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DECISION MAKING IN BRUSSELS

Background

The first attempts at European collaboration began in the early fifties with the
creation of the European Coal and Steel Community and the European Atomic;
Energy Community (EURATOM). The re.:I impetus for such coalitions emerged
the late seventies when a severe recessiol in high-tech markets hit Europe. Fun:.
had been content until the early seventos with its technological lead in ‘.-•e:Y:..
major research and product developments. But by the late sevenfies, It
shocked to find itself steadily losing ground to the America and Japan, especially
in the fields of telecommunications, advanCed materiels, and life-sciences. The
early response to this technology gap was to create collaborative programmes such
as the European Space Agency.

But it was not until the early eighties that Member States seriously considered
whether there would be benefits to having an EC R&D policy in addition to their
national R&D policies. In particular, Member States concluded that Europe-wide
programmes would more likely lead to European-wide technology standards. By
then, it was clear that the hodge podge of incompatible national standards had hurt
European competitiveness. Thus, in 1987 when Member States ratified the Single
European Act, they formalized and expanded earlier EC R&D programmes in Title
V of the act.

The Framework Programme has been designed so that both fundlng and
institutional controls devolve downward: from Brussels, to national governments,
and then to individual firms. This top-down system, as opposed to the Eureka
programme's bottom-up system, has proven not only bureaucratically slow and
vulnerable to political lobbying, but has also opened the Framework Programme up
to •accusations of trying to pick technological winners.

Picking Winners

As the diagram on the next page shows, the choice of which technologies will
receive the EC's blessings lie almost entirely within the hands of Brussels
bureaucrats and politicians. Although there are frequent consultations with outside
committees, scientists, and businessmen, these policy makers remain poorly
equipped to decide which R&D programmes will give Europe a competitive
advantage. The selection among technologies might well be improved if
independent experts and businessmen (ie, those without conflicts of interest) had
a larger and more responsible role in the selection process. Historically, because
it is difficult to decide which technologies are more likely to have positive•
externalities, bureaucrats have instinctively favoured the high-tech industries, such
as aircraft, pharmaceuticals, and electronics. Yet, as Paul Krugman of MIT points
out the claim that social returns to high-tech industries significantly exceed the
private returns is at best unsupported by the evidence.
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because public funds are used to finance Framework projects, the EC has decided
that ownership of the ideas arising out of such projects should lie in the public
domain. Current policy requires firms receiving EC R&D funds to grant:

non-exclusive licenses to other organizations in the community if these
licenses will enable them to conduct theft own EC-supported research
projects;

licenses on favourable conditions for R&D or for commercialization to
any legal R&D-based entity in the EC, provided the business interest of
the original patent holder are not prejudiced.

While such requirements do achieve the policy goal of increasing the dissemination
of information; they can also have the contrary effect of reducing the incentive to
participate in the Framework Prooramme. Because firms recognise in advance that
they may have less control of their ideas if they use Framework funds, some are
discouraged from participating in the programme. The question is then whether
the Framework Programme is left funding mediocre projects. The EC should
reexamine its licensing requirements in light of the current market forces in
intellectual property rights

Future legislation may also scale back intellectual property rights for privately
funded R&D projects. Some in Brussels are recommending that licensing without
compensation should become compulsory regardless of funding source. The
reasons for this move are not as absurd as they appear at first glance. In recent
years, large firms in particular have been protecting their segment of the consumer
market by filing thousands of patents with slight variations around a basic idea.
Even when the patent (in any of its various forms) is never used, it acts as a
blocking mechanism, which can be particularly painful for small firms. While the
warehousing of ideas clearly does not benefit consumers, undercutting intellectual
property rights also does not benefit society. A more reasonable solution to this
dilemma may be to require the compulsory licensing of patents still unused after
a few years. By releasing all these warehoused patents, the markets may then be
freed to develop new products for consumers. However, even this approach could
remove much of the incentive for firms to invest in R&D. In considering this issue,
the EC needs to ensure that the immediate benefit to consumers of such a policy
does not blind them to the long term implications for the pace of innovation in
Europe.



report points out:

"... the key factors which might encourage dissemination are those
which may discourage firms with leading edge technology from
participating in programmes or from undertaking the investment or to
exploit fully the results of research carried out under the auspices of
the Community."

If the Framework Programme is to succeed in its principal goal of increasing
investment in R&D, the dissemination and cohesion policies should be disentangled
from the funding policies. Such a move would then allow decisions about the
relative merits of various R&D projects proposal to be made on a more objective
basis.

To disentangle these policies, the EC should reduce the emphasis on large
cooperative ventures as discussed above. Rather, the EC should boost those
programmes which encourage dissemination and cohesion without creating
perverse incentives for private firms.

A key programme here is the Human Capital and Mobility Programme. This
programme subsidizes the exchange of researchers across national boundaries as
well as supports the creation of professional networks. In the Third Framework,
this programme is spending 490 million ecu to share researchers across Europe.

If dissemination of information is truly a goal of the EC's R&D policy then this
programme arguably deserves greater financial support and expansion. The EC
should ensure that engineers and scientists in all fields are included. Further the
policy should support temporary assignments from private firms to universities as
well as the reverse (ie the programme should not just focus on scientists
completing their post-doctoral training). Because this programme satisfies the
Single Act's objective for dissemination and cohesion, the EC should increase its
funding. Specifically, the EC should raise the Mobility Programme's funding from
its current level of about 10 percent of the Framework budget to 20 percent of the
budget.

There is, however, one caveat to the expansion of this programme. There is a
growing concern that the programme is becoming bureaucratic and unwieldy.
Firms are becoming discouraged over how long it takes to engage a researcher
through the EC process. The EC needs to ensure that the programme requirements
remain as flexible and uncomplicated as possible so that the transfer of a
researcher take no longer than a couple of months.

Intellectual Property Rights

Another important problem confronting Brussels is the ownership of the ideas
arising from EC-funded R&D projects. Intellectual property rights (ie, patents) exist
to give firms the incentive to invest in R&D and commercialise ideas by giving them
the sole right to use a product idea for a limited number of years. However,
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SEMATECH

The US's experience with the cooperative microelectronic venture,
Sematech, is often pointed to by European policy makers. Yet it is too
early to say whether Sematech has been a good public investment. The
US government has funded half of Sematech's $200 million annual budget
for the last five years in the hope of halting the Japanese erosion of the
US semiconductor market. The initial goal of the joint venture of fourteenus firms was to adVance DRAM technology, which were seed as the•
"technology drivers" of all semiconductors. However Sematech ended up
using the money to subsidise semi-conductor- machinery firms. Sd a
venture that started as a horizontal cooperative venture became a vertical
venture. This' approach now appears to have helped advance the machihe
technology, but it is unclea( whether there have been corresponding
advances in DRAM technology (ie, the benefits have been more`upstream
than expected). Critics claim that Sematech is taking credit for gains that
would have been made, anyway, as market pressures forced machinery.
firms to improve quality and efficiency. They also complained that the
venture has discriminated against small firms. Its membership policy
requires rninimum dues of $1 million -- too much for many smaller, and
often mOre innovative, firms. Other critics point out that it was the
relaxation of. thefl antitrust regulations to allow Sematech members to.
collaborate on pre-competitive research that was the basis for change In
fact, some suggest that "Sematech budget ... went to pay for some
expensive, if important, meetings." (FT, Feb 9, 1993) The question he
is not whether firms can produce results by cooperating, but whethe
government support is justified. If the critics are right, then antitrust
policy has proven more important to Sematech than the public funding.

ii

Therefore governments should be wary of supporting large cooperative R&D
ventures -- especially those among competitors. The EC needs to ensure that the
potential benefits outweigh the potential costs before funding such projects.
Because 'bigger is better' thinking does not apply uniformly to all cooperative
ventures, the EC should revise its funding policy. In the case of horizonal
ventures, it should reverse the current presumption so that firms must prove th:
a large cooperative venture will have siunificant R&D advantages over srnal
even single-firm venture.

Disentangling Framework Policies

Another motivation behind the requirement for cooperative ventures is the
commendable goal of broadening the technical and scientific base throughout the
Community. To meet this goal, the Framework Programme requires mandatory
licensing of patents as well as sponsors the Joint Research Centre and a personnel
sharing programme. While each of these policies can contribute to dissemination

9



laboratories.

The counter arguments to horizontal cooperative ventures are:.

• Variable economics of scale. The "economies of scale" argument does
not apply equally to all types of R&D. For instance, high-energy physics
using linear accelerators the size of football stadiums is more likely to
have significant economies of scale than micro-electronic chip
development where much of the research is now done on mid-sized
computers.

The lack of competitive incentive. Cooperation among the leading firms
in a technical field can be stultifying rather than stimulating. By allowing
firms to get a closer look at their competitor's progress, a marker is set
in the developmental path of a technology beyond which firms will not
worrying about striving.

Vertical cooperative ventures are generally less susceptible to the above problems.
Collaboration between suppliers and customers increases knowledge of each
other's technical needs and limitations -- which can in turn improve the quality and
efficiency of the future product chain. Nevertheless such vertical ventures are
vulnerable to the same managerial pitfalls as horizontal ventures:

Managerial Problems. Cooperative ventures face three typos ry
managerial problems: 1) participating fitms are unlikely to assign :h., -
best scientists and engineers to the project; 2) because these ventp.7.:.,
involve competitors, participating firms are-reluctant about sharing theft
best ideas or their latest technologies; 3) there is friction associated with
getting people to cooperate who come from different institutions, with
different work methods, from different cultures, etc.

The recent survey of the Framework Programme's impact in the UK, both industry
and academia complained of high administrative overheads and loss of control.
More than 50 percent found that collaboration increased project costs, often
significantly:

Decrease or Increase in Project Costs

-51% -11% to 0 to No 0 to 11% to 51% or
or less -50% -109t Effect 10% 50% more

Proportion
of projects 6 16 9 16 12 - 34 6

While some increase in project cost might be reasonable, there must be identifiable
benefits to outweigh these added costs. Further, the probability that any given
venture will fall victim to these difficulties increases with the number of
participants. If large cooperative ventures become a managerial nightmare, they
fail not only to advance technology, but also to increase European unity.

8



The EC originally became involved in standard setting at the request of the
consumer electronic companies. In the late 1980's, these companies feared that
Japanese HDTVs would shortly drive all conventional TV producers in Europe ad:
of the market As a result, the EC was asked to set a standard that would not oniy
give the industries a technical format to coalesce behind, but that could also act
as a market barrier to foreign imports.

The EC's Fumbled Policy

It seems such a simple task -- the setting of a technology standard. But whnt T:11.77
EC regulators failed to appreciate when they undertook the task wai how much
HDTV was still in its infancy technically.

The EC initially proposed that European HDTV be based on the MAC Standard, an
analogue technology. Unfortunately MAC systems are susceptible to interference
and poor picture quality for receivers very far from the transmitting source. But the
EC, assuming that the MAC approach was the most viable option, proceeded to
finalize its HDTV policy with funding and standard setting programmes. What the
EC failed to consider was that R&D programmes in other countries were working
on a solution to HDTV's analogue problems. The solution has turned mit to be a
digitally based system. It flow appears that a digital HDTV will not only provide
a clearer signal and picture, but will open up a whole hosts of technological
frontiers in the areas of computing, information storage, and interactive media. In
other words, TV's could be made to operate like computers.

In 1986 the EC laid the ground work by issuing a directive requiring medium and
high-powered satellite broadcasters to use the MAC standard. But European
broadcasters, priMarily SKY TV, managed to avoid the expense of switching from
the old PAL standard to the MAC standard by figuring out how to use a low-power
signal. In 1991 the EC adopted a further directive which required that after 1996:

services be able to broadcast simultaneously (in both conventional and
MAC format);

satellites be able to transmit both signals;

new TV sets be fitted with a MAC decoder (ie, be able to show an HDTV
picture.)

Interestingly, during the development of this directive, the European Parliament
recommended a amendment that would have left the door open to non-MAC
standard -- but it was not accepted by the Commission.

Despite the 1991 directive, EC officials, or at least those outside of DG XIII, were
questioning the advisability of a MAC standard by April of 1992. Not only were
they concerned about proposals to invest a further 500 to 850 million ecus in a
technology that offered few advantages in terms of quality for the viewer, but they
were concerned about the progress made in the US with digital HDTV.
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In the US where a HDTV standard has yet to be set, American as well as a few
interested Japanese and European companies have been competing to developed
the most advanced HDTV. As a result most experts are now convinced that digital
HDTV is the system of the future. But while the US was moving ahead with HDTV
development, the EC became mired in a morass of directives. If this nightmare had
managed to isolate itself to Brussels, little damage would have been done to
Europe's budding HDTV producers. However, the prospect of an HDTV standard
sucked many of the audiovisual producers, such as Philips, Thomson, and Bosch
into the process, thereby disrupting their own R&D programmes. Such disruption
was quite understandable; companies have little incentive to advance a technology,
if government looks likely to set the technology's standard at a rmire primitive
level.

Resistance 


Much. of the EC policy on HDTV has been driven by France, Germany and the
Netherlands, who have benefitted from the funds allocated by the EC for HDTV
R&D.: By contrast, the UK, although a large TV producer, has long been opposed
to this policy, reckoning that it would be better to allow market forces to decide
the matter rather than invest millions of ecus into promoting a new TV standard
that nobody really wanted. In 1992, Britain went so far as to block a 500 million
ecus MAC proposal, offering instead to support a 80 million ecu programme just
to keep the HDTV programme alive. Meanwhile, industry became increasingly
afraid that the analogue technology \Nould either be surpassed by digit:t:
technology or be unpopular with consumers. Companies became so wary thr..:
they decided to launch MAC HDTV projects, only if the Community paid for
virtually all additional costs generated by /he production and dissemination of the
new standard.

By late 1992, in an effort to calm industry fears, the Commission first gave up
trying to bind firms legally to an HDTV standard by means of a Community-wide
agreement. It hope to continue support for the MAC standard by linking HDTV
R&D funds to a commitment to the standard. All these efforts notwithstandina,
the Commission finally admitted defeat in February of this year. The Commissioner
for Industry, Martin Bangemann, announced that European HDTV would follow the
digital standard similar to that being set by the US.

The EC has clearly lost the race to set an HDTV standard that will give it a
competitive advantage internationally. However, because so much political capital
has already been spent, the EC is still likely to subsidise the development of the
digital technology. Yet, as the technology is becoming increasing better
researched and developed, it is becoming an increasing near-market technology.
If that is indeed the case, the case for public support is weakening -- the EC might
well find its funds better invested in a newer, more basic technology.
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CONCLUSION

The EC's technology policy needs a fundamental revision, not just the face-lift
envisioned in the Fourth Framework Programme. At the heart of its technology
policy problems is the way in which the incentives to invest in R&D that the EC
has created with one hand, are eroded by the other hand.

The basic approach of EC technology policy, granting R&D subsidies for increased
investment in basic and exploratory research, and setting standards for greater
market efficiency, is well justified by economic theory. However, .the EC has
managed to distort what is otherwise a sound policy. In the Framework
Programme, it has attached too many strings to its funding grants. By requiring all
projects to be cooperative ventures, it undercuts the competitive incentives of the
market. By limiting the intellectual property rights of participants, it discourages
firms from joining the Programme. By funding only "strategic" technologies, it
focuses industry interest on the high-profile technologies, to the detriment of more
worthy, less sexy technologies. By delaying and politicising the project-selection
process, it ends up funding mediocre projects. Further, by failing to have a
standards-setting strategy, it stifles innovation. Clearly, the EC's aim should be to
complement market forces rather than undercut market incentives. In summary,
the EC should make the following changes to its technology policy:

The Framework Programme

Fund 'basic' and 'exploratory' rather than 'applied' research projects:
Because there is less likely to be market failure among 'applied' and 'near-
market' research projects, the EC should curtail its funding of these projects.
Currently, more than 50 percent of the Framework projects in the UK fall
into this category. Instead, the EC should direct these funds to 'basic' and
'exploratory' research projects, even if means more money going to
universities rather than to industry.

Stop trying to pick technology winners: First and foremost, the EC shou'd
not limit its R&D grants to a select group of "strategic" technology areas.
Instead, the Commission should develop a set of criteria for judging
individual projects, such as the potential for useful spillovers, the relevance
for diffusion to small and medium-sized companies, and whether there is n
critical Mass of people knowledgeable in the technology.

b- Establish an Independent Science & Technology Council: To achieve
R&D policy which truly stimulates innovation, the selection of individua
projects needs •to be insulated from political pressures. The Community
should set up an Independent Science & Technology Council, which would
oversee the selection of individual projects for each programme area.
Specifically, it would administer the expert panels, report their
recommendations publicly, and evaluate the results of each programme area.
By separating these responsibility from the Commission, the objectivity,
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transparency and credibility of the decision-making process would b.T:
improved.

Double the share of funding for the Human Capital and Mobility Programme:
This programme should be expanded from 10% to 20% of the Framework
budget because it meets the EC's goals of increasing the dissemination of
knowledge and improving European cohesion -- without creating perverse
incentives for participating firms.

Reverse the burden of proof for horizontal cooperative ventures: Rather
than require firms applying for an R&D grant to have numerous oartners, the
Framework Programme should require applicants who are competitors to
show that a large cooperative venture would be significantly more effective
than a small venture. In addition, both horizontal and vertical cooperative
ventures should undergo more rigorous scrutiny for likely managerial
complications.

Reexamine the mandatory licensing requirement: This requirement may need
to be removed from the Framework Programme because it can deter
qualified firms from participating. Mandatory licensing limits the ways in
which participating firms can market EC-subsidised innovations. Since strong
intellectual property rights are important incentives for private firms to invest
in R&D and then to commercialise new ideas, the EC should resist all
attempts to further weaken these rights.

Technology Standards

Develop a strategy for EC Standard-Setting: As the European experience
with HDTV has shown, the cost of setting the wrong standard at the wrong
time in the life of a new technology is enormous. A basic policy would set
out the guidelines which would define not only when a technology standard
might benefit the market, but which warning signals indicate that the
Commission is setting a premature or overly rigid standard. This strategy
should favour:

standards when the benefits to consumers of reducing meaningless
product differentiations outweigh the costs of implementing. a new
standard,

-- performance-oriented rather than, design-specific standards so that
products can continue to improve over time,

standards only where technologies are not changing rapidly (this is
often signalled by strong industry resistance to a standard), and there
is some engineering consensus on the form of the proposed standard,

standards.that are consistent with the idea of open and competitive
markets and that do not act as significant trade barriers.
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The implication of these recommendations should not be that EC technology policy
be scaled back. Rather it should be honed into a more effective tool. It might be
rather unrealistic to expect policy makers in Brussels to make the principal goal of
EC technology policy the improvement of Europe's technology base. But if it can
focus technology policy on this one objective, rather than on a myriad of industrial
policy objectives, the EC will have satisfied one of the key requisites of European
competitiveness in the next century.
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ANNEX 1

PAST FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME BUDGETS

Percentage of Total Budget

Technology Field 1984-87 1987:91 1990-94

Information and Communications 25 42 39
New Industry and Materials 11 16 16
Energy 50 23 14
Biotechnology 5 9 13
Environment 7 6 9
Human Capital & Mobility 2 4 9.

Total 100 100 100

Total Cost, bffiion ecus 3.8 5.4 5.7•

Comparable figures for the Fourth Framework Programme are not yet available.

Note, because of the delay in approving the Fourth Framework Programme, the Third was recently
allocated an additional 900 million ecu for the last two years -- making the total 6.6 billion ecu.

Sources: Eurostat and The Economist
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ANNEX 2

FUNDING LEVELS BY PROGRAMME AREA

(million ecus)

Programme Area: Title Framework II Framework III

Information Technology: ESPRIT 1,600 1,300
Nuclear Fusion & Safety: JET 740 410
Communications: IBC/RACE 550 480
Industrial: BRITE/EURAM 500 660
Agriculture: ECLAIR/FLAIR/FAR/FOREST 240 330
Human Mobility: SCIENCE/SPES 200 490
Environment: STEP/EPOCH 120 260
Non-Nuclear Energy: JOULE 120 160
Biotechnology: BRIDGE 100 160
Telematics: DRIVE/AIM/DELTA 100 380
Biomedical/Health 80 130
Science for Developing Countries 80 110 f
Measurements: BCR 60 50
Marine: MAST 50 100

Adjustment' 860 680

TOTAL: 5,400 5,700

Note, because programmes are designed to overlap slightly, the sum of the individual programme
budgets does not exactly equal the total budget for each Framework. Also some minor programmes
have not been included.

Sources: Eurostat and Catalogue of Research Programmes within the Framework Programme of the European Community. DGXII.
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ANNEX 3

TOTAL PROJECTS BY THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IN EACH PROJECTS
IN THE SECOND FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME




Number of Participants




Programme Area 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 '8+Total

Quality of Life. 23 32 37 42 .34 23 7 -50248

Communications 8 13 46 89 111 86 88 219660

Mod.-of Industry 13 33 77 108 111 65 35 60502

Biological 17 14 35 51 36 38 16 32239

Energy 159 76 76 40 32 20 8 16427

Development 240 41 22 12 5 2 0 0322

Marine 16 45 41 31 17 16 4 7177

Cooperation 137 138 114 82 49 32 11 19582

TOTAL 613 392 448 455 395 282 169 4033157

Note, there were a total of 11,795 participants in 3,157 projects for an average of 3.74 participants
per projects. This table reflects only shared-cost-contract projects.

Source: 'Evaluation of the Second Framework Programme of RTD: Report from CREST to Council. Brussels. 25 September 1992.
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THE FUTURE OF EC R & D AND INDUSTRIAL POLICY

TETTConference, 6 July 1993

CASE STUDY 2 - EXPERIENCE OF PARTICIPATING IN 
EC R & D_PROGRAMMES


Dr Brian Isherwood, Hirst Research Centre, GEC Marconi Ltd

The purpose of this brief presentation is to provide a first hand and balanced resume of
our experience in participating in EC R & D Progammes. Since experience gained can,
to a certain extent, be dependent on local issues, it is saessed that this is an HRC, not
GEC, perception. In this context it is, therefore, relevant to explain the role of HRC
and its relationship to GEC Companies and to non-GEC establishments.

The review commences at the initial Project Definition Phase, for the decision of
whether or not to "go collaborative" mast stern from a business and technical review of
the Project Aims and Objectives. Lack of a clear strateu at this stage increases the risk
of embarking on an expensive, frustrating and timewasting activity. Once having
resolved to seek a collaborative venture and armed with specific objectives, the necessary
steps then to be taken to achieve the project submission within a time-frame are, usually,
well defined. The presentation will comment on following this sequence and continue
on to the project Munch and execution, on the assumption that the submission is
successful and the project is awarded. Reference will be made to the cited three
Projects (one compleLed and two still in progess) to illustrate and emphasise specific
points. Finally, other potential benefits which are available as a consequence of
participating in EC collaborations wlil be discussed.

	

Projects: (a) Basic research into fabricating silicon-heat sink assemblies in high-
power semiconductor devices. BRITE Project

Development of low melting point aluminitmi alloy brazes.
BRITE-EURAM Project

High temperature superconductors for power cables. BRITE-



EURAM Project.

STRUCTURE OF PRESENTATION

• TITE HIRST RESEARCH-CENTRE, relationship to GEC Compnies and non-
GEC establishments.

PROJECT DEFINITION, PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION:

	

(i) Project Definition and -specification of Aims and Objectives intra
Company discussion.



(ii) Whether to "goCollaborative"

Identifica€onof potential Partners and forminga Consortium.

Selectionand role of the 'Lead Company"

Writingand submissionof proposaL

EC Judgement

If successful- go to 3 Unsuccessful??

3 PROTECT LAUNCH AND EXECUTION

Writingthe ConsortiumCollaborativeAgreement

Undertakingthe Project

Administration

TechnicalI fra-structure

Reporting

Financial

(iii) Completionand Exploitation

4 OTHER ASPECTS


Europe-indimension

Growth of expertiseand resources

Interaction betweenAcademiaand Industry
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Biomedical and health research -133 18
Life sciences and technologies for
developing countries 111 15

5 Energy




Non-nuclear energies 157 110
Nuclear fission safett 199 29
Controlled nuclear fusion 458 110

111Management of Intellectual Resources




6 Human capital and mobility




Human capital and mobility 518 69

TOTAL 5,700 900

The UK played a major role in defining the
technical content and objectives of the individual
programmes within the new Framework. The
focus of the industrial programmes continues to
be on pre-competitiVe research, in particular
research leading co the development of standards
and codes of practice. The programme will
complement activitie's being carried out under
EURIKA, which is a Pan-European initiative to
encourage collaboration on industry-led market
driven projects.

The industrial programmes primarily operate as
shared cost activities, ie the Commission provides
up to 30% of the funding with participating
organisations providing the balance. Non-
industrial participants in some programmes can
opt for 100% of marginal costs instead. A second
approach is the use of the Connnuniry's own
reseaillehorganisation, the Joint Research Centre
()RC) which was set up under the Euratom
Treat* and comprises four separate laboratories.
Thirdly, concerted action has a similar
collaborative format to much of the shared cost
action except that the Community's funds are
used primartly to provide a central co-ordinating
secretariat, whilst R&D costs are covered by
other participants or, if appropriate, by their
national governments. By far the most
widespread and best known of the Community
concerted action activities has been the COST
programme in which non-Community countries
may participate with the EC Member States on
an equal basis. -

•
Benefits to UK Participants

International technological collaboration is
becoming increasingly important to UK industry.
It is clear that for many sectors the UK's main
thrust must be towards Europe if we are to
exploit the Single Market and compete with
Japan and the United States. Through
competition users and suppliers benefit from
European markets and increase their internacional
competitiveness - given that the effect of
competition is to act as a spur towards
innovation. European collaborative research can
help both by encouraging industry to carry out
more research leading to innovative products and
by developing through standards more open
markets which increase competition in Europe
and hence industry's own competitiveness.
It is primartly a matter for industry to decide
whether collaboration is appropriate in-specific
cases. DTI's policy towards EC R&D is based on
the clear views from industry of the tYpe of
collaboration likely to be cost effectiVe and

beneficial to the competitiveness of UK industry.
Finns which decide to participate have often
realised substandal benefits as shown below:

they are able tO share the cost and risks of
R&D, making use of complementary skills
and common facilities, so that they can
participate in projects where the scale of
investment would otherwise be beyond their
resources;

they can gain commercial advantage from
tapping into the technological expertise of
firms in other European countries;

they may achieve a more significant
role in the development of international
standards for their industry, helping to ensure
that a world standard is generated by
Europe;

they are able to establish broader business
contacts with their overseas counterparts so
that they are well placed to take advantage of
the completion of the Single Market.

Other factors

Being part of an international collaborative
venture does create additional overheads which
should be taken into account by potential
industrial participants:

setting up international projects within a
programme cakes time and considerable
expense, often due to the sheer size and
complexity of the problem at hand. The
expense of preparing a proposal must be met
by the proposers;

. .
once the work has begun it often proves

expensive to co-ordinate the work of
widely spread research teams and to liaise with
the Commission;

because EC programmes involve
pre-competitive R&D, it is often the case that
larger finns which have research progranunes
of comparable timescale to EC R&D
programmes are likely to benefit most.
However, DTI actively encourages firms of all
sizes to.participate in EC R&D, and there is
significant participation by SMEs in some
industrial programmes.

These factors can be particularly important to
SMEs which may not be able to devote large
resources to their participation. Small firms
may therefore find it useful to pool resources
before seeking other European partners, either
by joining up with a large UK firm which has
the necessary resources or through consortia
of small firms, possibly involving a Research
Association or laboratory able to provide a
point of focus and specialist help. EC
pre-competitive programmes exclude
activities covering near-markct product Or
process development. However, if a firm feels
that international collaboration is appropriate .
but not through EC progranunes, then other
possibilities should be explored, such as
through existing business contacts or under a
scheme such as EURIKA.

Companies should be aware that the
programmes are often oversubscribed. A
company or other organisation intending to
participate in the Framework Programme
should also be aware from the outset that

preparing a suitable research proposal can be
both-time consuming and expensive. After
saying all this, it is worth pointing out that the
benefits from participating in EC R&D
programmes are often very great and in
most cases greatly outweigh the costs of
participation.
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EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

EC R&D

Introduction

Each Member State maintains its own national
R&D effOrt and collectively this effort is the
main thrust of Europe's mastering of new
rechnologies. However, because each State
cannot hope to underpin the R&D necessary to
meet the challenge of aggresive markets like
Japan and the United States alone, a common
approach to the fields of science and technology
is increasingly important. Its cornerstone is the
Community's R&D effort.

EC R&D programmes are funded from the
Conmiunity's own resources (ie the external
tariff, VAT levy), and are planned and managed
by the European Commission staff in Brussels.
The size, scope and annual budget of the
programme are approved by the Ministers of
Member States, usually through meetings of the
Research Council. The Cormnunity's
programmes aim LO assist industry to improve
Europe's technology base and to assist finns in
exploiting the internal market. In practical terms
this largely amounts to international collaboration
on R&D projects partly funded by industry and
involving industries, universities and other
organisations working together across Europe.
The emphasis is on pre-competitive research,
which usually lies beyond basic research bur does
nor specifically involve near-to-the-market
developments.

The Growth of EC R&D

EC R&D appears to be a relatively new
Communiry activity, but in fact it goes back a
long way. Nuclear energy research was first
carried out under the 1956 Euratom Treaty,
together with a limited amount of research in the
European Coal and Steel Communiry. There
was, however, non-nuclear energy research from
the 1970s and a determined effort in the 1980s to
widen the range of activities. The "second
generation" of EC R&D, effectively summarised
by the strategy of the Community's first R&D
Framework Programme (1984-87), attempted to
work towards a fairly even coverage of energy,
environment, industry, agricultural raw materials
and other R&D areas judged to be important to
the Community as a who/e. The Communiry
entered a "third generation" of R&D activities
with the second R&D Framework Programme
(1987-91).

EC R&D Today

The third Framework Programme (1990-94) was
agreed at the December 1989 Research Council
in Brussels and formally adopted in April 1990. In
Ene with earlier Framework Programmes this is
not just a research programme, but a five year
strategy which lays down objectives, devises
priorities and fixes the overall level of funding
deemed necessary to undertake the specific R&D
programmes by which it will be implemented.
This programme will extend the concept of
overlapping 'rolling' R&D programmes in order
to provide the flexibility needed to respond to
the dynamic nature of technological development
today. Enabling technologies for industry will still
receive the majority of resources, but significant
new priorities are reflected in the resources
devoted to environmental research,
biotechnology and agro-industrial research. All
these Community activities will continue to focus
primanly on priority areas of pre-competitive
R&D, and will complement other forms of
European collaboration such as EUREKA and
COST, as well as specialised activities such as
those undertaken by the European Space Agency
and other commercial product-targeted schemes.

Member States' Role in EC R&D
Programmes

Commission proposals for a specific EC R&D
programme require approval by the Member
States at Ministerial level as well as approval by
rhe European Parliament. The Ministers generally
consider such proposals at meetings of the
Research Council. Thus national governments
have a substantial voice in the content, direction
and operation of these programmes.

Member States also play an active role in the
more day-to-day running of the programme
through a series of Official Cormnittees. In 1984,
12 Management and Co-ordination Advisory
Committees (CGCs) were set up, each with the
interest of a particular sector of R&D, to advise
the Commission on all aspects of the activities
within that sector. These committees are made
up of the representatives of the Member States
and the Commission, and meet regularly in
Brussels, Luxembourg or the Joint Research
Centre (JAC) laboratories to discuss, amongst
other things, the specific EC R&D programme
within their areas. The Member States'
representatives are usually government officials or
nominated experts of interested bodies in the
UK, who influence the running of the various

Original
funding Top-up

Action LinesMECIJ MECU

I Enabling Technologies

1 Information and communicarions
technologies

Information technologies 1352 180
Communications technologies 489 65
Development of telematics 390 51

2Industrial and materials technologies




Industrial and materials

technologies 748 99
Measurement and testing 140 19

11Management of Narural Resources




3 Environment




Environment 414 55
Marine sciences and technologies 104 14

4Life sciences and technologies




Biotechnology 164 22
Agricultural and

agro-industriel research 333 44

programmes by making their views known to the
national delegates.

For the large information technology and
telecommunication programmes, management
committees have been set up consisting of
Member States, representatives and chaired by
the Commission. These implementing
committees have considerably more power than
CGCs, and are responsible for approving budgets,
annual work programmes ecc.In future these and
other prograrmnes will have similar committees,
so that Member States continue to have a strong
voice in the direction of the programmes.

1990-1994 Framework
Programme

A new EC R&D Framework Programme was
agreed at the December 1989 Research Council
in Brussels. It is the "third generation" of EC
R&D programmes and involves funding of 5.7
BECU Z4.2Bn). In December 1992 the
Research Council agreed a "top-up" to the
original funding. The programme runs from
1990-1994, covering research in the following
areas:

CONTINUED
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APPLYING FOR PROJECT
FUNDING

C -)
the department for Enterprise

An R&D project for EC support
goes through five phases:

phase 1. Preparation and Submission. The phase
when project ideas are developed, the consortium
formed, the work planned and the proposal
document written;

phase 2. Independent Assessment. The
Commission arranges for all proposals to be
assessed by panels of experts;

phase 3. Contract Negotiation. Once a proposal
has been selected for funding, the consortium
then enters into contract negotiations with the
Commission;

phase 4. Project Execution. The Phase when
research is undertaken. During this phase the
Commission undertakes monitoring activities to
ensure satisfactory perfonnance;

phase 5. Industrial Exploitation. This is the
ultimate longer term objective of Community
R&D programmes.

Preparation and Submission

The Commission's collaborative research and
development programmes are implemented
through shared cost projects. These projects are
normally industry led and are formulated in
response to a Call for Proposals.

Full details of the technical areas and priority
themes identified by the Commission are
contained in an information package along with

Iguidance on how to prepare and deliver the
proposal bY the due date to the Commission in
Bmssels. It is important to have the correct
Information Package as these are updated for
each new Call for Proposals.

Liaise closely with the Commission and DTI
Programme Managers at the earliest opportunity.
It can take several months tO prepare a proposal.
Avoid eleventh hour decisions..In preparing your
proposal yoU should note the following points,
although they are by no means exhaustive:

The contents of the Information Package
should be studied carefully as it is an
important guide to what the Commission is
looking for. Innovative projects consistent
with the technical areas 2nd priority themes
identified will have the best chance of
success;

Proposals must satisfy the assessment criteria
described in the Information Package;

Background research is required to ensure that
similar ideas are not being addressed in
existing projects;

Identify complementary projects which might
provide useful results;

Normally once a year the Commission
organises a Proposer's Forum in Brussels.
This event provides prospective participants
with an opportunity to meet the Commission •
staff who run the programme. It also
provides an opportunity to make contact with
potential project partners;

The Commission is able to assist with
identifiing potential partners. Expression of
Interest forms are provided in the Information
Package, and summaries of completed forms
are available on request;

DTI staff may also be able to direct companies
towards potential partners;

An outline of the proposed project is required
for preliminary discussions with the
Commission;

The Commission and DTI staffcan provide
useful guidance on how to prepare a successful
proposal;

Once a consortium has been assembled each
partner should prepare a short document
describing the work they want to do. The
consortium should also agree at this point
which partner will lead the project as the
prime proposer;

One person from the prime proposer should
write the draft proposal documents and act as
project champion and driver. A consortium
meeting should be held to discuss the details
of the draft;

If time allows, a copy of the draft proposal
should be shoWn to the Commission staff for
commcnt. An independent consultant may
also be considered worthwhile.

The proposal should be submitted on time, in
accordance with the published closing
date:

Independent Assessment

The Commission will arrange for proposals to bc
assessed by a team of independent external
evaluators. The evaluators arc experts drawn from

industry, universities and research institutes.
These individuals are appointed on the basis of
their expertise and not as representatives of their
organisation or country. Commercial
confidentiality of the proposals is ensured.

The assessment has two main objectives:

to carry out a thorough assessment of the
proposal and to make a recommendation on
tiaktsmeneritsand on the action that should be

to select projects so that all the Technical
Areas are covered and to make the best use of
funds.

A project proposal is submitted in three physically
separate pans. Pan I contains administrative and
financial data. Part ll contains the technical details
of the proposal, along with the proposed work
plan and sections addressing expected industrial
benefits, project management techniques, erc.
Part III gives partnership details and details of
intentions and plans concerning the commercial
exploitation of the results of the project.

The assessment of the proposal is canied out in
four stages.

First the Commission's staff verify the eligibility
of the proposal using Part I (Administrative and
Financial Data). This part of the proposal is not
seen by the independent experts. Assessment of
Part I is based upon eligibility criteria for
participation in the Programme.

Secondly Part II (Technical and Management
Details) is assessed by the independent experts.
To ensure an unbiased assessment this part must
not identify any of the proposers by name. Each
proposal will be assessed by at least three experts
working independently. Part II is evaluated
against criteria such as conformity with the
Programme Technical Areas and Priority
Themes, scientific merit and technical
innovation, and the economic importance to the
Community.

Only when the experts have assessedPart
they have access to Part III (Partnership Details).
Assessment of Part III is based on criteria
concerned with the roles and experience of
partners, and the exploitation of results.

The criteria used in the assessment of each part of
the proposal are listed and explained in the
Information Package.

CONTINUED
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At the third stage of the nsscssIncilt the overall

merit of individual projects is discussed by the

expert group. Projects are then given one of the

following ratings:

A strongly recommended for funding without

modification to the proposed project;

strongly recommended for funding with

modifications to the proposed project;

C recommended for funding without

modification to the proposed project;

proposed project not recommended for

funding because major changes are necessary;

proposal of low quality or not relevant to the

progrannne.

The fourth stage of the assessment procedure is

the final selection of projects based on the

recoMmendations made by the external

independept assessors and the programme budget

available.

The assessment phase is the only part of the

project life cycle when the consortium has no

direct part to play. The only way that the

consortium can influence the assessment and

selection is by having innovative ideas and

writing a good proposal. In practice the most

important parts of the proposal are the first few

pages of Part II (ie the Summary, Objectives and

the Economic and Technical Benefits):If these

three sections are poorly written and do not give

a favourable initial impression, then it is less likely

that the project will be rated very highly. This

does not mean that the quality of the ideas and

the remainder of the proposal are unimportant.

\Vhat is important is to create a good first.

impression and to 'sell' the ideas to the assessors.

SUccess in the assessment and selection phase can

only be secured through the quality of the

proposal.

This requires:

innovative ideas;

conformance with the Priority Themes in the

current Information Package;

realistic objectives;

quantification of technical goals;

sound management methods;

the right consortium for the project;

consistency with partners' overall strategies;

potential benefit to the Community from,

industrial exploitation of results;

clear and precise presentation.

Contract Negotiation

The partners in a successful proposal will receive

a letter inviting them to the Commission to

negotiate a contract. The negotiations on all

aspects of the project may take some months,

depending on the difficulties encountered. Work

on the project cannot commence until this

contract has been signed by all the parties

involved.

Contract negotiations centre around reaching

agreement on responsibilities of the partners,

ownership, exploitation and dissemination of

results, monitoring and reporting on the project,

financial considerations, etc. The Commission

may also ask for some changes to the project

based upon the recommendations of the 3ssessors,

and these also need to be negotiated with the

Commission. The contract that is agreed with the

proposers of a selected project will be based on a

standard roma of contract which includes a

technical annex based on the proposal document

and standard conditions.

You should note that:

if contract negotiations do not lead to

agreement on contract terms and conditions,

your project will not be funded;

the expenses incurred in negotiating a

contract have to be met by the consortium

and cannot be recovered from the

Programme.

Project Execution

Once the contract has been signed the project

enters the start-up stage. This is a crucial time for

the project. It is at this stage that the partners may

appreciate for the first time the complexities of

working on an international project.

The start-up stage is a time for learning about

your partners' working methods and

understanding more about their motivation and

goals. It is a time for getting to know people and'

developing one to one working relationships.

ft is also a period when partners realise that a

considerable amount of time has to be devoted to

travelling and participating in project meetings.

There is always the temptation to mininnse the

number of these meetings. This is not

recommended. Not only may you fail to reap the

full benefits from the project, but you will also

possibly end up with a less well integrated

research effort. The time devoted to direct

dialogue with partners is usually well worth the

effort, although in the early stages it may seem

that the time could be better invested in doing

'research'.

Project management is also a time-consuming

activity, but one that is essential to the success of

the project. The time that has to be spent on this

activity should not be under-estimated. An

international project is much more difficult to

deal with than a national one or an internal

project. It is more demanding in terms of time

and diplomatic skills, and involves more paper •

work. There will be the usual internal reviews

and liaison with partners. Reports also have to be

prepared for the Commission.

The arrangements for monitoring of the project

by the Commission will be specified in the •

contract. This may include visits to the partners'

premises, in addition to regular progress meetings

in Brussels. Regular written progress reports are

required. A brief report is normally required

every six months, and a full report every twelve

months. A final report has to be prepared at tlle

end of the project. Cost statements also have to

be submitted every twelve months. The

Commission also requires non-confidential

summary reports on an annual basis for the

purposes of disseminating research results more

widely.

Industrial Exploitation

rhe c oinnli Ssion will Cxpect your consortium to

pursue the development of the project, after its

formal completion, through to the stage of

industrial exploitation. Intentions with respect to

exploitation arc included in Part Ill of the

proposal. The conditions applying to ownership,

exploitation and dissemination of project results

will be described in the contract.

The industrial property generated under the

contract IS owned by the partners, and they are—

responsible for reaching agreement among

themselves on its use. A partner must grant

licences, usually free of royalties, to other partners

where this is-necessary for the effective

development of the project and for subsequent

exploitation of the results.

Exploitation of the results must commence

within-a reasonable periodnf time. This can be

agreed with the Commission at the stage when

the final report is being drafted. Although the

confidentiality of all commercially sensitive

information is guaranteed the partners in the

project must allow the results of the research to

be disseminated by the Commission.

Summary

When writing the project proposal make sure

that you:

allocate adequate resources for travel and

project management;

design your work plan to include

collaborative tasks in the early stages of the

project that will contribute to consortium

building.

In the start-up stage of the project you should:

hold regular meetings and workshops with

your partners;

ensure that you improve your understanding

of your 'partners' working methods and

objectives.
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EC R&D -
WHO DOES WHAT?

Information and Adviee on EC
R&D Programmes •

Information on the various EC R&D
programmes is available from the Commission
itself in Brussels and from its offices in the UK,
thc address of which are shown below.

Headquarters:

Commission of the European Communities
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 BRUSSELS
Tel: 010-322 295 1111

UK Offices:

8 Storey's Gate
LONDON SW1P 3AT
Tel: 071-973 1992

4 Cathedral Road
CARDIFF CF1 SSG .
Tel: (0222) 371631

7 Alva Street
EDINBURGH EH2 4PH
Tel: 031-225 2058

Winsdor House
9-15 Bedford Street
BELFAST.BT2 7EG
Tel: (0232) 240708

In addition, various publications are produced by
the Commission which disseminate information
bn a wide scale; notably the monthly Official
Journal which contains useful information and
calls for proposals etc.

The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
plays a major role in the UK in providing advice
and information to UK industry and research
establishments about the industrial programmes
(now over 50% of the total), and in disseminating
information arising from the running of these
programmes:DTI is.divided into divisions, each
with responsibility. for specific areas of Work.
Many of these divisions have a major interest in
EC R&D in general, or in particular EC R&D
programmes relating to their own area of
concern.

Research and Technology Policy
Division (RTP)

RTP Division is DTI's central co-ordinating
division on S&T matters. It has an EC R&D
section which contributes towards the
formulation of UK policy, provides advice and
assistance where necessary and liaises with other
divisions on all industrial EC R&D issues. RTP
Division therefore provides a good starting point
for general enquiries.

Contact point for EC R&D
General Enquiries

Mr S France
3rd f/oor
131 Buckingham Palace Road
LONDON
SWIW 9SS
Tel: 071-213 1611

Regional Offices
DTI has regional offices throughout the UK
which holy to promote enterprise and improve
industrial awareness and competitiveness in their
local area. Many industrial firms in the UK have
regular contact with their regional offices on DTI
activities and the office will be able to provide
similar advice on EC programmes; suggesting
particular R&D programmes which might be of
interest and putting other firms or interested
parries in touch with the relevant contact point
within DTI. Regional Office addresses are listed
below:

Mrs N Malley
DTI North West
Room 1920
Sunley Tower
Piccadilly Plaza
MANCHESTER
MI 4BA
Tel: 061-838 3315

Mr R Mooney
DTI East
Building A
Westbrook Research Centre
Milton Road
CAMBRIDGE
CB4 lYG
Tel: (0223) 461939

Mr M Doxey
DTI Yorkshire and Humberside
Room 102
25 Queen Street
LEEDS
LS1 5LF
Tel: (0532) 443171 (ext.217)

Mr C Marston
DTI East Midlands
Room 306
Sevens House
20 Middle Pavement
NOTTINGHAM
NG1 7DW
Tel: (0602) 506181 (ext.335)

Mr R Fenley
DTI West Midlands
6th Floor
77 Paradise Circus
Queensway
BIRMINGHAM
B1 2DT
Tel: 021-212 5144 (ext.5176)

Mrs M Hildebrand
Scottish Office/Industry Department

• Room 604
Alhambra House
45 Waterloo Street
GLASGOW
G2 6AT
Tel: 041-248 2855 (ext.5549)

Dr K J Coleman
DTI North East
Stanegate House
2 Groat Market
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
NEI 1YN
Tel: 091-232 4722

Mr R Landeryou
DTI South East
Bndge Place
Eccleston Square
LONDON
SW1V 1PT
Tel: 071-215 0560

CONTINUED
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Dr T Courtney
Departnwnt of Economic Development
Technology Division
Northern Ireland
1DB House
64 Chichester Street
BELFAST
BT1 4JX
Tel: (0232) 234488 (ext.2480)

Mr I Dixon -
Welsh Office/Industry Department
BSU Division
Cathays Park
CARDIFF
CF1 3NQ
Tcl: (0222) 825111 (ext.3678)

Mr C Buckel
DTI South West
Rooni 537
The Pithay
BRISTOL
BS1 2PB
Tel: (0272) 272666 (ext.475)

Other Divisions
As outlined above, WariousDTI divisions have a
specific interest in particular EC R&D
programmes and take the lead with regard to UK
involvement. Details of these programmes and
DTI contact points Can be found in the
Programme Information Sheets opposite.

Other Government Departments

The Office of Science and Technology in the
Cabinet Office acts as the central UK
coordinating body for all the EC R&D
programmes as they cover a wide range of
interests which -fallwithin the responsibility of a
number of UK Government Departments. This is
necessary to ensure that the UK takes an overall
balanced and co-ordinated approach to EC R&D
whilst maintaining effective links between EC
and UK programmes.

UK Relay Centre Enquiry Lines

A nem ork of Relay Centres has been set up
throughout the EC, to promote the
Community's R&D programmes, to help
organisadons participate in these programmes and
to ensure that the results arising from projects are
disseminated and exploited. The Centres were
set up in January 1993. There arc four Relay
Centres in the UK, each selling primanly one
region of the UK:

Relay Centre for Wales

David Harris or Brian Dormond
Welsh Development Agency
QED Centre
Main Avenue
Treforest Industrial Estate
Pontypridd
CF37 5YR -
Tel: (0443) 841345
Fax: (0443) 841393

Relay Centre for Northern Ireland

Kevin Dunwoody
LEDU - Small Business Agency
LEDU House
Upper Galway
Belfast
BT8 4TB
Tel: (0232) 491031
Fax: (0232) 691432

Robert Bunn
Dept of Economic Development
IndustrialResearch and Technology Unit
Netherleigh
Massey Avenue
Belfast
BT4 2JP
Tel: (0232) 764244
Fax: (0232) 768857

Highlands and Islandsof Scotland:
Roddy Dyee
Business Information Source Ltd
Bridge House
20 Bridge Street
Inverness
IV1 1QR
Tel: (0463) 715400
Fax: (0463) 715600

Central, Southern and North East Scotland:
Jonathon Shackleton
Technology Transfer Centre Ltd
43 Falkland Street
Glasgow
G12 9QZ •
Tel:041-339 3010
Fax:041-339 8787

Northern England:
Joan DuffinRegional Technology Centre North
Unit 3D
Hylton Park
Wessington Way
Sunderland
SR5 3NR
Tel: 091-549 8299
Fax: 091-548 9313

Relay Centre for Southern and Central
England

Maureen Firlej
The Technology Broker
Station Road
Long Stanton
Cambridgeshire
CB4 5DU
Tel: (0954) 61199
Fax: (0954) 60291

Relay Centre for Scotland and Northern
England

Co-ordinating Partner:
IanTram
EuroInfo Centre Ltd
AtriumCourt
50 WaterlooStreet
Glasgow
G2 6HQ
Tel:041-221 0999
Fax:041-221 6539

Contact
Mr R Caniff
Cabinet Office
Room 421
70 Whitehall
LONDON
SW1A 2AS
Tel: 071-270 0367

Mr Wilson
DoH
420b StateHouse
High Holborn
LONDON
WC1R 45X -
Tel: 071-972 3946
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OTHER EUROPEAN
INITIATIVES AND
MECHANISMS

There are several European initiatives for
technological collaboration other than those
organised by the European Community. These
have arisen from the recognition of the need to
spread development costs and risks and from a
general desire to improve European capability
and competitiveness in the field concerned. In
addition, a number of other Community
activities have recently emerged which to some
extent augment the EC R&D programmes by
utilising structural funds to promote initiatives
which foster innovation and technological
advance in the Community's less favoured
regions. A brief summary of the most relevant of
these initiatives and mechanisms is given below;
more detailed information is available from the
contact points listed.

1. EUREKA
EUREKA is not a European Community
PrOgraMme but a framewOrk for industry-
led projects aimed at producing high
technology goods and services td compere in
world markets against the US and japan. These
projects are normally downstream of, and
complementary to, EC programmes.

There are 20 participating countries including the
12 EC Member States plus Austria, Iceland,
Switzerland, Sweden, Nonvay, Turkey, Hungary
and Finland. The EC Commission itself is also a
EUREKA participant. Activides are carried out
in a wide range of advanced technologies such as
information technology, telecommunications,
robodcs, materials, advanced manufacturing,
biotechnology, lasers and others.

Projects are proposed and run by firms and
research institutes and bureaucracy is kept to a
minimum with Governments providing an
information matchmaking network and market
openings. These allow project partners to seek
political support for removal of relevant trade
barriers. Public finding is at the discretion of •
national governments. In the five years
following its launch in 1985 EUREKA has

•

embraced 7.8 BECU (45.8bn) of agreed
projects. The UK plays a large part in achieving
its market-led orientation and UK industry is
now involved in 170 out of the 623 projecis;
major examples being High Definition Television
and the FAMOS project in flexible automated
assembly. DTI is currently considering how best
to promote increased involvement of UK
organisations in EUREKA projects.

DTI Contact
EUREKA Office
Department of Trade and Industry
3rd Floor, Yellow Core
131 Buckingham Palace Road
LONDON
SWIW 9SS
Tel: 071-215 1616 or 1618

EUREKA Enquiry Point
Tel: 071-333 5161

See the EUREKA sheet (EC R&D23) for more
details.

COST
Co-operation on Science and Technology
(COST) is a concerted action programme which
has as participants the EC Member States and
several ocher European countries. Administration
of the programme is carried out by the European
Commission but research costs are the
responsibility ofparticipating firms or their
national Governments.

More details can be found on the COST
information sheet (EC R&D22).

European Space Agency
The European Space Agency (ESA) is not a
Community institution. ESA has 13 member
states; the EC countries (excluding Greece,
Luxembourg and Portugal) plus Austria, Nonvay,
Sweden and Switzerland. It was set up to
promote cooperation among European states in
civil space research, technology and space
applications. Involvement in ESA gives the UK
the opportunity to take part in projects that
would othenvise be beyond the resources of the
UK national civil space programme.

The work carried out by ESA is divided into six
main programme areas. These are space science,
microgravity, Earth observation, satellite
'telecommunications, space transportation systems
and the Columbus space station. ESA operates a
system of "juste-retour" whereby industrial
contracts are awarded in member states in
proportion to the level of their funding of ESA
programmes. The UK's main finicling goes to
the ESA programmes on Earth observation, space
science and satellite telecommunications.

The British National Space Centre represents the
UK on the ESA Council and other delegate
bodies.

Contact:
British National Space Centre
Dean Bradley House
52 Horseferry Road
London SW1P 2AG
Tel: 071-276 2688
Fax: 071-821 5387

4. The Council of Europe
The Council of Europe was founded in 1949 to
achieve greater unity between its members and
foster economic and social progress. It groups 25
European democracies including the UK.
Scientific and technological activities are run by
its Parliamentary Assembly, which now includes
"special guest" delegations from 5 Central and
East European countries. At present cooperation
focuses on:

renewable energy sources

North-South technological transfers

climate change

bioethics

Contact:
Par Ashworth
WED
Room W118
Foreign & Commonwealth Office
London
SW1A 2AH
Tel: 071-270 2408
Fax: 071-270 2821/3426

5. The European Science
Foundation (ESF)
Thc ESF is an international non-governmental
agency founded in 1974 and based in Strasbourg.
It is made up of academics and research councils
responsible for supporting scientific research.
The ESF currently has 48 member organisations
from 18 European countries including the UK
and focuses on basic activities in all fields
including the humanities and social sciences.

The ESF is designed to try to identify areas
where international co-operation would bring
the most benefit to European research and to
provide the initial stimulus to the establishment
of collaborative programmes. ESF funding is
based on a general budget (contributed to by
member organisations) and options to "buy into"
certain activities.

CONTINUED
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UK members include the Agriculture and Food
Research Council, British Academy, Economic
and Social Research Council, Medical Research
Council, Royal Society and the Science and
Engineering Research Council. The ESF covers
many areas of interest but in the first instance you
should approach your contact person in the
Research Council with which you normally deal.

6. European Regional
- Development Fund (ERDF)

Several Research and Development programmes
have been adopted under the auspices of ERDF,
which aims to provide assistance for the
Community's less favoured regions. These
include STRIDE in declining industrial regions
of Northern Ireland, which aims to strengthen
the R&D capacity of the eligible areas. Also
adopted are two programn?es which apply in
Nonhern Ireland only:-

PRISMA - aimed at providing calibration
and accreditation facilities for SMEs;

TELEMATIQUE - aimed at stimulating
the supply and use of Advanced
Telecommunications Service (ATS).

Although Northern Ireland is the only eligible
area for PRISMA and TELEMATIQUE, there
could be opportunities for companies in the rest
of the UK to offer their sen-ices to areas that
qualify for these programmes.

The normal EC Objective 2 Programmes provide
grant to public sector bodies under their R&D
"Priority Action", and there may be similar
activity under Community Initiatives such as
LEADER and RETEX.

If companies would like to benefit fonn benefit
from specific grants from the ERDF then they
should note that only specifically designated
regions of the Cornmuniry qualifr, and those
interested in participating would first need to
check their eligibility and the types of activities
receiving funding.

Contact
Mr Chris Kendall
Regional Development and Inward Investment
Division
DTI
Room 317
Kingsgate House
66-74 Victoria Street
London
SW1E 6SW
Tel: 071-215 2612
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ACRONYMS USED IN
EC R&D

ACPM Advisory Committee on
Programme Management

AIM Advanced Infonnatics for Medicine
in Europe

BAP Biotechnology Action Programme

BCR Bureau Communautaire de
Reference (Community Bureau of
Reference)

BECU Billion ECU

BEP Biomolecular Engineering
Programme

BICEPS Bioinformatics Collaborative
European Programmes and Strategy
(forerunner of AIM)

BMFT (Gennan Federal Ministry for
Research and Technology)

BNSC British National Space
Centre

BRIDGE Biotechnology Research for
Innovation, Development and
Growth in Europe

BRITE/ Basic Research in Industrial
EURAM Technologies for Europe/European

Research in Advanced Materials

CADCAM Computer Aided Design Computer
Aided Manufacturing

CEC Commission of the European
Communities

CEN Comite European de Normalisation
(The European Committee
for Standardisation)

CEPT Confederation of European Posts
and Telecommunications

CGC Comite Consultarid de Gestion et
Co-ordination(Management, Co:
ordinationand Advisory
Committee)

CIT ' Committee for Innovation and
Technology Transfer

CODEST Conunittee for Development of •
: European Science and

Techriology

COMETT Community Programme in
Education and Training for
Technology

COREPER Council of Permanent
Representatives (of EC Member
States)

COST European Co-operation on Science
and Technology

CREST Scientific and Technical Research
Committee (of the EC)

CUBE Concertation Unit for
Biotechnology in Europe

DELTA Developing European Learning
through Technological Advance

DEm Department of Employment

DEn Department of Energy

DES Departmerit of Education and
Science

DG Directorate General (of the
EuropeanCommission)

DoE Department of the Environment

DRIVE Dedicated Road Infrastructure for
Vehicle Safety in Europe

DTI Department of Trade and
Industry

EC European Communiry

ECLAIR European Collaborative Linkage of
Agnculture and Industry through
Research

ECOSOC Economic and Social Council

ECU European Currency Unit

EEC European Economic Community

EFTA European Free Trade Association

EJOB European Joint Optical Distability
(project)

EP European Parliament

ERDF European Regional Development
Fund

ESA European Space Agency

ESC Economic and Social Committee

ESF (i)European Science Foundation
(i)European Social Fund

ESPRIT European Strategic Programme for
Research in Information
Technology 


ETW European Transonic
\Vindtunnel

EUREKA European Research and Co-
ordinationAgency

EUROTRA Community R&D Programme for
a Machine Translation
System of Advanced Design

EVCA European Venture Capital
Association

FAST Forecasting and Assessment in
Science and Technology

FLAIR Food linked Agro-Industrial
Research

FOC Fibre Optic Cable

HDTV High Definition Television

HEI Higher Education Institution

HTM High Temperature Materials
Programme (at JRC Paten)

IBC Integrated Broad-band
Conmmnications

IPR Intellectual Property Rights

IRIDAC Industrial Research and
Development Advisory Committee

ISDN Integrated Sen-ices Digital
Nenvorks

IT Infonnation Technology

JET Joint European Torus

JRC Joint Research Centre (of the EC)

MAFF Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food -

MAST Marine Science and Technology

MECU Million ECU

MEP Member of the European
Parliament

MoD Ministry of Defence

MONITOR A Community Programme in rhe
field of strategic analysis, forecasting
and evaluation in matters of
research and technology

MRC Medical Research Council

NERC Natural Environment Research
Council

CONTINUED
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NET Next European Torus

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Dn clopment

RACE Research in Advanced
Conmiunications in Europe

RDP RACE Definition Phase

RMP RACE Main Phase

RTP Research and Technology Policy
Division (DTI)

SERC Science and Engineering Research
Council

SME Small and Medium-sized Enterprise

SPRINT Strategic Programme for
Innovation and Technology
Transfer in Europe

STAR Developmeneof certain regions of
the EC-by improving access to
advanced Telecommunications
services (under the ERDF)

STRIDE Science and Technolohy Research
into Innovative Developments in
Europe

TIP Technology Integration Projcct

UETP University-Enterprise Training
Partnerships (supported
under COMETT)

UKAEA United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority

UNICE Union of Industries of the
European Community

VALOREN Development of certain regions of
the EC by exploiting indigenous
energy potential (under the ERDF)

VALUE Valorisation and Utilisation for

Europe

VSLI Very Large Scale IntegradOn
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Case Study: DRIVE

Ian Catling Consultancy

The Company

Ian Calling Consultancy is a small 5 man
operation with a dear European dimension.
Established in 1983, ICC has earned an
international reputation as a leader in route
guidance and driver information systems. ICC
plays a prominent role \ vithin European research
initiatives at management, specialist adviser and
participant levels.

ICC has been involved in 4 EC R&D projects as
the prime contractor and therefore has a great
deal of European experience to share.

The Programme

DRIVE (or Dedicated Road Infrastructure for
Vehicle safery in Europe) aims to contribute to
the development of integrated trans-European
services using IT and Communications to
improve the petformance (safer},and efficiency)
of passenger and goods transport serdces and at
the same time reduce the impact of transport on
the environment.

For more details on the DRIVE programme see
under Area 2 Transport Services (EC R&D11).

The Project

SOCRATES - System Of Cellular RAdio for
Traffic Efficiency and Safety. This project aims
to use cellular radio in an efficient way to
exchange detailed digital information on traffic
conditions with vehicles as they travel. Broadcast
data is linked to data stored in the vehicle's
navigation computer, which combines these
sources to calculate the best route for the driver.
The computer then speaks to the driver and
provides easy-to-follow guidance to reach the
destination in the most trouble-free way.

Pilot projects to demonstrate the feasibility of
SOCRATES are being implemented in
Gothenburg, the region around Frankfurt and in
London as part of another DRIVE 2 project
called LLAMD (representing the linked field trials
in London, Lyon, Amsterdam, Munich and
Dublin). The "SOCRATES Kernel" project
provides a centre of excellence and expertise in
which SOCRATES problems can be discussed,
and the technical and commercial developments
in the three SOCRATES pilots arc coordinated.

The projects have the involvement of some of
the major European communication companies

along with large European car manufacturers.
The SOCRATES Kernel involves 14 separate
companies, of which four arc based in the UK,
including such famous names as British Telecom,
Philips, BOSCH, Volvo, SAAB, Daimler Benz,
and the Ford Motor Company.

Ian Catling Consultancy are independent
coordinators for the projects and ultimately the
project managers.

Preparation and Submission of
the project

ICC had already established many links in the
field of Route Guidance Systems and indeed
took part in the formation of the original DRIVE
programme. This certainly benefitted the
development of the original SOCRATES project
alongside the emerging DRIVE Programme.
Links with potential project participants were
established and the concept created well before
the call for proposals, to avoid a late minute rush
which could ultimately reduce their chances of
success.

In preparing a project proposal, ICC looked at
the structure and objectives of what was proposed
and allocated responsibilities for specific areas of
the project to the various participants. This
ensured a good cover for the ditTerent aspects of
the proposal and reduced the burden on the
prime proposer. With 14 panicipants
SOCRATES is a substantial DRIVE project and
naturally the management of such a large project
takes on a new dimension. Having allocated
responsibilities according to 20 Workpackages
that were identified, certain participants formed
small groups with one of them in the lead and
ICC in overall charge.

Independent Assessment

ICC felt that it had been somewhat easier to
negotiate a successful contract in DRIVE 1 than
in its successor DRIVE 2 when the number of
organisations applying led the Commission to
offer reduced fimding across the board.

Contract Negotiation

In both DRIVE I and 2 the call closed in
September and the research was underway by the
following January. Although the Commission
had not formally signed the contract by then, it
had given an undertaking to do so.

Project execution

In collaborating, the overheads have been
reduced and the European funding has been a
spur to collaboration. The collaboration has
meant regular coordination meetings and then
inevitably administrative costs in managing a
multinational. Overall ICC rated the programme
as very good and were pleased to be involved.

Exploitation

The project will lead to the setting of a European
Standard. Pilots covering Europe are already
taking place and these will ultimately lead to a
comprehensive European system. Links are also
being developed with the American "Intelligent
Vehicle Highway System" programme.
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Case Study: BRITE/EURAM

British Cement Association

The Company

The British Cement Association represents the
interests of the BritisbCement Industry, such
large names as Blue Circle, Rugby and Castle.
BCA has applied for and been successful in three
European Community Research and
Development Programmes. BCA is currently
involved in a BRITE/EURAM project on the
Residua] Service Lk of Concrete Structures'.

The Programme

The principal objective of the BRITE/EURAM
programme is to contribute to the rejuvenation
of European Manufacturing industry and a
reduction in the environmental impact of the
manufacturing of material goods. This is to be
achieved through advancing the technologies
required to address the whole life cycle of
materials with the aim of reducing the design to
product lead time and improving the
manufacturing process.

The Project

A very high proportion (over 40% in the UK) of
national construction expenditure is spent on
repairs to and maintenance of mature structures.
The project aims to develop a system which will
enable the current state and future performance
of a structure to be established quantitatively.
Three deterioration mechanisms are being
considered: corrosion of reinforcement, freeze-
thaw damage and alkali-silica reaction. For each
mechanism, methods will be developed to
establish the aggressiveness of the environment,
the current state of materials within the structure
and the current rate of deterioration, and the
influence of this on structural performance. This
information will permit rational decisions co be
made for a maintenance and repair strategy.

Preparation and Submission of
the project

The project starred in March 1992 and is
expected to run until February 1995. The British
Cement Association is collaborating with five
ocher organisations who are world leaders in the
field of construction materials. Having worked
with many of the group before, most of the work
required to establish a truly European
collaboration had already been done before the
Call for Proposals was issued. The BCA stressed
the importance of preparing well for the project.

They felt that many people were good at'clefining
the problem but were less adept at.system analysis
and 'who's going to do what'. BCA broke down
the project to a list of key activities and assigned
people to be responsible for each. By using a
matrix each partner could clearly see what they
were responsible for and the payment structure
and timescale to be followed.

Independent Assessment

BCA have found the Commission generally very
good in processing the application, giving advice
and making the payments. At all stages in the
project the BCA have Med to keep the
Commission involved from the first meeting of
the prospective participants through to the half-
way report stage.

Contract Negotiation

In addition to the formal contract from the
Commission, BCA drew up a partners agreement
to cover such issues as IPR and payments. This
was particularly important as the collaborating
group included three Swedish partners, who, as
organisations from a non-Member State are not
allowed to receive any direct financial benefit
from participating in EC R&D and infact have to
cover all their own costs (supported by the
Swedish Government). This can be an advantage
to the collaborating group as it receives the
benefit of additional expertise and facilities at no
MI" Cast.

Project execution

BCA said that they felt the project to be of such
importance that they would have tried to proceed
even without the helpful European funding they
have received. The European wide group they
have brought together have contributed a great
deal in new experimental techniques and
expertise, not available in any one single
organisation.

Exploitation

BCA found the rime required for reporting on
the research something of a drawback and felt
that the existing exploitation routes for EC R&D
were weak. In general terms, little is known
about the output from EC projects. However,
BCA are keen to ensure that the results of this
project are developed into European Standards
which are likely to have widespread benefits

across Europe. This is especially significant at this
time when the construction industry is
undertaking little new building work:

The benefits for existing buildings and ocher
structures such as bridges and roads will result in
the best strategic decisions being taken about the
future use of the structure, with or without
remedial work.

Overall BCA said that collaboration, networking
and joint ventures were the right way fonvard for
this type of research NNthichleads to a common
European Standard and they were keen to take
part again.

MARCH 1993 ECR&D8
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ESPRIT
European Strategic Programme
For Research and Development
in Information Technology

Introduction

ESPRIT is a shared-cost programme launched by
the European Community in February 1984 in
response to growing concern at the European
infonnation technology (II) industry's poor
competitiveness. It was the result of iintiatives
taken by the Commission and the so called
'Round Table' of leading European IT Finns -
GEC, ICL, Plessey (UK), Bull, CGE, Thomson
(France), AEG, Nixdorf; Siemens (Germany),
Olivetti and Stet (Italy) and Philips (Netherlands).

The programme is designed to help provide the
European IT industry with the key components
of technology it needs to be competitive in world
markets. It aims to foster collaboration and pave
the way to standards of European origin, while
boosting pre-competitive R&D in the key areas
of information technology. Following ESPRIT I
(1984-88) and ESPRIT II (1988-92), ESPRIT
III was launched in July 1992, and work on
projects began late in 1992.

Technical Coverage

Microelectronics - The goal of the work in
this area is to strengthen the European IC users'
capabilities to develop advanced and innovative
electronic systems for a broad range of
applications, by providing them with a
competitive European source of the necessary
teclmologies and tools. The work on the
development of CMOS technologies and
relevant design, manufacturing and packaging
techniques is carried out in conjunction with
JESSI (Joint European Submicron Silicon).
Specific actions are run for SMEs, to establish
favourable conditions for their use of
microelectronics. This covers training, and
demonstration of IC capabilities and services.

Design and Engineering Technology for
Software Intensive Systems - The object is to
enhance the competitive advantage in IT user
and vendor organisations through improvements
in the ability to develop and exploit advanced
software intensive systems. Three major lines of
R&D action are being followed:

- leading edge applications that illustrate the ,
relevance of the key underlying technologies and
provide a focus for their further development;

-,new methods, techniques and supporting
technology to enlarge the effective use of
software intensive IT systems and to improve the
process of their design, engineering and
management;
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- key technology components with a specific
emphasis on improving the ability to build and
use information management systems in an open,
distributed and heterogeneous environment.

High Performance and its Applications -
The work in this domain aims to promote the
application of High Perfonnance Compudng and
Networking (HPCN), and to demonstrate the
cost-effective transfer of applications currently
running bn conventional systems to HPCN
environments. It also supports new applications
to gain experience in the use of new
fiinctionalities and levels of performance. The
development of the next generation HPCN
technologies and systems is also pursued.

Advanced Business and Home Systems;
Peripherals - Work in this area promotes the
development of open integrated solutions focused
on specific applications, and the use and vertical
integration of multimedia and related display and
memory technologies. Applications lie in three
distinct, but inter-related fields: professional
applications, business applications and personal
high volume electronics applications.

Computer Intergrated Manufacturing and
Engineering - This work contributes to the
improvement of the competitive position of the
European manufacturing and engineering
industries by encouraging the development of
advanced IT solutions for cleaner and highly
efficient industrial operations and processes.
It supports an integrative approach embracing
engineering, logistics and operations, process
automation and business functions, in a way
which takes account of social, organisational
econcirnic and environmental concerns.

Basic Research - The intention here is to
enhance the potential for future technological
breakthroughs in information technologies, to
contribute to the programme's main objectives
from an upstream position and to reinforce
inter-disciplinary links. Apart from projects in
this area, there will be additional activities such as
working groups which will help produce added
value to research through cooperation at
European level.

Open Microprocessor Systems Initiative -
This aims to provide a complete European
microprocessor systems capability, building on
existing strengths and exploiting the latest
advances in microelectronics and software
technology. The initiative is driven by the needs
of the systems user to integrate single chip


solutions using an open macrocell library
approach. Open systems software and tools will
allow the systems integrators to easily customise
applications, providing an upgrade path from
existing solutions.

Participation

ESPRIT is open to companies, academic
institutions and research bodies irrespective of
size or whether they are public or private. The
basic level of Community support is 50% of all
allowable costs, although universities and research
institutions can opt for 100% of addinonal
expenditure as an alternative. As a rule, each
project must include industrial companies from at
least nvo /vIernber States.

Management of the Programme

Management of ESPRIT is a co-operative effort
between the Commission, which undenakes all
day-to-day organisational tasks, representatives
from Industry (for example, the ESPRIT
Advisory Board) and a Management Committee
(consisting of Government representatives front
Member States).

The programme is organised on a regular cycle.
Submissions are invited through calls for
proposals which are published in the Official
journal of the European Communities and
advertised by the DTI through the ESPRIT
Unit. These calls are based on a Work
programme published in advance which sets out
the detailed project requirements. The notice
period for calls is relatively short, about three
months from official notification. This is not a
long time to put together a collaborative project
of the qualiry necessary to succeed in what is a
very competitive process. The DTI can help find
partners for such projects and is able to provide
other advice as necessary on the nature of the
applications.

CONTINUED
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Funding and Timescale

Funding for ESPRIT I (1984-88) and ESPRIT
II (1988-92) has been fully committed.
ESPRIT Ill will provide over £1 billion of
support, and is scheduled to run between 1990
and 1994. However the majority of the money
will be allocated by autumn 1993 following the
second call for proposals which is taking place
early in that year. ESPRIT will receive a
top-up of 180 MECU in early 1993.



Status Report

So far under ESPRIT III almost 300 projects
have been approved and work on these began
late in 1992.

Future Plans

The two calls of ESPRIT III will account for the
majonty of the funds available. However it is
expected that the Commission will use around
£15 rmlhon to launch a technology transfer
initiative in the field of software engineering.
That is called ESSI (the Europe Systems and
Software Initiative) and is likely to commence in
the spring of 1993.

Contacts

UK

For general enquiries about ESPRIT please
contact DTI's ESPRIT UNIT:
Mr J Thompson
ESPRIT Unit
Department of Trade and Industry
Information and Manufacturing Technologies
Division
4th Floor Grey
151 Buckingham Palace Road
London
SW1W 9SS
Tel: 071-215 8340
Fax: 071-215 1967

- . . •
For enquiries from UniVersities or Academic
Organisations please contact: •

Dr D Worsnip
Science and Engineering Research Council
Cential Office
Polaris House ,
North Star Avenue
Swindon
SN2 1ET
Tel: (0793) 411104
Fax: (0793) 411088

Commission

Commission of the European Communities
DGXII1 - Telecommunications, Information
Industries and Innovation
ESPRIT Information Desk
Ave de Beaulieu 29
B-1049 Brussels
Tel: 010-322 296 8596
Fax: 010-322 296 8597

For ESSI contact:
Mr Rainer Zimmermann
DGXIII
Tel: 010-322 296 8110
Fax: 010-322 296 8364
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RACE
Research and Development in
Advanced Communications
Technologies in Europe

Introduction

The RACE Progrannite began in July 1985 by a
decision of the Council of Ministers to proceed
with a Definition Phase' for a Community
action in the field of telecommunications
technologies. This led to the adoption of RACE
I (Main Phase) by the Council of Ministers in
December 1987. A further programme in the
field of Communication Technologies, RACE
II, under the 3rd Framework (1990-1994) has
been adopted at the 7 June 1991 Council
meeting.

The aim of RACE is to establish a strong
Community manufacturing industry in
broadband communications and to accelerate the
emergence of a competitive Community market
for telecommunications equipment and services,
at the same thne workhig towards untform
standards throughout Europe.

RACE I developed Integrated Broadband
Communications (IBC) demonstration
equipment, standards and created a technological
base for advanced IBC equipment and services.

RACE II will build upon the work of RACE I
and will focus on 8 priority areas including IBC
R & D; Intelligence in networks/flexible
communications resource management; Mobile
and personal communications; Image and data
communications; Integrated services
technologies; Information secunry technologies;
Advanced communications experiments and Test
infrastruetures and interworking (a horizontal R
& D area supporting the other priority areas).

Technical Coverage

The work to be carried out will be structured
into three main parts as shown below.

Parr 1 : Development and Implementation
Strategies for IBC Systems, Services and
applications concerns, IBC systems design,
architecture and operation; implementation and
transition strategies; common operational
environment; service infrastructure
engineering/modular standardisation; generic
applications strategies; service quality, security
and reliability engineering.

Parr 2 Advanced Communication Technologies
includes intelligence in networks/flexible
communications resource management; mobile
and personal communications; irnage and data
communications; techniques for basic IBC system
functions; integrated service technologies;
techniques for advanced communications
experiments; information secunty technologies.
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Pan 3 : Validation of Standards and Common
Functional Specification for IBC includes:
integration of IBC demonstrators; sen-ice
technology verification; applications experiments;
test infrastructure and intenvorking; verification
tools.

The 8 work areas in RACE II and the money to
be spent on them (in MECU) are listed below.
This breakdown does not exclude the possibility
that projects could come in several areas. There
are also funds for EC staff and administration in
the programme.

1 IBC (Integrated Broadband Communications)
111

2 Intelligence in networks/Flexible
communications resource management 43

3 Mobile and personal communications 53

4 Image and data communications 68

3 Integrated services technologies 39

6 Information security technologies 29

7 Advanced communications experiments 121

8 Test infrastructures and intenvorking
(horizontal R & D area supporting the
other priority areas) 20

Funding and Timescale

The overall size of the RACE II programme
is 489 MECU. There was an initial Call for
proposals on the 12 June 1991 which closed
on the 16 September 1991. The Call was
briefly re-opened until the 10 February 1992
to enable a more complete coverage of the
tasks. The end of RACE I overlapped with
the start of RACE II. RACE 11ends in 1994.
Futtire Communications Research
programmes are under discussion.

RACE will receive a top-up of 65 MECU in
early. 1993, which may give rise to a call in
1993.

Participation

Work under the RACE 11Programme is carried
out by collaboration between industry, academic
institutions and telecommunications operators.
The Community may contribute up to 50% of
the project funds.

Management of the Programme

Management of the programme is ultimately the
responsibility of the European Commission (DG
XIII) which undertakes the day-to-day
organisation of the Programme. In addition, the
RACE Management Committee (IRMC),
consisting of Government representatives of
Member States, acts as an independent advisory
body and approves the Commission's proposals
on such issues as the Programme's Annual Work
Plan, evaluation, the participation of third
countries, departures from the Programme's
general provisions and major contracts.

Contractors working in the RACE
programme are required to attend periodic
progress meetings, tenned "Concenation"
meetings, where mutually dependent
deliverables and milestones are examined.
There is therefore a continuous self audit by
contractors. Each project is audited annually
by independant technical auditors.

Status Report

In the two calls for RACE I some 90 contracts
have been let with the UK being involved in 76.
Projects are audited annually with termination or
extension of project time depending on success of
project. UK companies have received 23% of
RACE I funds, and have had the highest success
rate in Europe (30%) of converting proposals to
contracts. (All RACE I projects will end by
1992.) Under RACE II, UK organisations are
involved in 75% of the projects so far. The
enthusiasm of UK organisations, often small in
size, to work with European partners has been
especially encouraging.

Future Plans

A new Communications Research Programme is
not expected until Framework IV funds are
available (which will probably be after 1994). Its
shape and size is not yet known.

If you are interested in participating, you should
ensure that the European Commission is aware of
your interest; write directly to Brussels (sec
1Contacts').

All documents relating to thc RACE programme,
such as the workplan, should be obtained directly
from thc Commission.

CONTINUED
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Contacts

UK

R/vIC Member
Mr T J French
Telecommunications and PostsDivision
Department of Trade and Industry
2/131 Red Zone
151 Buckinghain Palace Road 

LONDON
SW1W 9SS
Tel: 071-215 1795
Fax: 071-215 2909

Commission

RACE Central Office
Commission of the European Communities
Information Teclmologiesand
Teleconmmnications
DG XIIIB -
Bu9 4/4b -
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 BRUSSELS
Belgium -
Tel: 010-322 296 3443/3410
Fax: 010-322 295 0654
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The Telematics Programme
GENERAL
AREA 1 Support for the Establishment of Trans-European

Networks between Public Administrations
AREA 2Transport Services (DRIVE)

The telematics programme is in some ways a
different kind of R&D programme from others
coming from the EC. Like others it is industry
led, requires projects to be collaborative, with
partners taken from more than one member state,
and is preCompetitive. However, activities are
concentrating on the use of new technologies
wherever possible, and on the needs of the users
of electronic infonnation and their need for
inter-operability throughout the EC.

With the completion of the Single European
Market in 1992 the necessity to transfer
information throughout the Community will
increase as a result of the deregulatory legislation
leading to free flow of persons and goods. The
Telematics programme is looking ahead to
electronic information storage, exchange and
interpretation in the Europe of 1993 and beyond.
Issues being addressed in the current projects are
centred on the develoPment of standards profiles,
security controls and messaging protocols, as well
as the identification of regulatory obstacles to
impleme»tation. The UK is involved in some
100 of the 140 or so projects where funds have
been committed.

The telematics programme comprises 7 work
areas, but with an emphasis on coordination and
transfer of resuks across thc programme. The
results of the former DRIVE, AIM, DELTA and
EUROTRA programmes will be used and built
on withiotheir respective ireas within the
telematics programme.

Calls for Proposals for all Areas were issued in
1991. The telematics programme will receive a
top-up of 51 MECU in 1993. In some Areas
firrther, limited, calls arc planned for 1993.
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Contact

Dr Martin Ridge
Information and Manufacturing Technologies
Division
DTI
4th floor, Grey.
151 Buckingham Palace Road
London
SW1W 955
Tel: 071 215 1226
Fax: 071 215 1967

Rather than looking for new technology, the
work is applying existing technology. All work
will be 'user-driven' and concentrate on the need
for exchange of information between Member
States within a particular application sector.
Projects comprise a definition phase to model the
user requirement, an engineering phase, and a
verification phase where results will be tested on
data within that sector. Each project involves
representatives of the relevant pans of Member
States' administrations to ensure that the end
users' needs are being adequately addressed.

Emphasis is on the development of standards,
functional specifications and architectures

common both across the Community and across
many application sectors and which contribute to
a broader and more relevant platform for
interoperable systems. It is important to note that
application secton were not specified in the work
programme. Theses were determined by those
specified in successful proposals.

Funding and Timescale

Area 1 was allocated 41.3 MECU out of the
380 MECU allocated to the Telematics
programme.

A Call for Proposals was published on 15June
1991. Following evaluation and negotiation
of proposals, 13 contracts were awarded at the
end of 1991 or early 1992, fully committing
the current budget.

Participation

Projects involve the participation of at least rwo
independent partners in the Community not all
from the same Member Stare.

Management of the Programme

The prograrrune is managed by a team of officials
within the European Commission, operating
under the control of the telematics management
committee composed of representatives of
Member States.

Contacts

UK

Dr Martin Ridge
Information and Manufacturing Technologies
Division
DTI
4th Floor Grey
151 Buckingham Palace Road
LONDON
SW1W 9SS
Tel: 071-215 1226
Fax: 071-215 1967

Commission

Dr B O'Shea
European Commission
Rue de Ia Loi 200
13-1049 BRUSSELS
Belgium
Tel: 010-322 296 3551
Fax: 010-322 296 4260

CONTINUED
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General
The third Framework Programme for European
Collaborative R&D includes provision for some
£270 million of Community aid for "the
development of telematic systems in areas of
general interese'.

These funds will be available during the period
up to the end of 1994 for research and
development projects which will stimulate the
development of a trans European electronic
information exchange infrastructure.

AREA 1
Support for the
Establishment of Trans-
European Networks
between Public
Administrations
Introduction

In order for public administrations throughout
the European Community to implement
successfully the Single European Market, and its
'four freedoms' of movement (goods, persons,
services and capital), it will be necessary for
national administrations to function as if they
covered the whole Community.

This 'virtual European Administration' will be
partially,built on the exchange of information
electronically between national administrations in
different Member States. There is a growing
need for IT/telecommunications networks which
will be able to interoperate across the
Community.

Technical Coverage



AREA 2 DRIVE
Transport Services

Introduction

Under the third Framework Programme DRIVE
ll (Dedicated Road Infrastructure for Vehicle
Safety in Europe) continues under the heading of
Telematics Area 2, Transport Sen-ices.

The activities will contribute to the development
of integrated trans-europcan transport services
using advanced IT and telecommunications
(Telematics) to improve the safety and efficiency
of passenger and freight transport services, and
reduce the impact of transport on the
environment.

The work includes inter-modal links between
road, rail and sea transport.

DRIVE II is particularly concerned with the
needs of users and responsible for safety and the
provision and maintenance of infrastructure and
of transport services. _

Technical Coverage

The activities are divided into three interactive
parts: the definition of functional specifications in
the context of a strategy for the use of technology
and telematic systems for communication and
traffic control, the development of new
technologies and experimental systems, and
validation work through pilot projects.

Strategies for the use of technologies,
telematic sen-ices and systems and
contribution to the definition of common
functional specifications: The results of the
work canied out so far under DRIVE and
relevant EUREKA projects have enabled the
needs specific to road transport and the
technologies and systems available for
communications and traffic control to be
identified and evaluated. On the basis of these
results, strategies for using the technologies and
systems will be sought in co-operation with the
transport users, businesses, providers of transport-
related sen-ices and the administrations
concerned. Systems engineering work continues
on an integrated transport enviromnent,
addressing the development and implementation
strategies. It will contnbute to the development
of common functional specifications in terms of
equipment, sen,ices and operational procedures,
and to make recommendations to standard setting
authorities such as CEN/CENELEC and ETSI
for traffic control, freight transport management,
driver support and road safety.

Technologies and experimental
development of systems: The work takes
account of the technologies emerging from the
information and communications initiatives, the
results of research canied out under DRIVE and
in other activities both in the Community and
Member States.

Safety and communication systems concentrate
on helping drivers on long journeys. The
research takes into account man machine
interactions so that on-board systems and
equipment will not reduce safety and to ensure
their effectiveness in communications with fixed
infrastructure equipment.

Research and technological development work
specific to freight transport, including dangerous
goods transport, is included. It covers the
software, hardware and communication links
necessary to assist freight traffic management.
This work concerns real-time monitoring of the
various transactions, the freight itself and the
vehicles; tracking and management systems for all
kinds of vehicle fleets will also be developed.

In the public transport area, work on monitoring
and control continues to evaluate the cost-
effectiveness of systems for on-line monitoring,
scheduling and control for users and providers of
services and to establish the necessary functional
specifications.

The technological solutions will have to ensure
that the telecommunications equipment to be
applied matches, in terms of size, cost and
performance, the intended applications and
markets identified.

Special attention will be given to existing and
emerging systems linked with satellite and digital
cellular communication networks. Ofparticular
importance is the assessment of the systems able
to provide incident detection and provide usable
information to network managers and road users
using road-vehicle communication links.

3. In order for the new systems and devices to be
accepted by both the general public and the
relevant authorities, they must be of proven
performance and reliability and their potential
impact on the environment must be assessed.
This requires full-scale pilot projects to establish
whether technologies serve user needs, contribute
significant gains in efficiency (with existing and
new infrastructure), safety and environmental
benefits,-are cost effective and provide satisfactory
system security and interoperability. These are
oriented towards the integration of multiple
subsystems, functions and services which require
strong pre-standardization efforts. The sector
actors are all closely associated with the work if
not directly involved.

These experiments cover areas including
integrated urban traffic management; monitoring
of air pollution; integrated motorway traffic
management; vehicle-roadside communications;
driver information; transport demand
management; public transport; freight transport
and trip planning.

The potential for rigorous evaluation wasa prime
requirement in selecting and designing the pilot
projects. Projects will also evaluate technologies
and systems covering a widc range of
applications.

Management of the Programme

The European Commission, DG X111C4 are
responsible for the management of the
programme.

Funding and Timescale

Area 2 of the Telemaricsprogrammehasbeen
allocated124.4MECU out of a total budget of
380 MECU.

Contacts

Mr A E Waddams
Department of Transport
Chief Scientist's Unit
Room P2/037A
2 Marsham Street
London SW1P 3EB
Tel: 071-276 3878
Fax: 071-276 5875

Mr D Mason •
Dept/Trade & Industry.
IMT
4th Floor .
151 Buckingham Paiace Road
London
SW1W 955
Tel:071-215 1243
Fax:071-2131967/1966

Commission:

DGXIII/C-4
DRIVE Central Office
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 Brussels
Belgium
Tel: 010-322 296 3438/1130
Fax:010-322 296 2391

Technologies and experimental systems for
managing transport and controlling road traffic
will be developed and evaluated for both
passenger and freight transport.
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The Telematics Programme
AREA 3 Health Care

AREA 4 Flexible and Distance Learning (DELTA)

AREA 3
Health Care
Introduction

The healthcare section of the telematics
programme is usually referred to as AIM
(Advanced Informatics in Medicine), a research
and development programme with the objective
of applying information and communication
technologies to health care. It aims to increase
harmony and cohesion in this area across Europe,
to improve the qualiry and cost-effectiveness of
medicine and also to strengthen the
competitiveness of European teleinatics industry
by stimulating the demand for new senices.

During an initial exploratory phase during 1989
and 1990, 42 projects were fiinded from 20
million ECU budget (about £14 million). This
w-asa ptecompetitive, shared cost programme and
was corimleted December 1990.

It was always intended that, provided the
Exploratory Phase was judged to be successful,
there would be an AIM Main Phase and this was
approved as part of the zelematics line within
Framework III.

Technical Coverage

The new programme, whilst building on the
work of the Exploratory Phase, sets out to
develop: tools, techniques and practises supporting
a common European approach to Health care
Informatics and Telecommunications and to
guarantee their acceptance by promoting close
collaboration between all involved - academics,
industry and the xvhole spectrum of health care
users. :This inVolves work in three main
directions: definition of 'strategies, research and
development, and validation and integration.

The main task areas being addressed are:

1. Strategies for the'use of telematics •
technologies, systems and services, with
contribfitiOns to the.definition of common
finictional specifications:

Identification of user needs, regulatory tools,
incentives and criteria for the appropriate use of
technology in health care;

Harmonisation of medical and health care
management data and technology, common
functional specifications, standards and
communications protocols.
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2. Development of telemarics technology applied
to medicine:

Alphanumeric data and coding standards
Images and biosignals
Integrated instrumentation and devices
Knowledge based and decision support
systems
Medical use of multimedia workstations

(t) Health care communication systems
Telecommunication systems for medicine
Modularity and integration of medical
information and archiving systems
Technologies and services for the handicapped
and elderly

3. Validation and integration

Pilots for integrating niedical equipment and
information systems: these include:

Computer-aided therapeutic systems;
Architecture in an Integrated Biomedical
Laboratory;
Use of mobile telernatics in emergency health care;
Telematic and Information Systems in a
departmental environment;
Development of a pilot for a decentralised
hospital information system;
Development of a pilot for the use of machine-
readable cards;
Development of medical software engineering
techniques and tools.

Validation applications.

Funding and Timescale

As part of the telematics line of Framework III
the health care programme was allocated a
budget of 97 MECU over the period 1991-
1994. This has recently been "topped up" with
around 11 MECU, which is likely to be used to
enhance the existing programme. The Call for
Proposals was published in June 1991 and
proposals were delivered to the Commission by
16 September 1991.

Participation

The programme operates normally on a shared-
cost basis, with thc Commission contributing up
to 50% of the project costs, but there is provision
for 100% funding of marginal costs in some cases.

193 project proposals were received by the date,
and following evaluation and negotiation, 37
projects were awarded contracts; work began in
January 1992. Work is now in progress on 36
projects.

Projects are for up to three years, but there is an
annual audit and review. The programme also
provides for some supporting measures
(Accompanying Measures and Concerted
Actions) and work is being carried out in the
areas of Nursing, Primary Care, Medical
Records, Teaching and Learning, and Casemix
Resource Management; there is likely to be some
other work.

Management of the Programme

Programme management is carried out by a
dedicated team within the Commission,
operating under the general control of the
Telemarics Management Committee, composcd
of representatives and experts from each member
state.

Contacts

UK

NHS Management Executive
Mr David Preston
5th Floor
Quarry House
Quarry Hill
Leeds
LS2 7UE
Tel: (0532) 546003
Fax: (0532) 546030

Mr Brian Jones
Dept Trade et Industry
3th Floor, Green
131 Buckingham Palace Road
London
SWIW 9SS
Tel: 071-215 1224
Fax: 071-215 1966

Commission:

Dr Niels Rossing
European Commission DG XIII C/AIM
BU/29
Rue de la Loi 200
B-I049 Brussels,
Belgium
Tel: 010-322 296 3441
Fax: 010-322 296 0181

CONTINUED
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Area 4. DELTA
DELTA [Developing European Learning
through Technological Advance] was a 2 year
Exploratory Action adopted in June 1988, which
formed parr of the Research and Development
Framework Programme (1987-1991). DELTA
sought to examine expected technological
advances and harness these to European Teaming
needs, and also to provide tools to help trainers

- throughout Europe understand and use new-----
technologies.

The areas of research were: learning systems
research; development of advanced learning
technology; testing and validation; compatibility
between different learning systems and research
into obstacles to the take-up of new learning
methods.

Research was carried out by collaborative
projects. Each project had to include an
industrial partner, a learning interest and
representation from more than one Member
State. Thc projects proceeded on a shared-cost
basis and the research was at the pre-competitive
and pre-nonnative level.

A new phase of DELTA, DELTA 91 follows on
from the Exploratory Action, within the
Telernatics programme.

Following technical evaluation in October 91
and consideration by the Telematics Management
committee, 22 projects were selected for the
DELTA programme. Five out of the 22
successful proposals are UK led, with the UK
being involved in all but five of the projects.

The Commission have now announced funding
for a series of Concerted Actions which aim to
relate national initiatives to DELTA projects.
Funding is available to cover travel to and
attendance at various workshops and meetings.

Contracts were awarded by open tendering
procedure, by means of the call for proposals
published in the Official Journal of the European
Conmiunities.

Organisations eligible to participate in the flexible
and distance learning line of the new Telematics
programme include: telecommunications
network operators, research establishments,
universities, and production and services
undertakings, including small and medium sized
enterprises.

Projem involve the participation of at least two
independent partners in the Community not all
from the same Member State. Within each
project at least one partner is an industrial
undertaking and another partner has education
and training interests.

Links with other EC programmes such as
COMETT, RACE, ESPRIT etc. are important.

Funding . —

The Telematics programme has an overall
budget of 380 M.ECU for the period 1990-
1994, of which 54.5 MECU (appiox £38m)
is allocated to the Amble and distance'
learning area of the programme.

Timescale

The Commission has not announced whether
a further call for proposals will be issued in the
future. .

Management of the Programme

Management of the programme is the
responsibility of the European Commission,
assisted by a committee composed of two
representatives from each Member State.

Technical Coverage

The programme focuses on the needs of the users
of electronic distance learning services and their
need for interoperability throughout the EC.
Activities concentrate on harmonising and
adapting the existing technologies and on testing
the performance of the various possible distance
learning systems and technologies. The work is
Carried out in three independent areas of
research:

I Implementation Strategies and
Scenarios: concerned with the use of
technologies and telematic systems including the
definition of common functional specifications
for the optimal implementation of distance
learning services.

II Technology and Systems Development:
concerned with refining the technology to
achieve the appropriate telematic facilities for
distance learning services.

III Pilot Testing and Validation: concerned
with setting-up experiments to integrate facilities
to senT real needs so that the performance of
different technological configurations can be
assessed and evaluated.

Contacts:

Flexible and distance learning areas of
Telematics Programme:

Miss J Soloman
Department of Employment
Room 513
Steel House
Tothill Street
LONDON
SW1b1 9NF
Tel: 071-273 5406

Commission

Mr Luis Rosello
Commission of the European Communities
DG XIII
Ruc de la Loi
B-1049 Brussels
Tel: 010-322 296 3406 .
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The Telematics Programme

AREA 5 The Libraries Programme
AREA 6 Linguistic Research and Engineering
AREA 7 Telematic Systems for Rural Areas

AREA 5 Libraries

Introduction

In 1985, the European Council of Ministers
passed a resolution to support the
development of library systemsand services in
the European Community. This resolution
led to various meetings and discussionpapers,
the main one being the "Plan of Action for
Libraries in the EC" which was published in
draft form in the summer of 1988 and revised
in February 1989. This Plan was distributed
widely throughout the 12 Member States. It
was welcomed by the Community as the first
proposed action at Community level dedicated
to library co-operation.

The library scene is not homogeneous.
Preliminary studies have demonstrated that the
development of librariesand of library
automation in the different member states is
uneven and different typeSof librarieshave
differing objectives, priorities and user
populations.

Initial Community activity in the libraries area
cannot attempt to resolve all the long term
issues. It can only serve to initiate a process
which will ultimately modernise library
services to users. The Programme will
therefore be selective, concentrating on urgent
problems which can catalysechange in a
concrete and practical way.

Several test-bed pilot projects were supported
(through the IMPACT programme) to set the
scene for the Librariesprogramme. The
principal projects were to develop compatible
CD7ROM products containing national
bibliographies for seven European national
libraries; and to investigate and implement the
Open Systems Interconnection protocol for
interlending between France, the Netherlands
and the UK. Various smallerprojects were
also suppOned. •

Technical coverage

The Plan of Action sets four principle ,
objectives. It is designed to: promote the
availability and accessibilityof modem library
services throughout the Community;
introduce new information technologies into
libraries in a cost-effective wiy; encourage
standardisation; and lead towards the
harmonisation and convergence of national
policies. The Plan is structured into four

•
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action lines within the context of which a
range of individual shared-cost co-operative
European projects can be launched in
conjunction with national and regional policies
for libraries. The action lines are structured as
follows:-

Action Line I Computerised bibliographies: to
create, enhance and harmonise machine
readable bibliographies and union catalogues
and to develop the necessarytools and
methods for the retrospective conversion of
catalogues of internationally important
collections.

Action Line II International linking of
systems:to provide a coordinated incentive to
test and apply new telecommunication
services, analyze their cost-effectivenessand
ensure compatibility through appropriate
standar& so that librarieswill be able to set up
networked services.

Action Line III Prodsion of new library
servicesthat will enable librariesto satisfyuser
needs more efficientlyand effectivelythrough
the exploitation of existingresources in
libraries.

Action Line IV Stimulation of a European
market in telemaric products and services
specific to libraries: to encourage the private
sector to investigate the library market and to
implement new products which will have cost
benefits for the library community.

Funding and Timescale

The LibrariesProgramme fallswithin the
Telematics Chapter of the third Community
Framework Programme which has a total
budget Of380 MECU. Approximately 22.5
MECU will be allocated to librariesover a
four-year period, from 1992-1996.

Participation

There will be two funding mechanisms- up to
50% support of total costsand up to 100%
support of marginal costs. Contracts will be
modelled on existing contracts for ESPRIT
projects. A checklist for the negotiation and
drafting of agreements prepared for the
EUREKA programme, is also relevant to the
LibrariesProgramme.

Management of the
Programme

Management of the programme is the
responsibility of the European Commission,
assistedby a committee composed of two
representatives from each Member State.

Contacts

At the Commission's request, each Member
State has set up a national focal point to
ensure that each country participates
effectively in the Progranmie. In the UK,
the Advisory Committee on the European
Library Plan (ACELP) was set up in 1990;
membership is by personal invitation from
the Secretary of State for National Heritage.
Further information on the Libraries
Programme may be obtained from:-

Mr P Bolt
Chairman, ACELP
Department of National Heritage
Libraries Division
Horse Guards Road
London
SW1P 3AL
Tel: 071-210 3939

Ms A Ilion
Commission of the EC
DG XIII/B/3
Batiment Jean Monnet
L-2920 Luxembourg
Tel: 010-352 4301 1111

Miss S M Howley
Secretary, ACELP
The British Library
Research & Development Department
2 Sheraton Street
London
W1V 4BH
Tel: 071-323 7148

CONTINUED
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AREA 6 Linguistic
Research and
Engineering
Introduction

The aim of this area is to develop a basic
linguistic technology which can be
incorporated into a large number of computer
applications *here natural language is an
essential ingredient, with a view to
accommodating or overcoming limitations and
inefficiencies within the Community brought
about by different natural languages.

Technical coverage

The area is divided into three parts.

1 Research aimed at the improvement of
the scientific basis of linguistic
technologies.

The themes open for proposalsare:
Improvement of the interlinguality of the
linguistic representation of text/discourse; Use
of domain-specific knowledge to constrain
linguistic interprethtion of text/discourse;
Interfacing with speech technology; Use of
advanced computational technologies;
Economic and social impact of new linguistic
technologies.

2 Creation of common methods, tools
and linguistic resources.

The themes open for proposalsare: Sofnvare
tools; Grammars for the Community
languages, general dictionaries (mono- and
multilingual) covering the Community
languages; Terminology collections; Textual
and phonetic corpora and pre-nonnative
research for linguistic tools and resources.

3 Applications based on the common
linguistic tools and resources.

The themes open for proposalsare; Multi-
lingual machine translation (EUROTRA);
Multi-lingual abstracting and indexing; Aids for
mono- and multi-lingual document generation;
Integration with speech analysisand synthesis;
Multi-lingval interfaced to information
systems;Content analysisfor building
knowledge basesfrom natural language text;
and Computer aided instruction especiallyin
the context oflanguage teaching.

Pilot applicatioM and deMonstrationsprojects
will help to test the prOgressof research work
and to demonstrate the technical and economic
feasibilityof tool, methods and resources in an
operational environment.

Funding and Timetable

Linguisticshas been allocated22.5 MECU.
The first call has taken 7 MECU and a
second call is expected in early October
1993.

Management of the
Programme

Management of the Linguisticsprogramme is
the responsibility of the European
Commission.

Contacts

Gerry Gavigan
IMT3h
4th Floor (Green)
151 Buckingham Palace Rd.
London
SW1W 9SS
Tel: 071-215 1283

Commission of the European Communities
Directorate General XIII (E)
Jean Monet Building
B4-002 .
L-2920 Luxembourg

AREA 7 Telematic
Systems for Rural
Areas
Introduction

As part of the 'Programme of Research and
Technology Development in the field of
Telematic Systemsof General Interest' the
European Commission is undertaking a
programme of research on telematic systemsfor
rural areas.

Technical coverage

The goal is to create the conditions for
geographically dispersedsmallbusinesses to
provide more diverse employment
opportunities and a more balanced economic
activity in rural areas; establisha basisfor
provision of improved sen-icesto dispersed and
isolated popularions; raise the level of
awareness of the potential of information and
corrmiunication technologies in rural areas;
encourage manufacturers and service providers
to make equipment and services easier to use
by rural communities; and ensure that the
applications of telematic systemsin rural areas
do not contribute to further centralisation of
business and administrative activities and a loss
of the cultural and economic diversity ofrural
areas in Europe.

In order to achieve these objectives, the actions
are structured as follows:

Parr 1 : Co-ordination and consensus
development with industry and rural
development agencies;

Part II : Identification of needs and
opportunities for telematic services;

Part III : Specificationof service and
technology requirements.

16 Projects let SO far, in the context OfMIMI

areas, which relate to: delivery of information
and organisation, market implementation and
psychological aspectsof teleworking,

technology strategy for the provision of
ildrastructure to support advanced telematic
services, telematicsapplications for tourism and
leisure, topological mapping of mediterranean
rural areas, distributed inter-regional agri-
tourism multimedia management systems,
teleinatic systemsdatabaseand management,
services and applicationsfor rural business
activities, professionaland financial services,
analysisof on-going development projects
involving tcleinatic systerMMe, evaluation of- -
telematics applications.

Funding and Timescale

Approximately 14/CAECUwas allocated to
the rural programme to cover the period up
to the end of1994. A Call for proposal was
made on the 15June 1991 and closed on 16
September 1991. The Call was reopened
until the 30 April 1992 so that taskscould be
more adequately addressed.

Management of the
Programme

Management of the programme is the
responsibility of the European Commission
assistedby a Management Committee of
Member States' representatives,chaired by a
representative of the Commission.

Status Report

Work is progressing towards the programme
objectives in the 16 projects under contract.
UK organisations lead 5 out of the 13 projects
in which they participate.

Contacts

Further infonnation on the Rural
Programme may be obtained from:

UK

Ms C Myers
Directorate of Rural Affairs
Dept. of the Environment
Room N19/13A
2 Marsham Street
LONDON
SW1P 3EB
Tel: 071-276 3700
Fax: 071-276 3676

Mr K Milriadou
Dept. of Trade and Industry
2nd Floor (Red)
151 Buckingham PalaceRoad
LONDON SW1W 955
Tel: 071-215 1809
Fax: 071-931 7194

Commission

Commission of the Europcan Communities
Directorate C
Directorate General XIII
EU 29
Rue de la Loi 200
B 1049
Brussels
Belgium
Tel: 010-322 296 3525
Fax: 010-322 295 0654
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IMT
Industrial and Materials
Technologies Programme
(1991-1994) (Brite/Euram II)

Introduction

The Industrial and Materials Technologies
programme continues the work of
BRITE/EURAM and part of the Raw Materials
and Recycling programme under the third
Framework Programme.

The principal objective of this four year
programme is to contribute to the rejuvenation
of European manufacturing industry by
strengthening its scientific and technological base
through research and development activities. This
objective will be realised through advancing the
technologies required to address the whole life
cycle of materials with the aim of reducing the
design-to-product lead time and improving the
manufacturing process. The activities pursued in
the programme will lead to the general
development of the Community towards
economic and social cohesion and a reduction in
the environmental impact of the manufacturing
of material goods.

Technical Coverage

The programme is divided into three technical
areas.

ARIA 1: MATERIALS - RAW MATERIALS

1.1 Raw Materials

1.1.1 Exploration Technology;
1.1.2 Mining Technology;
1.1.3 Mineral Processing.

1.2 Recycling

1.2.1 Recycling and Recovery of Non-Ferrous
Metals;

1.2.2 Recycling, Recovery and Reuse of
Advanced Materials:

•
New arid Improved Materials and their
Processing

1.3 Structural Materials

1.3.1 Metals and Metal Matrix CompoSites; .-
1.3.2 Ceramics, Ceramic Matrix composites and

Advanced Glasses;.. .
1.3.3 Polymers and Polymer Matrix Composites.,

1.4 Functional Materials for Magnetic,
Supertonducting,Optical, Electrical
and Biomaterial Applications

1.4.1 Magnetic Materials;
1.4.2 High Temperature Superconducting

Materials; . .

1.4.3 Electrical and Ionic conducting Materials;
1.4.4 Optical Materials;
1.4.5 Biomaterials..
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1.5 Mass Commodity Materials

1.3.1 Packaging Materials;
1.5.2 New Construction Industry Matenals.

AREA 2: DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING

2.1 Design of Products and Processes

2.1.1 Innovative Design Tools and Techniques;
2.1.2 Design Methodologies for Complex

Components;
2.1.3 Design for Reliability.

2.2 Manufacturing

2.2.1 Tools, Techniques and Systems for High
Quality Manufacturing;

2.2.2 Manufacturing Techniques for Industrial
Use of Advanced Materials;

2.2.3 Integrated Approach to Chemical
Engineering.

2.3 Engineering and Management
Strategies for the Whole Product Life
Cycle

2.3.1 Design Integrating Strategies;
2.3.2 Engineering;
2.3.3 Human Factors in Engineering and

Manufacturing Management.

AREA 3: AERONAUTICS RESEARCH

3. Activity in Aeronautical Technology

3.1 Environment Related Technologies;
3.2 Technologies of Aircraft Operation;
3.3 Aerodynamics and Aerothermodynamics;
3.4 Aeronautical Structures and Manufacturing

Technologies;
3.5 Avionic System Technologies;
3.6 Mechanical, Utility and Actuation

Technologies.

Participation

All industrial Companies, universities, other HEIs
and research organisations are eligible to take part
in the programme (except under the Feasibility
Awards scheme which is for Small and Medium-
sized Enterprises only). The conditions for
participation vary according to the different forms
of support.

Industrial Applied Research. The principal
Conn of support is through shared-cost action.
Each project requires the participation of at least
two legally independent industrial enterprises
coming from at least two Member States, with
the industrial organisations providing at least 50%
of their own costs. Universities, Higher
Education Institute and similar organisations may
receive up to 100% of their additional costs from
the Commission. The total size of each project
will normally fall in the range 1.0 to 5.0 MECU
and involve at least 10 man-years of activity.

Focused Fundamental Research. In some
technology areas industrial progress may seem to
be hindered by weakness in basic materials
science. In such cases a small number of this type
of project will be sought. Up to 10% of the
budget is available for this type of activity.
Transfrontier co-operation is still required but it
is not compulsory to include an independent
industrial enterprise. However, to ensure that
there is an industrial focus, there is a requirement
for a degree of industrial endorsement for the
proposed research. Non-industrial participants in
Focused Fundamental Research projects may
receive 100% of their additional expenditure
from Community funds. Projects in this category
will normally be in the range of 0.4 to 1.0
MECU total cost, and involve at least 10 man-
years of activity.

Feasibility Awards for SMEs. This scheme
enables Small to Medium-sized Enterprises (those
having up to 500 employees) to apply for
Community support to establish the feasibility of
a device, process or concept as a means of
enhancing their status before seeking partners for
a proposal under the shared-cost action. The
Commission will support up to 75% of the cost
(maximum 30,000 ECU) of research lasting up to
9 months. Separate guidance notes for applicants
are issued for Feasibility Awards.

Co-operative Research Action for
Technology (CRAFT). Co-operative research
is primarily aimed at small and medium-sized
firms who do not have their own research
installations but with a need to solve cormnon

CONTINUED
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Funding and Timescale

The programme' was launched in December
1991 with a budget of 663 MECU over four
years. The indicative allocation of funds is as
follows: •

Area 1:
Materials/Raw Materials -
Raw MaterialsaridRecycling 80 MECIJ,
Materials228.8 MECU ;

Area 2:
Design and Manufacturing 301.5 M.ECU;

Area 3:
Aeronautics Research 53MECU.
BRITE/EURAM II will receive a top-up of
99 MECU early in 1993.



technical problems. Co-operative research
enables these•SMEs to come together and assign
outside organisations (research association,
university or finn) to carry out the research on
their behalf. Projects in this category will
normally be in the range of 0.4 to 1.0 MECU
total cost, with a duration of 1-2 years.

Targeted Research. Targeted Research actions
may be introduced. These aim to co-ordinate a
group of individual research projects whose
specific objectives, arising from technical areas 1
and 2, converge in a common goal of general
interest. This will require participation in
coneertation activities.

Concerted Actions. These consist of actions by
the Community to co-ordinate individual
research actions carried out by Member States.
The Community may provide up to 100% of the
co-ordination costs (maximum 400,000 ECU),
but make no contribution to the research costs.

Specific Training, Three types of specific
training actions covered are:

Research fellowships in the context of
selected and ongoing projects, plus subsidies to
the host organisation to cover training expenses
within the BR1TE/EURAM II project;

Specific grants to enable existing project
consortia to engage temporary research scientists
for better promotion of the results of the work;

Support for courses and conferences for
training of European technologists in specific
casksrelated to the BRITE/EURAM
programme.

Management of the Programme

Management of the programme is the
responsibility of the European Commission
assisted by a Regulatory Committee which is
nude up of representatives of the Member States
and chaired by a representative of the
Commission.

Status Report

The first call for submission of Industrial
Research, Focused Fundamental Research and
Concerted Actions proposals was announced in
December 1991 and closed on 3 April 1992.
The second call is expected to be announced
in October 1992, with a closing date of 26
February 1993. An open call for submission of
Co-operative Research, Feasthiliry Awards and
Specific training Proposals was announced at
the same time.

Future Plans

A second call for Industrial Research, Focused
Fundamental Research and Concerted Actions
proposals is expected in September 1992.

Contacts

UK

Mr G A Gadge
Department of Trade and Industry
Manufacturing Technologies Division
1/033 Red Zone
151 Buckingham Palace Road
LONDON
SWIW 9SS
Tel: 071-215 1555
Fax: 071-215 2909

For Aeronautics only:

Dr R Kingcombe
Department of Trade and Industry
Aerospace Division
1/168 Yellow Zone
151 Buckingham Palace Road
LONDON
SW1W 9SS
Tel: 071-215 1115
Fax: 071-215 2909

Commission

Commission of the European Communities
Directorate General for
Science Research and Development
Directorate for Technological Research
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 BRUSSELS
Belgium
Tel: 010-322 293 2345
Telex: 21877 COMEU B
Fax: 010-322 293 8046
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Measurement and Testing
Programme

Introduction

A programme on measurement and testing is
running from late 1992 until 1994. This follows
on from earlier programmes on the Community
Bureau of Reference (BCR) which are now
closed to further applications.

The programme aims to improve measurements
and analyses carried out in Member States of the
European Community in order to eliminate
discrepancies which can be the source of disputes
and which could hinder the operation of the
Single European Market. Implementation of the
programme consists ofi

- developing collaboration between laboratories
of the Member States, for example through
inter-comparisons in which the participants
collaborate until they agree on their respective
results;

- developing means of calibration, such as transfer
standards and reference materials, which are
necessary for laboratories to verify their
performance and to maintain confidence in the
results;

- developing new measurement techniques
where these are required, particularly for the
implementation of Community policies.

Technical Coverage

The technical content of the programme covers a
wide variety of topics relating to the
measurement of physical quantities (applied
metrology) and chemical analysis.

The Measurement and Testing Programme will
be direeted towards four main objeCtives:

support regulations and directives. Thc work
will consist in developing, improving or -
harmonising the test methods required for the
preparation Ofnew regulations and directives
concerning agriculture, environment, health and
industrial products;

- sectoral problems. The work here will include
collaborative projects to solve problems of
measurements and testing arising in the course of
the preparation of new European standards;
collaborative projects to solve measurement
problems arising in industry in the application of
standards; and the organisation of inter-laboratory
comparisons to facilitate mutual recognition

agreements between testing laboratories;

- common means of calibration for the
Community. F07 fields such as food, agriculture,
environment and bio-medical analyses, reference
materials will be developed in order for
laboratories to establish the traceability of their
analyses or tests to a common reference.
Similarly, transfer standards will be developed for
the smaller national metrological laboratories to
establish traceability to primary standards held by
larger organisations;

- development of new methods of measurement.
Work in this area may include techniques for
calibration in automated manufacturing systems,
methods of measurement in micro-metrology,
food control, the chemical form of pollutants,
and for certifying reference materials; and
research and development into measurement
principles which could lead to new
instrumentarion.

Participation

Industrial firms including Small and Medium-
sized Enterprises (SMEs), Universities, Academic
Institutions and Research Associations are
participating in acthrities implemented largely by
shared-cost actions. The choice of projects is
guided by a set of criteria, available on request,
which includes consideration on the economic
importance of the problem to be addressed, its
role in Community trade, and its relation to
Community policies. By the nature of the
programme, the results arc widely disseminated
through reports and similar mechanisms. In the

field of analytical chemistry, most projects so far
have produced results in the form of certified
reference materials which are then sold by the
Commission, although the range of activities in
this field is now being broadened.

Management of the Programme

Management of the programme is the
responsibility of the European Commission
assisted by a Programme Management
Committee. This is composed of representatives
of each Member State and provides advice to the
Commission regularly on priorities, the
implementation of the programme and the
selection of projects.

Status Report

Following discussion of the technical content of
the Measurement and Testing Programme .
between the Commission and Member States and
consultation with the European Parliament, it
was approved by the Council of Ministers in
April 1992.

In July 1992, the Commission issued a call for
project proposals in all four Areas of the
Programme, with a deadline in September 1992.

The proposals were evaluated by the
Conunission's panel of independent expert
advisers in October-December 1992, and projects
for support have been chosen on the basis of this
evaluation. Sufficient proposals of quality were
identified to commit all the available fiinds, and it
is nor currently anticipated chat there will be a
further call for proposals under the present (1992-
94) programme.

A successor Measurement and Testing
programme starting in 1995 is anticipated under
the Community's fourth Framework Programme.
It is expected that details will become available
during the second half of 1994.

Funding and Timescale

The Measurement and Testing Programme has
a budget of about 33 MECU allocated
approximately as follows:

Arca 1:

Arca 2:

Area 3:

Area 4:

Support for Regulations and
Directives 13.4 MECU
Sectoral testing problems
12.8 MECU
Support to means of calibration
13.4 MECU
Developments of new methods of
measurement 13.4 MECU

Contracts have been placed from late 1992.
Measurement and Testing will receive a top-up
of 19 MECU in early 1993.

CONTINUED
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Contacts:

Policy and Programme Co-ordination:

Mr Matthew Clark
DTI
Research and Technology Policy Division 1
3rd Floor
151 Buckingham Palace Road
London SW1W 9SS
Tel: 071-215 1424

Physical Measurements and Applied
Metrology:

Dr Jim Bell
DTI
International Liaison Office
National Physical Laboratory
Teddington
Middlesex TW11.0LW
Tel: 081-943 7120

Chemical Measurements:

Dr Ron Walker
DTI
Laboratory of the Government Chemist
Queens Road
Teddington
Middlesex TW11 OLW
Tel: 081-943 7612

European Commission:

Mr P J Wagstaffe (food and agricultural
analysis) Tel: 010-322 295 7464

Mr B Griepink (environmental analysis)
Tel: 010-322 295 8812

Mme E Colinet (biomedical analysis)
Tel: 010-322 295 7609

1v1(D Gould (metrology and standardised tests)
Tel: 010-322 295 9313

Commission of the European Communities
DG XII, Directorate C
Rue de la Loi 200,
B-1040 Brussels
Belgium
Fax: 010-322 295 8072
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New EC Environment R & D
Programme (1991-94)

Introduction

The specific programme of environmental
research 1991-94 (under the Framework
Programme 1990-94) provides an extension to
and expansion of the two environment-related
research programmes "Science and Technology
for Environmental Protection" and "European
Programme on Climatology and Natural
Hazards", under the Framework Programme
1987-91. Under the new Environment
Programme, greater emphasis is placed on
problems of a global nature and the economic
and social aspects of environmental issues are fully
addressed for the first time.

Technical Content

The Progranune is divided into the four areas set
out below:-

Area I. Participation in Global Change
Programmes: including climate change
(natural, anthropogenic); climate change impacts;
global changes in atmospheric chemistry
(stratospheric ozone, tropospheric physics and
chemistr)-); biogeochemical cycles; ecosystems
dynamics.

Area II. Technologies and Engineering for
the Environment: including assessment of
environmental quality and monitoring:
technologies for protecting and rehabilitating the
environment (including re-cycling, v,ith the
exception of non-ferrous metals' recycling which
is handled within the Industrial and Materials'
Technologies Programme); major industrial
hazards; environmental protection and
conservation of Europe's cultural heritage.

Area III. Research on Economic and Social
Aspects of Environmental Issues: including
the human being, nature and society (perception,
knowledge and behaviour; cultural, ethical,
religious, philosophical and historical aspects);
environmental policy; international aspects.

Area IV. Technological and Natural Risks:
including risks from agricultural technologies and
land-use practices to soil, surface and
groundwater quality; regional aspects of
ecosystems protection; environment and human
health; risks to health and the environment from
chemicals; seismic hazard and volcanic risk;
wildfire prevention; desertification.
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The following provides an indicative breakdown
of expenditure relating to the indirect action
component:-

Area 1 (Participation in Global change
Programmes): 40%

Area 2 (Technological & Engineering for the
Environment): 23%

Arca 3 (Economic and Social Aspects): 6%
Area 4 (Technological and Natural Risks): 29%

The indirect action component is ro be
implemented mainly through shared-cost
contracts. For these, the EC contribution is up
to 30% of total expenditure, although
universities/polytechnics and certain other
research centres are given the option of 100%
funding of additional, marginal costs. Other
indirect action includes concerted action, which
relates to the co-ordination of research activities
carried out in different Member States. Funding
for such concerted action is restricted to
expenditure on co-ordination (e.g.
administration, travel) and it does not cover
research expenditure itself.

Participation

Industrial firms, including small and medium-
sized enterprises, universities/polytechnics,
academic institutions and research organisations
are eligible to participate in shared-cost projects.
The projects must involve at least two mutually
independent partners established in different
Member States (organisations in certain non-
European Community countries which have
SAT agreements with the Community will be
able to participate in the Programme).

Status Report

The first Call for Proposals was published in July
1991. This covered all areas of the Programme
except that dealing with technologies for
protecting and rehabilitating the environment.
This area was subject to a separate Call for
Proposals in April 1992. A second Call for
Proposals should be published in early 1993. An
information pack relating to this Programme is
available frotn the Commission upon written
request to:

Commission of the European Communities,
DG XII-E (ref. Environment Call for Proposals),
Rue Montoyer 75,
B-1040 Brussels,
Belgium
Fax: 010-322 296 3024

CONTINUED
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Funding and Timescale

The total funding for the Programme (which
runs from 1991-94) is 414 MECU*. 150
MECU of this is reserved for so-called direct
action at the European Commission's Joint
Research Centre GRC), while 261.4 MECU is
to be used for so-called indirect action,
comprising shared-cost contracts and concerted
action (the remaining 2.6 M.ECU is to be used
for the dissemination and exploitation of
results).

*Note: Although thc official decision is
pending, it is likely that a fiirther top-up of 55
MECU will be made available for expenditure
under the direct action category within this
programme.

Contacts

UK

Dr D J A Davies -
Department of the Environment
A3.19 Romney House
43 Marsham Street,
London
SW IP 3PY
Tel: 071-276 8365
Fax: 071 276 8355

Commission

Dr R Fantechi (Climate)
Tel: 010-322 293 5735

Dr S Cole (Major Industrial Hazards)
Tel: 010-322 295 0347

Mr P Sorup (Socio-Economic Aspects)
Tel: 010-322 293 5063

Dr A Sors (Others)
Tel: 010-322 295 7659



facilities, advanced training and new approaches
for surveying and mapping.

Area V: Large Targeted Projects
The objective is to address problems which
require large-scale multidisciplinary coordinated
research efforts. For the moment, two projects
arc planned. Topic V.1 focuses on the
Mediterranean and topic V.2 on the North
Atlantic.

Funding and Timescale

The budget foreseen for these activities over
the duration of the programme is 33 MECU
for area I, 13 MECO for area II, 27 MECO
for area 111,4.5 MECU for area IV and 14
MECU for area V.

Calls for proposals in Areas I, II, III, VI and
V2 are now closed and projects have been
selected.

Area IV is not open to a call for proposals.
The process of adopting ideas in this area is
meant to be continous over the duration of
the programme.

MAST will receive a top-up of 14 MECU
early in 1993.

Participation

The programme is open to all persons and
organisations established in the Member States of
the European Community, including industrial
firms, universities, higher education institutes and
research organisations. Non-member states can
also participate if they have an agreement on
Science & Technology cooperation with the
Community.

Research in areas I (Marine Science), II (Coastal
Zone Science and Engineering), III (Marine
Technology) and V (LargeTargeted Projects) will
be implemented by means of shared-cost
contracts and concerted actions. Most of the
supporting initiatives described in area IV will be
carried out by means of a variety of
accompanying measures.

Contacts

UK

Mr D Lennard (for general enquiries,
technology and engineering)
Marine Technology Directorate Ltd
19 Buckingham Street
London
WC2N 6ff
Tel: 071-3210674

Dr R Paul (for general enquiries and marine
science)
Natural Environment Research Council
Marine Sciences Directorate
North Star Avenue
Swindon
SN2 lEU
Tel: (0793) 411636

Russell Laverick
Industrial Materials Technologies 4E
Department of Trade and Industry
Room 1049
151 Buckingham Palace Road
London
SW1 9SS
Tel: 071-215 1402

Commission

Dr] Boissonnas (programme manager)
Commission of the European Communities
DG XII/E (MASI)
SDM_E3/48
75 Rue Montoyer
B - 1040 Bruxelles
Belgium
Tel: 010-322 295 6787

MAST II
Marine Science and
Technology

Introduction

MAST II is a direct development of MAST I
(1989-1992) which was a pilot prOgramme on
marine science and technology. MAST 11runs

.--,--from 1991 to 1994 and its specific objectives are•
- to contribute to a better knowledge of the

marine environment and its variability, in order
to improve its management and protection and to
predict chafige;

to encourage the development of neW .
technologies for the exploration, protectionand
exploitation of marine resources; •
- to ifnprove transnadonal coordination and

cooperation amongst marine RTD programmes
•	 in the member.states, and to help increase the,

effectivenesi of these programmes through better
- use of research facilities, and to promote the •

transfer of expertise and knowledge;
- to provide the technical basis for, and -

encourage the development of, common norms•
stanards and design guidelines;
- to facilitate training and exchange of personnel;
- to assist (as far as possible) Community

- participation in international ocean programmes.

Technical Coverage

MAST II is divided into 5 areas. These are
described briefly below:

Area I: Marine Science
The objective is to study marine processes and
fluxes in European coastal waters, in the seas
surrounding the Communiry, in the North
Atlantic ocean and in subpolar Arctic seas. Topics
include circulation and exchange of water masses,
biogeochemical cycles and fluxes, interface and
boundary processes, biological processes and
marine geosciences.

Area II: Coastal Zone Science and
Engineering
The objective is to gain a better understanding of
coastal physical processes and morphodynanncs,
and to promote the application of modem
principles in coastal engineering and
management.

Area III: Marine Technology
The objective is to encourage the development
of existing and new instruments required by
marine science and to promote enabling
technologies necessary for the advancement of
marine science and related future industrial
developments. Topics include instrumentation
for science, underwater acoustics, exploitation of
marine biological resources and enabling
technologies (such as underwater signal
transmission, imaging, marinc applications of
modem robotics and testing advanced
materials/components for use in marine
instrumentation).

Area IV: Supporting Initiatives
These include European ocean data and
information exchange, preparation of norms and
standards for marine science and technology,
modelling coordination, research vessel and
equipment coordination, design of large scale
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BIOTECH

Introduction

The BIOTECH programme, for research in the
field of biotechnology, coven the period 1992-
1996. It complements the BRIDGE programme
which was launched in January 1990 and ends in
December 1993.

BIOTECH is orientated more towards
basic biology than was BRIDGE and is a
programme of prenonnative research, with
emphasis on the safety assessment of new
techniques and novel products. It aims to foster
transnational research, and to add to basic
biological knowledge and develop application
technologies for agriculture, industry, health,
nutrition and the environment.

Technical Coverage

The programme supports research in the
following 4reas:

Approaches at the MOlecular Level, including
the structure and function of proteins involved in
the essential functions of living cells, studies of
gene structure and function, and the expression
of genes.

Approaches at the Cell and Organism Level,
including cell regeneration mechanisms,
knowledge and control of cell development,
methods of in vitro testing of the toxicity of new
molecules, and improvement of knowledge of
the metabolism of plants, microorganisms and
animal lh;estock and of intercellular
communication systems.

Ecology and Biology of Populations,
including the impact of biotechnology on the
environment, and problems of conservation of
genetic resources.

Provision will be made for applications of
information technology to these areas.

Participation

The programme is open to all persons.and
organisations established in Member States
including small and medium sized enterprises,
large industrial firms, universities, higher
education institutions and research organisations.

Proposals must involve at least two independent
partners established in different Member States.

of the marginal costs for universities and similar
organisations). For concerted research actions,
coordination costs (eg for meetings, travel
expenses and reports) will be met.

Management of Programme

Management of the programme is the
responsibility of the European Commission
assisted by a Regulatory Committee. The
Regulatory Committee is composed of
representatives of each Member State and gives
regular advice to the Commission on the
programme, including the final selection of
projects.

The Office of Science and Technology have lead
responsibility for managing the UK's participation
in the programme.

Status Report

Negotiation for the first round of contracts is
expected to start in 1992.

Funding and Timescale

BIOTECH is a 4 year programme with a total
budget of 164 MECU from the third
Framework Programme (1990-1994). Of this
1.64 M.ECU will be drawn for the centralized
activity of dissemination and exploitation of the
results. It is anticipated that 143 MECU will be
available for research activities, divided between
shared-cost research projects and concerted
actions, with the remainder being accounted for
by provision for training and management costs.
The first call for proposals was in July 1992 for
research contracts due to start in February of
the following year. The second call for
proposals is expected in April 1993 following a
top-up of 22 MECU.

Contacts

UK

Mr N Ashcroft, (Academic)
Agricultural and Food Research Council,
Central Office,
SWINDON 5N2 1UH

Tel: (0793) 413027
Fax: (0793) 413201

Dr I Lawrence (Industry)
Department of Trade and Industry,
Laboratory of the Government Chemist,
Queens Road,
TEDDINGTON,
Middlesex TWI I OLY.
Tel: 081-943 7391
Fax: 081-943 7304

Commission

Mr E Magnien,
Genetics and Biotech»ology,
Division DG XII F-2,
Commission of the European Communities,
200 Rue de la Loi,
B-1049 BRUSSELS.
Tel: 010-322 295 9347
Fax: 010-322 295 5365

Thc Commission will provide for 30% of the
total cost for shared-cost research projects (100%

CONTINUED
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Agriculture and
Agro-Industry,
including Fisheries

Introduction

This programme forms a part of the Third
Framework Programme (1990-1994) for
Community activities in the field of research and
technological development: It continues and---
supplements the activities formerly supported by
the separate CAMAR, ECLAIR, FAR, and
FOREST programmes.

The main objective is to provide a better
concordance between the production of land and
water based biological resources and their use by
consumers and industry. It aims to improve the
quality and variety of products; reinforce the

.— competitiveness of businesses in line with other
Community policies; contribute to better rural
and forestry management; and ensure proper

-	 protection for the environment. It also promotes
pre-normadve research to establish a sound
scientific basis for setting standards, particularly
for food.

Technical coverage

The programme identifies four areas of interest:

1. Primary Production.

Including improvements to aid change towards
high quality, commercially viable products for
both food and non-food purposes; improVed
management, particularly in animal health and
welfare and in remedies for over-fishing; work
on soil erosion, loss of fertility, and deforestation
for areas lagging in development.

Funding and Timescale

The programme will run to 31 December
1994. The original budget was 333 MECU,
but a top-up of 44 MECU will be given in
early 1993.

Participation

Participants must be bodies such as universities,____
research organisations, and industrial finns
(including small and medium-sized enterprises).
Nonnally the participants must be established
within the EC but participation from other
members of COST may be permitted. In all
cases at least-two independent partners established
in different Member States are required.

For shared-cost projects the Commission will
normally pay up to 50% of total expenditure,
although universities and the like may opt instead
for 100% funding of additional marginal costs.
"Concertation" (eg the organisation of seminars
and workshops, and exchanges of research
workers) will attract 100% fianding of the
administrative costs only.

Management of the Programme

The European Commission is responsible for
management of the programme. It is assisted
by a committee of representatives of the Member
States. The lead UK representative is
Dr M Parker.

Status Report

A second call for proposals was published in the
"Official Journal of the European Communities"
on 2 July 1992, with a closing date of 30 October
1992. A third call will probably be published in
1993.

Contacts:

UK

Mr D Woodward
MAFF
Ran 107
Nobel House
17 Smith Square
London SW1P 3.1R
Tel: 071-238 5599

Commission:

Mr D Dessylas (Agriculture)
Directorate General tl
Tel: 010-322 295 8612

Mr F Rexen (Agro-industry)
Directorate General XII
Tel: 010-322 296 3164

Mr W Brugge (Fisheries)
Directorate General XIV
Tel: 010-322 295 5137

Address:
The Commission Of the European
Communities
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 Brussels

Inputs.

Including more profitable but environmentally
friendly inputs; improved strains of plants,
animals, and fish (for better pest resistance, yield
and quality); integrated and biological pest
control systems; and new systems for monitoring
and control.

Processing.

Including new separation, extraction and
processing methods for raw materials, giving
more useful producis and less waste, particularly
where they improve safety and maintain or
increases the nutritional value of processed food.

End Use and Products.

Including work to give a better understanding of
the characteristics required in end-use products;
more reliable manufacturing processes
(particularly in toxicological and quality control
of foodstuffs); new processing technologies and
biologically based chemical substances, with
particular emphasis on biodegradable materials.
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Biomedical and Health
Programmes

Introduction

Its objectives are to contribute to improving
the efficiencyof medical and health research
and development in Member States, in
particular:

- by better coordination of Member State's
research and development activities;

- by application of the results through the
Community cooperation and a pooling of
resources;

- by encouraging basic research in the field of
biomedicine and health throughout the
Community.

Technical Coverage

Area 1 - Development of coordinated
research on prevention, care and health
systems
This area covers the harmonisation of
methodologies and protocols in
epidemiological, biological, clinical and
technological research including drugs and the
administration of medicines, occupational
medicine, biomedical technology and health
services research.

Area 2 7 Major health problems and
diseases of great socio-economic impact
Major health problems, and economically and
sociallysignificantdiseasegroupings will be
considered, in particular the following:

AIDS•
Cancer .
Cardiovascular disease
Mental illnessand neurological disease
The ageing process, and age-related health
problems and handicaps

Area 3 Human genome Analysis
This area subsumed the Human Genome
AnalysisProgramme (1990-1992) in June
1992. The research will be aimed at the
completion and integration of the genetic and
physical maps. In addition, the study of the
genetic basisfor biological functions will be
pursued, as will the setting-up of a •
coordinating mechanism to sequence portions
of the genome of major biological interest.
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Area 4 - Research on biomedical ethics
This area will involve the study of problems
relating to the research carried out in areas 1 to
3 of the Programme, and the possible
applications of the research results.

Work will deal with evaluation of questions of
biomedical ethics linked with the present
researchProgramme on biomedicine and
health, and evaluation of the social impact of
the Programme and the risks (including the
technological risks)which might be associated
with it.

Participation

The Programme is open to all persons and
organisations established in the Member States
of the European Community (industrial firms -
both large companies and SMEs - Universities
and Higher Education Institutes, Research
Organisations, etc.)

The projects must involve at least two
mutually independent partners eStablishedin
different Member States. Non-Member States
which have signed an agreement with the
Community for full associationwith the
Programme are Austria, Finland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey.

Forms of Support

Support in areas 1,2 and 4 will be by concerted
action only; approved use of such funds
include:

- the organisation of meetings of all sizes
scientific and administrath e support

- short-term international exchanges of
personnel
preparation and distribution of materials and
reference products
centralised data handling, storage and
statisticalanalysis

- dissemination of information and results.

Shared cost contracts will be availableunder
Area 3.

Accompanying measures include seminars,
workshops, conferences, studies and training
fellowships.

Management of the
Programme

The management of the Programme is
ultimately the responsibility of the European
Commission (DGXII) which undertakes the
day-to-day organisation of the Programme.
In addition, the Programme Advisory
Committee (Committee of an Advisory
Nature, CAN) consisting of Government
representatives and experts from each Member
State, acts as an independent advisory body and
approves the Commission's proposals on such
issuessuch as evaluation, the participation of
third countries etc. The UK is represented by
the Medical Research Council (MRC) and by
the Department of Health. MRC has the lead
responsibility.

CONTINUED

MARCH 1993

The Biomedical and Health Research
Programme (B1OM.ED1)follows on from, and
builds upon, the fourth Medical and Health
Research Programme (1987-91, MHR4). It
was approk d by the Council of Ministers on 9
September 1991.

Funding and Timescale
The total budget availablefor the BIOMED
I Programme is 133 MECU divided between
the 4 research areasas follows:

Area 1 - 27.5 MECU
Area 2 - 72 MECU with 25 MECU for

AIDS research
Area 3 - 27.5 MECU
Area 4 - 4.6 MECU

The first call for declarations of intent to
participate in the Programme (areas 1,2 and 4
only) was announced &ling October 1991
and had a deadline of 31 January 1992.
Following the submissionof fill proposals
and evaluation by peer review during the
summer, 114 projects were awarded funding.

The second and final call for full proposals
waspublished in two parts:

(i) Area 3 Human Genorne Analysis
The only call for proposals in this areas was
Published during December 1992 and had a
deadline of 29January 1993. The Human
Genome Analysisareas is the only area of
BlOMED I to operate shared-cost contracts.

(ii)Areas 1, 2 and 4
The second and final call for proposal in
these areaswas be published during
December 1992 and had a deadline of
26 February 1993.

•
Following evaluation of the proposals
received under calls (i) and (ii) above, it is
hoped that successfulprojects will start
around the beginning of October 1993.

There' is an open call for fellowships: the
seleetion committee will meet three times a
year, in March, June and November, with
deadlines for submission of 15January,
15 April and 15 August respectively.

The thorned and Health programme will
receive a top-up of 18 MECU in early 1993.



Contacts

UK

Mrs G 13reen
International Section
Medical Research Council
20 Park Crescent
LONDON
W1N 4AL
Tel: 071-636 5422
Fax: 071-436 6179

The MRC operates the UK mailing list for
the Biomedical and Health Research
Newsletter which is published by the EC.
If you wish your name to be added to the list
please contact the International Section at
the address'above.

Commission

Programme Manager
Dr A Dickens
DGXII
Commission of the European Communities
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 BRUSSELS
Belgium
Tel: 010-322 295 0032
Fax: 010-322 295 5365

Biomedical ethics
Dr C Bardoux 010-322 295 0032

Health services research/adrninstration
of medicine
Dr G N Fracchia 010-322 295 5006

AIDS/mental illness/neurological
disease
Dr A E Baert 010-322 295 8674

Cancer
Dr A Vermoken 010-322 295 4042

Human Genome Analysis
Mr A Klepsch 010-322 295 3210

Cardio‘ascular disease/ageing & age
related health problems
Ms C Ba)a 010-322 295 1785

Risk factors/occupational medicine
Dr M Hallen 010-322 295 7407

Biomedical technology
Dr V Thevenin 010-322 295 0034


Life Sciences and
Technologies for
Developing Countries:
STD 3

Introduction and General
Objectives

To raise awareness among the scientific
community of the scaleof problems in the
developing world.

To improve the co-ordination of Member
States' R&D inidatives for development and
step up consultation between scientists.

To ease the introduction of scientific and
technical aspects in the development co-
operation activities supported by the
Community and its Member States.

- To contribute to steering the research of
European institutions specialisingin the study
of the tropics and ensure their coherence with
Community development and technological
research strategies.

To bring institutions and scientific research
teams in developing countries up to a level of
excellence enabling them to be full partners,
thus reducing North-South disparitiesin
science and technology.

To contribute to the emergence of a
"critical mass" of national researchers able to
carry out original research in areasuseful for
the development process.

Technical Coverage

In order to ensure maximum efficiency, die
STD programme has focused on major
development problems and, since 1982, has
covered nvo main areas:

the other-from a developing country. Under
the third Framework Programme (1991 -
1994). projects are obliged to pool the
potential of at least two Community teams and
at least one from a developing country.
Scientists in the developing countries have
direct accessto the STD programme funds
from the Community budget, and can dius
define their researchpriorities and choose their
partners themselves.

Funding and Timescale

111 niecu are availablefor 1991 - 1994.
The indicative breakdown of funds available
for research and accompanying measuresis
71.43 MECU for agriculture and 38.46
MECU for medicine, health and nutrition.
The remaining 1.11 mecu represent the
contribution of STD 3 to the centralised
scheme for the disseminationand
exploitation of the resultsof Community
research.

Life sciences will receive a top-Up of
15 MECU early in 1993.

Joint research projects are selected on the
basisof replies to callsfor proposalspublished
in the Officialjournal of the European
Communities. For STD 3 there are three
callsfor proposals in 1991, 1992, 1993
respectively.

Community contributions to R&D are
always up to a maximum level of 50% of
total research costs. However, for higher
education institutions and all institutions in
developing countries the Community
contnbution can reach 100%of the marginal
costs of a project. The purchase of durable
equipment may alsobe 100%financed.

Each project must include at least two teams
from different EC Member States and one or
more teams from developing countries.

The Commission has produced a full
information package giving all the details
necessaryfor submitting an application for the
STD 3. It is availablein the nine Community
languages from:

Commission of the European Committee,
Directorate-General for Science, Research and
Development
DGXII-G-4,
Division for Scientificand Technical
Co-operation with Developing Countries,
Rue de la Loi, 200,
B-1049 Brussels.
Tel: 010-322 235 1731
Fax: 010-322 236 3308

STD folins pan of die Frainevcork Programme
for Research and Technological Development.
It is not linked to a specificCommunity
co-operation policy (ACP, Mediterranean
countries, ALA), but seeks to stimulate
simultaneous study in various pans of the
world of specific scientific issueswhich can
contribute to progress in all developing
countries. The main objective of STD 1 (1982
- 1986)was to support Europe's strong tropical
research potential. STD 2 (1987 - 1991)
sought in addition to build the R&D capacities
of developing countries. The current
programme (1991 - 1994) seeksmore
specificallyto boost the input of R&D on
development. Its general objectives are;

- Tropical and sub-tropical agriculture.

Medicine, health care and nutrition in
tropical and sub-tropical regions.

Joint research

From the outset, STD was open only to
researchprojects which involved at least two
teams, one belonging to the Community and
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Energy Programmes

In the new Framework Programme (1990-94)the main aim of the energy programmes will beto develop sound, affordable, environmentallysafe energy technologies designed to improve theCommunity's energy balance.
The energy programmes involve two main fieldsof research: nuclear and non-nuclear.

Nuclear Programmes
The nuclear programmes coming forward underthe Third EC R&D Framework Programme arein the areas of thermonuclear fusion and nuclearthsion safety. This last is a composite programmewith a reactor safety element oveneen by theDepartment of Trade and Industry, and aradiological protection element for which theDepartment of Health is responsible. The aim ofthe reactor safety research is to consider how thesafety of future reactor types can be assured, andto improve public co4dence in probabilisticsafety assessments. Studies will co»siderintrinsically safe reactor types, containment ofradioactivity under severe accident conditions,integrity of containment systems, andmanagement of human behaviour. Much of thiswork will be performed by the Community'sJoint Research Centre. The balance will betaken up by means of shared-cost action projects.

The Community Fusion Programme seeks as itslong-term objective the creation of safe,environmentally sound prototype reactors. Themain effect of the current proposal, if agreed,would bc an extension of the life of theCommumry's JET Project, hosted by the UK atCulham in Oxfordshire, from 1992 to 1996.The prolongation would be used to attempt toestablish reliable methods of plasma impuritycontrol, in conditions closeto those of a nextstep tokamak device. In addition, existingnuclearprogrammes on decommissioning ofnuclear iostallations and on remote handlingtechniques (TELEMAN), are continuing.

Non Nuclear Programme
The neW non-nuclear energy programme willcover research into renewable sources of energy,energy utilisarion and conservation, minimumemission power production from fossil fuels andanalysis of strategies and modelling of energydemand:use and environmental impact.Research in these fields will be open to suitableindustrial and academic organisations.

Status Report
Funding for new projects in the 1993/94application round has been restricted toapplications from existing UETPs under strandsBA, Bc, Ca and D of the programme.

The Energy Programme will receive a top-up asfollows in early 1993:

Non-Nuclear 60MECU
Fission Safety 29MECUNuclear Fission DOMECU

Plus 50MECU to be allocated, with priority tonon-nuclear energies.

Commission

Mr J L Lamy
DGXII
Tel: 010-399 235 1111

2. Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion
UK

Mr B Freeman
Dept of Energy
Rm 4.2.8
1 Palace Street
LONDON
SW1E 3HE
Tel: 071-238 3771

Commission

Mr P Kind
DG X11 (as Above)

3.Decommissioning

UK

Mr P Hubbard
Dept of Energy
Rim 4.2.10
1 Palace Street
LONDON
SW1E 5HE
Tel: 071-238 3654

Commission

Mr R Simon
DG XII
(as above)

4.Teleman

UK

Mr T Hayward
Dept of Energy
Am 4.2.7
1 Palace Street
LONDON
SW1E SHE
Tel: 071-238 3798

Commission

Mr) L Lamy

Contacts

Non-nuclear Programmes

UK

Mr D Irving
Department of Trade and IndustryRoom 3.4.9
1 Palace Street
LONDON
SWIE SHE
Tel: 071-298 3318

Commission

Mr M Trousson
Tel: 010-322 295 3978

Contacts for Nuclear Programmes

1.Nuelear Fission Safety
UK

Radiation Protection
Dr H Walker
Dept of Health
Room 917a
Hannibal House
Elephant & Castle
LONDON
5E1 6TE
Tel: 071-972 2157

ReaCtor Safety

Mr J Verney
Health & Safety Exec.
BroadLane
SHEFFIELD
53 7HQ
Tel: (0742) 768141 (ext.3404)

EC R&D19
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Human Capital and Mobility
Programme

Introduction

The Human Capital and Mobility programme
(1991-94) aims to extend and develop the
"SCIENCE", "SPES" and Large Facilities
programmes implemented under Framework
Programme 2. Its central objective is to help
increase the quantity and quality of human
resources required for research and technological
development by the EC Member States in the
coming years.

Technical Coverage

The programme covers all the exact and natural
sciences, including mathematics and engineering
sciences, and the human and social sciences.
Action is focused on four activities:

Activity I: The development of a Community
system of research training grants, intended
primarily for young post-doctoral fellows. There
are two types of grant, generally lasting for up to
two years: individual fellowships given on the
basis ofjoint institute-researcher proposals, and
those allocated via pre-selected host institutions
to groups of fellows. The programme allows for
up to 15% of funds to go to host institmtions and
to the Commission to pay for associated research
expenses and administration costs.

Activity 2: The creation and development of
scientific and technical cooperation networks. As

. a general rule proposals should consist of 5 or
more centres in at least 3 Community countries,
although twinnings or netWorks of fewer than 5
centres in different Member States may
exceptionally be supported provided they assist in
the creation of a genuinely European scientific
and technical Community. Grants will normally
cover 100% of the marginal costs of each project
(60% for the subsistence and mobility costs of
researchers themselves; 40% for certain expenses
related to research and administration).

Activity 3: Provision of access for researchers to
large-scale scientific and technical installations.
This activity is aimed particularly at enhancing
access for young post-doctoral researchers from
other Member States. Of the total amount
granted, 40% covers expenset related to the
researchers themselves (subsistence, mobility,
publication of results). The remaining 60% is

. related to the usc of equipment, its adaptation or
improvement, as well as management costs.

Activity 4: The launching of a Community
system of R&D Euroconferences. Each
Euroconference generally comprises a series of
several high-level meetings where young
European researchers can discuss with specialists
the latest work and ideas in advanced and
innovative scientific or technical areas. EC grants
cover expenses related to the participation of
young researchers attending the conferences
(registration, travel and subsistence).

Participation

To be eligible, all proposals must have
participants from at least two Member States.

Organisations Or individuals from non-Member
States which !lave signed a full association
agreement with the EC can participate in the
programme under the same terms and conditions
as Member Staie participants. Other European
countries which do not have full association status
but do have agreements on science and
technology cooperation with the Community
may participate in the Programme on a project
by pioject basis. They will not, however, receive
any Community funding.

Contacts

UK

Office of Science and Technology telephone
information line:
071-923 6422

Mr] Walsh
Science and Engineering Research Council
Polaris House
North Star Avenue
SWINDON
SN2 1ET
Tel: (0793) 411269
Fax: (0793) 411152

Commission

Dr D de Nettancourc
DG XII
Commission of the European Communities
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 BRUSSELS
Belgium
Tel: 010-322 295 4044
Fax: 010-322 296 3307

Information packs

Information packs, which contain application
forms and explain how to apply, can be
obtained from the Commission by
telephoning or faxing the following numbers:

Tel: 010-322 296 0254 (answering machine)
Fax: 010-322 296 3307

Funding and Timescale

The total budget is 518 MECU, of which 25
MEC1J is resen-ed for direct action by the
Community's Joint Research Centre and 4.93
MECU is earmarked for the centralised
dissemination and exTloitation of results. The
remaining 4S8 07 million ECU (some £390
million) is distributed among the different
activities as follows:

Activity MECU (Lm approx)
Training 220.00 (155)
Networks 200.00 (140)
Access to major
installations 35.00 ( 40)
Euroconferences 13.07 ( 10)

Calls for individual fellowships under Activity
1, and for Activities 2 and 4 are open
continuously and applications may be sent to
the COmmission at any time. Calls for
grouped fellowships (Activity 1) are held once
a year: the next is expected at the end of
1993.. There are no finther Calls planned for
Activity 3. Human Capital and Mobility will
receive a top-up of 69 MECU early in 1993.

EC R&D20
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COMETT
Community Action
Programme for Education and
Training for Technology

Introduction

The programme aims to strengthen and stimulate
Community-wide co-operation betWeen higher
education establishments and industrial or other
enterprises in respect of technological training.
The first phase was from 1987-1989 and the
second 5 year phase, COMETT II, began in
January 1990. COMETT 11is open to EFTA
countries. The objectives are:

to improve the provision of advanced
technology training and the co»tribution of
training to the economic and social development
of the Community;

to encourage the joint development of training
programmes and the exchange of experience
through the creation of a transnational sectoral
and regional network of advanced technology
training projects;

to respond to the specific skill requirements of
small and medium sized businesses;
- to promote equal opportunities in the
prmisions of advanced technology training;
- to provide a European dimension to co-
operation between universities and industry in
the provision of advanced technology training.

Technical Coverage

Grants are paid to projects in four main areas.

1. Strand A - European Networks - UETPS

Development and support of existing University-
Enterpriie Training Partnerships (UETPS) and
the extension of this network on both a regional
and sectoral basis, to encourage transnational
co-operation by:

- identifying and resolving advanced technology
training needs;

- assisting the development of other projects
within the other strands of the COMETT
Programme;

- strengthening co-operation and inter-regional
transfd between Member States in the
development of training provision for the
application and transfer of advanced technology;

- developing links in the form of transnational
sectoral networks bringing together projects from
various strands of the programme in the same
area of training.

Strand B - Transnational Exchanges of
Students and Personnel between
Universities and Enterprises.

COMETT will provide grants for placements of
3-12 Months duration for Higher Education
students in enterprises in another Member State.
Fellowships will also be prodded for
secondments of university staff to enterprises in
other European Countries for a 3-12 month
period to enable them to develop their industrial
experience in a European context. Similarly,
fellowships will be provided to enable personnel
from industry to spend a period on secondment
to a university in another European Country for
3-12 months to enable them to diversify their
training.

Strand C - Development ofJoint Projects
for Training in Advanced Technology and
for Multimedia Distance Training.

Providing financial support for the development
of training courses including distance training
with a European dimension, in advanced
technology, designed tO disseminate quickly the
results of Research and Development, with
particular emphasis on small and medium sized
businesses.

Strand D - Complementary Promotion
and Back Up Measures

Provides support for a series of complementary
measures, including preparatory measures, skills
analysis on COMETT activities and a continuing
evaluation of the whole programme.

Funding and Timescale

CON1ETT II will run five years from January
1990 to December 1994 with a budget agreed
at this stage of 200 MECU spread across this
period. The budget for the EFTA countries is
30 MECU.

Participation

New partners may participate in COMETT but
only through existing UETPS. A list of UETP
coordinators can be obtained from che
COMETT Liaison office.

Industrial Erms including Small and Medium
sized Enterprises (SMEs), Higher Education
Institutes and Research Associations are eligible
to apply for funding of collaborative projects or
exchange schemes. Activities supported must fall
within one of the four areas mentioned above,
but priority is given to those related to more than
one area. The COMETT financial contribution
may cover up to 30% of total project costs except
for the transnational exchanges where a Oat rate
contribution per person is made which takes
account of the exchange made.

Management of the Programme

Management of the programme is the
responsibility of the European Commission
assisted by a committee with 2 representatives
from each .Member State. The Technical
Assistance Office gives advice on various
technical aspects of the programme.

Status Report

Funding for new projects in the 1993/94
application round has beeen restricted to
applications from existing UETPS under
standards Ba, Bc, Ca and D of the programme.

CONTINUED
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Contacts

Mr NRC Comport
COMETT Liaison Office
Department for Education
Sanctuary Buildings
Great Smith Street
LONDON
SW1P 3BT
Tel: 071-925 5254 --
Fax: 071-925 6985

Mr T Benjamin
Deparrment of Trade and Industry
Enterprise Initiative Division
Bay 543
Kingsgate House
66-74 Victoria Street
LONDON
SW1E 6SW . .
Tel: 071-215 2867?

Commission -

COMETT Technical Assistance Office
14 Ruc Montoyerstraat
B-1040 BRUSSELS
Belgium
Tel: 010-322 513 8959
Fax: 010-322 513 9346
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COST
European Co-operation in the
Field of Scientific and
Technical Research

Introduction

COST provides a mechanism for European
scientific and technological collaboration which
complements the European Community's
research and development programmes. It was
established by a European Ministerial Conference
in 1971. The membership comprises the EC
Member States, Austria, Finland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Yugoslavia,
Iceland, Hungary, Poland, and Czechoslovakia.

COST Operates through a series of co-operative
projects which enable a variable number of
participants to undertake research in areas of
common interest and to exchange the results
amongst themselves.

There is no statute establishing COST, enabling
it to work within flexible, pragmatic operating
rules agreed by the Member States. For each
individual COST project the form of co-
operation is therefore defined in simple, purpose
built agreements.

Technical Coverage

COST co-operation coven the following areas:

INFORMATICS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TRANSPORT
OCEANOGRAPHY
METALLURGY AND MATERIALS
SCIENCE
ENVIRONMENT
METEOROLOGY
AGRICULTURE AND
BIOTECHNOLOGY
FOOD TECHNOLOGY
SOCIO-TECHNOLOGIES
HEALTH AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
CIVIL ENGINEERING

The COST mechanism has proved suitable for
several types of problems including those of an
intrinsically international nature, eg.
oceanography and environment; problems which
are common to many COST Member States and
which can benefit from joint actions eg. data
processing, materials, agriculture and food
technology; and problems needing international
harmonisation of standards, cg.
telecommunications and transportation, COST
has established groups to examine the possibility
of COST activity in a number of fields, including
social sciences and chemistry.

Funding and Thnescale

COST activities operate without any central
funding towards the research expenditure.
Additional expenditure is often minimal as
research relating to a particular project is
generally already underway. In MOSEcases thc
European Commission provides a secretariat.
Non-EC COST states taking part in those
projects which have been incorporated into
Community programmes contnbute towards
co-ordination costs. The European
Commission pays the co-ordination costs of
EC countries in such projects. Participants are
responsible for all costs in COST projects
outside Community programmes once they are
underway.

COST is an on-going collaborative mechanism
with no set end date. The extent and duration
of projects is recommended in the relevant
Memorandum of Understanding (see
PartiCipation).

Participation

Any COST Member State may propose a new
research topic. If any other COST Mernber
States are interested in collaboration this may lead
them to set up an agreement between themselves
known as a Memorandum of Understanding.
This has no binding effect in international law
and is merely a declaration of intent indicating a
willingness of the signatory Member States to
participate in the COST activity. Countries
normally choose to participate in a particular
project if they are already involved at national
level in research in the field under consideration,
or intend to initiate a national project.

Because of the nature of COST research
activities, participants have been primarily
administrations, research institutes and research
centres belonging to the public sector, but an
increasing number of projects involve participants
from industry. Potential participants would
normally be sought during the formative stage of
a COST proposal io establish the level of interest
prior to signing a Memorandum of
Understanding and Implementation. A project
Management Committee is then set up to
implement the new COST activity.

Organisations from non-COST countries can
participate in COST projects with the approval
of the appropriate Management Committee and
the Senior Officials Committee (see Management
of the Programme).

Management of the Programme

Decisions on whether proposed COST projects
should be undertaken and on participation arc
taken by the Committee of COST Senior
Officials. This committee, which meets four
times a year, is composed of representatives of the
19 COST Member States and the Commission of
the European Communities.

Status Report

The UK is a signatory to most of the projects of
industrial interest on the COST project list
overleaf. Information on specific projects can be
obtained by contacting the individual concerned.
Additionally there are other projects in which the
UK is involved but come under the remit of
other Government Departments. Details of these
can be obtained from the COST Secretariat at
the Cabinet Office.

Contacts

Further general information about COST can
be obtained from the Cost Secretariat, but
enquiries about specific COST activities
should be made to the contact persons
detailed in the following list:

COST Secretariat
Cabinet Office
Room 421
70 Whitehall
London SW1A 2AS
Tel: 071-270 0081

CONTINUED
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EUREKA
A European Collaborative
Initiative that Complements the
EC R&D Programmes

What is EUREKA?
EUREKA is a European initiative aimed at
facilitating industry led, market driven,
collaborative projects in all sectors of technology
with the objective of introducing new products,
processes and services with world market •
relevance.

EUREKA is complementary to the EC R&D
programmes in that it is generally more
concerned with the commercial exploitation of
research. It is concerned with strengthening
Europe's technological base, removing barriers to
commercial success in the European market, and
improving competitiveness in world markets.

EUREKA members are the 12 countries of the
EC and Hungary, the 6 countries of EFTA,
Turkey, and the European Commission
participates in EUREKA as an equal member.

EUREKA projects can be in any technological
area provided that the simple EUREKA criteria
are met. These key criteria are that the project
must comprise at least rwo organisations from at
least two EUREKA countries, and that the
project must involve technical innovation.
Current projects mostly fall into one of the
following nine categories; (these categories
should not however be seen as programmes as
there are no priority areas where Governments
are seeking project proposals):

Communication
Energy
Environment
Information Technology
Lasers •

Medical/biotechnology
New materials
Robotics and Production Automation
Transport

Since its launch in 1985 EUREKA has embraced
8.8 BECU (Z6.2bn) of agreed projects; there are
now 623 EUREKA projects. Cunently, 602 UK
organisations are involved in 174 EUREKA
projects, and UK companies take the lead in 36
of these.

EUREKA Umbrellas
The National Project Co-ordinator network
can help you find partners by bringing your
project proposal to the attention of
organisations in other member countrics. The
UK EUREKA Unit is situated in the Research
and Technology Policy Division of DTI. In
addition there are specialist technology
umbrellas which promote loosely structured
packages of R&D in given fields. These are:

FAMOS FLEXIBLE
AUTOMATION

EUROENVIRON TERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT

EUROLASER LASER
TECHNOLOGY

EUROMAR MARINE
ENVIRONMENT

EUROCARE PRESERVATION OF
THE PHYSICAL
HERITAGE

MAINE MAINTENANCE OF
CAPITAL
EQUIPMENT

EUROVOLTAIC SOLAR POWER

EUROAGRI FOOD INDUSTRY

EUROSURF SURFACE
ENGINEERING

EUROBOND ADHESIVES

DIAGNOSTICS DIAGNOSTICS

Other Umbrellas in the pipeline are Adhesives,
Surface Engineering, Railway Transport and
Diagnostics.

Projects are proposed and run by firms and
research institutes; bureaucracy is kept to a
minimum. UK firms are encouraged to take the
lead in creating new:EUREKA projects.

Funding For Project Participants
Participants in EUREKA can obtain funding
from their own national governments.
(Some funding may also be available from other
Government Departments). Government support
must be shown to significantly influence the
scope or scale of the project. In addition, projects
should be innovative and technically realistic, and
there should be reasonable prospects of eventual
commercial exploitation. Further, the resources
devoted to the project (managerial and technical)
should be sufficient to ensure effective
completion of the project.

Contact

For further information on EUREKA please
contact the EUREKA Enquiry Point.
Tel: 071-333 5161.

2! EUREKA
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EURE T

Introduction

The EURIT programme was approved by the
Council of Ministers in December 1990, as part
of the Second Framework Programme. It is the
first research programme to be managed by
DGVII (Transport).

The broad aims of the programme are to
improve the effeciiveness and competitiveness of
European transport systems, improve their safety
and reduce their harmfill effects on the
environment. The stated objectives are to
optimize transport-network exploitation, to
optimize logistics and to reduce harmful
externalities.

There are 11 sub-programmes, of which seven
are shared-cost and four concerted actions.

Technical Coverage

The main tasks are:

Rail Traffic Management
To design a control system for rail traffic, both
passenger and goods, to evaluate location and
transmission equipment and develop the main
software components of the system;

Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) Systems
To assess the benefits and feasibility of measures
which would make the best use of investment
already made or now being made in VTS;

Air Traffic Management:
To define, develop and evaluate the

applications, requirements and methods of data
exchange between ground and airborne systems
and between the pilot and controller as a means
of backing up voice communications; and

To improve automated support to air traffic
controllers resulting from the development of
new controller wOrk stations;

Intennodal Freight •
To design and evaluate an innovative and
efficient system of rapid loading and unloading of
goods berween differenfmodes of transport;

Manning of Ships:
(a) To determine the optimum crew composition
for different types of ship according to different
circumstances, taking into account an increased
use of advanced technology;

(b) To assessa better match between the ship
(and its equipment) and human behaviour by
assessing the tasks assigned to crew members and
their behaviour in various operational situations
and to develop measures to reduce human error.

Funding and Tirnescale

EURET his a budget of 26.8 mecu over the
period 1990-1993. All the shared-cost
contracts were signed in early 1992 and most
will run on into 1994. -

Management of the Programme

Management of the programme is the
responsibility of the European Commission
assisted by a committee composed of two
representatives from each Member State.

Contacts

UK

Mrs Anthea Nicholson
Department of Transport
P2/046A
2 Marsham Street
London SW1P 3EB
Tel: 071-276 5802
Fax: 071-276 5875

Commission

Mr Francis Fabre
DG VII-A4
Commission of the EC
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049
BRUSSELS
Tel: 010-322 296 8250
FAX: 010-322 296 8350

CONTINUED
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EC Funding for
Environmental
Demonstration Projects: •
The Life Programme
The European Community's Financial
Instrument for the Environment (LIFE) came
Mm force on 22 July. The main objective of the
LIFE programme is to contnbute towards
implementing EC environmental polices and
legislation. The LIFE Regulation lists 'actions'
under five 'fields' which define the scope of the
programme: .

promotion of sustainable development and
the quality of the environment;
protection of habitats and of nature;
administrative structures and environtrintal
serviceS; •
education, training and information; and
actions outside Conmmnity territory.

For many years the Community has been
financing research and development programmes,
the results of which can be exploited by
demonstration and pilot projects. Under LIFE,
demonstration schemes, awareness campaigns and
actions providing incentives or technical
assistance will be eligible for assistance. Scientific
and technical research is not included.

The first of the 'fields' includes the promotion of
new clean technologies ic those which create
little or no pollution, and make fewer demands
On resources. The Conunission has targeted five
industrial sectors in calling for demonstration
projects. These are:

surface treatments (eg metal plating, ceramics);
textiles;
tanneries;
paper industry; and
the 'agri-food' industry (eg dairies).

Thc Commission issued a call for tenders for new
clean technology projects (Official joumaI
0J92/c 336/12) on 19 December 92. Project
applications must be received by the Commission
by 31/3/93. Projects are likely to be at least
£500,000 in total cost with a maximum EC
contribution of 30%

Technological innovation is expected to play an
important part in other priority 'actions' within .
the LIFE programme, including:

techniques to rehabilitate contaminated land;
waste reduction and recycling; and
modernising monitoring networks.

Priorities for the programme are appraised
annually. A further call for proposals is expected
in Autumn 1993.

Contacts

UK

Richard Longman
DOE/EPC, Room A132,
Roniney House,
43 Marsham Street,
London SW1 P 3PY
Tel:'071:276 8146 or 8114

EC

Kevin Bradley
DGXI C2
Commision of the EC
Rue de la Loi
200
B-1049
Brussels
Tel: 010-322 296 8822



MONITOR:
A Community Programme in
the Field of Strategic Analysis,
Forecasting and Evaluation in
Matters of Research and
Technology

C
the department for Enterprise

Introduction
MONITOR aims to identify new directions and
priorities for Community Research and
Technological Development (RTD) policy and
to help show more clearly the relationship
between R & D and other common policies.
The programme is thus mainly aimed at giving
input to the Community RTD policy.

It was adopted by the Council of Ministers on 27
June 1989.

Technical Coverage
The programme has three specific and
complementary activities: SAST, FAST, and
SPEAR.

1.SAST: Strategic Analysis in Science and
Technology

The aim of SAST is to identify, for a given
problem, the ivailable options and give precise
recommendations for action.

SAST research actions can take from a few
months up to 12 or 18 months. They typically
include:

the assessment of the strengths and
weaknesses of the European Community in a
specific sector;

the assessment of the state of development of
a technology and its future evolution;

the determination of the likely social,
economic and, where appropriate,
environmental impact of a selected scientific
or technological development.

Current SAST projects include studies on the
potential for S&T co-operation between selected
advanced developing countries and the
Community, the role of S&T policy in standards-
setting, a research and technology strategy to help
overcome environmental problems in relation to.
transport, a strategy for biotechnology research
directed towards fanMng, foresuy and the agro-
industry, the identification of technology
priorities for European RTD, S&T policy in •
relation to water resource usc and quality
problems, environmental problems associated
with the disposal and recycling of plastics, and the
impact of the service sector on technological
innovation.

2.FAST: Forecasting and Assessment of
Science and Technology

The FAST activity is an oriented follow-up of
the previous FAST programmes (FAST I 1978-
1983, FAST II 1984-1987). It studies scientific
and technological developments and the
interactions with economic and social changes in
the Community in the light of world-wide
developments.

The research actions have a duration of up to two
years and include:

Prospective Dossiers on major topics or
phenomena of a global character that may
extend beyond the strictly European
framework (for example S&T and social and
economic cohesion, the globalisation of
technology and the economy, the long-term
development of naajor world regions, the
future of urban societies);

Applied Technology Assessments on the
implications and consequences of selected
scientific and technical developments (for
example, the development of anthropocentric
technologies and production systems,
technologies related to health treatment);

Syntheses giving a cntical analysis of the main
forecasting studies published worldwide in
specific fields (for example, the biosphere, and
other futures scenarios).

3.SPEAR: Support Studies for the
Evaluation of Community R & D

The aim of SPEAR is to provide the
Commission with improved theoretical and
methodological tools for the evaluation of the
social and economic impact of its RTD
programmes.

The research actions include:

methodological studies to improve the
methods used to conduct evaluations of
Community RTD programmes, to measure
the impacts of R&D programmes, to develop
indicators and to draft guidelines for
evaluations. ;

horizontal evaluations, which cover particular
activities or mechanisms common to several
RTD programmes (for example, the effects of
Community RTD programmes on social and
economic cohesion, training);

'12+1' Networks to enable the exchange and
diffusion of ideas in the field of evaluation.

Funding and Timescale
The programme has a total budget of 22MECU
for the period 1989-1993.

Participation
The SAST, FAST and SPEAR activities are to be
undertaken through cross national and multi-
partner projects, canied out by experts and
organisations on contract, or through scientific
and professional networks. The projects are
initiated by the Commission and contracts
awarded as a result of a closed call for tender. The
projects are executed in collaboration with, and
supervised by, the Commission services. The
Commission pays 100% of the cost of research
undertaken.

Management of the Programme
The European Commission is responsible for the
management of the programme, aided by a
Committee of an Advisory Nature (CAN).
CAN-MONITOR consists of representatives of
Nlember States and meets on a regular basis to
advise on the structure and implementation of the
programme. In the UK, the representatives are
provided by DTI (see contact address).

UK National Network Node
To encourage wider participation and improve
the dissemination of results, a UK Node has been
set up for the programme. This is run by PRIST
(Progranmie of Policy Research in Engineering.
Science and Technology) at the University of
Manchester (see contact address). PREST are the
Srst point of contact for those wishing to express
an interest in MONITOR.

Status Report
The funds available for contracts have now been
committed. Reports from the Monitor
programme are becoming available and details are
given in a regular newsletter produced by
PREST. Both UK and the EC are holding a
number of conferences during 1993. Please
contact PREST for details.

CONTINUED
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. Contacts

:OK

MrsJanet Evans
UK MONITOR NationalNerwork Node
PREST
The University
Oxford Road
MANCHESTER-
M13 9PL.
Tel: 061-275 5921
Fax: 061-273 1123

•. . .
Mrs MaMeen Reeves
UK MONITOR Co-ordinator
Department of Trade and Industry
Research 8cTechnology PolicyDivision2a

.3/181 Green • •

151 BuckinghamPalaceRoad

	

LONDON •

	

SW1W 955 _
Tel: 071-215 1632:-
Fax:071-215 2909

Commission

Mrs Clara de la Torre
Commissionof the European Communities
DGXII/H
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 BRUSSELS
Belgium
Tel: 010-322 235 1111
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SPRINT
Strategic Programme for
Innovation and Technology
Transfer

Introduction

SPRINT is a 5 year (1989-93) 90 MECI.1 EC
programme administered by DGXIII to promote
innovation and technology transfer. The
programmes objective is to improve the
competitiveness of industry, particularly SMEs,
within the Community by ensuring that
technology and innovation aids can be shared
across national boundaries. It is primarily aimed
at stimulating intermediaries (international
licensing consultants, RTOs, technical institutes,
for example) to co-operate in transnational
networks which facilitate licensing deals between
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises or carry out
joint projects to disseminate modern technology
more widely. SPRINT is not part of the EC
R&D Framework progranmie.

Technical Coverage

There are three main lines of action within the
new programme.

Strengthening the European infrastructure for
innovation services by consolidating or forming
community networks of agents for technology
transfer and innovation support - budget 30
MECU;

Supporting "specific projects" which
demonstrate by practical example the intra-
,community transfer of innovation. In particular
such projects are concerned with transferring
new technologies already applied in one sector or
region of the Community to another sector or
region where such technologies are not used - 30
MECU;

Improving the environment for innovation
through a better knov ledge of its workings and
increased "concentration", ie collaboration and
exchange of experience in areas such as the use of
research results, design, patents and innovation
between the Member States and the Commission
- 10 MECU.

Participation

SPRINT is open to all organisations, both public
and private, whose activities include helping
business - particularly SMEs - to exchange
technology and to innovate, eg regional or local
development agencies, innovation centres,
technology transfer or licensing consultants,
Research and Technology organisations and
Chambers of Commerce. Proposals selected by
the Conmiission can receive financial support of
50% of eligible costs but in practice each partner
could receive 15,000-20,000 ECU per annum. '

Interested parties can only apply for support
following a Commission call for proposals
published in the European Journal of the
European Community. There is usually a three
month period following publication of a call for
return of proposals to the Commission.

Management of the Programme

Managenient of theprogramme is the
responsibility of DGXIII of the European
Commission assisted by the Consultative
Committee for Innovation and Technology
transfer (CIT). This is an advisory committee of
gm-ernment officials nominated by member
states. The DTI contact on this committee is Miss
Linda O'Connor. (See contacts). If you wish your
name to be ineluded on a DTI SPRINT mailing
list which gives early warning of SPRINT
initiatives please notify Linda O'Connor giving
written details of yobr organisation.

Contacts

UK

Miss Linda O'Connor
Department of Trade and Industry
Research & Technology Policy Division 1
Room 3/189
131 Buckingham Palace Road
LONDON
SW1W 9SS

Tel: 071-215 1656

Commission

Mr R Miege
Commission of the European Communities
DGXII1/C/2
Batiment Jean Monnet
Plateau de Kirchberg
L-2920 LUXEMBOURG
Tel: 010-352 43011/4180

Funding and Timescale

SPRINT waslaunched in 1983 as a three year
experimental programme and further extended
in 1986 for a further two years at a cost of 8.6
MECU. In March 1989 thc Council of
Ministers approved the third five year main
phase Programme, with a 90 MECU budget.
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VALUE II
Centralised Action for the
Dissemination and Exploitation
of Knowledge resulting from
Community R&D Programmes

Introduction

VALUE stands for Valorisation and Unlisation
for Europe. This programme is concerned with
the dissemination and exploitation of the results
of Community scientific and technological
research, obtained under programmes such as
ESPRIT, RACE, BRITE-EURAM and
JOULE. It provides a range of services to
contractors involved in Community R&D
projects, to help them protect, exploit and
disseminate the results of their work. It also
provides information and advice on the whole
range of Community R&D programmes and
encourages industrial and research organisations
to participate in these programmes.

The VALUE II programme forms pan of the
third Framework Programme. It follows on from
the VALUE programme, in the second
Framework Programme, which is now connng to
an end.

Technical Coverage

The VALUE 11Progrannne has three elements:
the interface between research and industry, the
interface between research and the scientific
community and the interface between research
and sociery.

(i) Interface between Research and Industry

This is the largest of the three elements and
includes the following five activities:

(a) Relay Centres

A network of Relay Centres has been set up
throughout the EC, to promote the
Community's R&D progranunes, to help
organisations participate in these programmes and
to ensure that the results arising from projects are
disseminated and exploited. The Centres were
set up in January 1993. There are four Relay
Centres in the UK, each serving primarily one
region of the UK:

Welsh Development Agency serving Wales

LEDU (Local Enterprise Development Unit) in
collaboration with IRTU (Industrial Research &
Technology Unit), serving Northern Ireland

•
- Eurolnfo Centre Ltd in Glasgow, in
collaboration with RTC North Ltd, Technology
Transfer Centre and Business Info Source,
serving Scotland and Northern England,
including Teeside, Durham, Tyne & Wear,

EC R&D27

Northumberland and Cumbria

- The Technology Broker serving Southern and
Central England

CORDIS and Publications
Dissemination Service

These dissemination activities aim to promote
access to and exploitation of non-confidential
infonnation generated fitm EC R&D projects.
Information is disseminated via books, reports,
articles, conference proceedings and via
CORDIS, the Community's R&D Information
Service, based on electronically accessible
databases. CORDIS is described in detail on
sheet ECR&D 28.

Utilisation of Results

This activity provides finance for projects which
aim to exploit results from EC R&D
programmes. Exploitation projects can include
getting advice on intellectual property issues,
assessing exploitation potential, carrying out
market studies, searching for industrial/financial
partners, carrying out feasibility studies, tests and
experimental developments, and getting assistance
in identifying licensees and negotiating licences.

Protection of Results

This activity aims to protect the intellectual
property belonging to the Community (mainly
the output of the Joint Research Centre) and to
provide some aid and advice to organisations
which have been involved in EC R&D projects
bur which do not have access to patenting
expertise.

Promotion of Results

This activity promotes the results of the EC's
R&D programmes, by supporting organisations
which arc disseminating information on EC
R&D, and by organising seminars and
conferences and participating in technology fairs.

(ii) Interface between Research and the
Scientific Community

This element aims to study the research
environment and its impact. It has four themes:
analysing and studying the Community R&D
environment, improving communication of
research, understanding the effectiveness and
efficiency of R&D using a macro-economic
approach, and studying the management of
R&D.

(iii) Interface between Research and Society

This element aims to measure and analyse the
impact on society of the scientific and technical
knowledge resulting from the Community's
R&D activities. It comprises three parts:
evaluation of social impact, communication with
the public and analysis of public demand and new
requirements.

Funding & Tiniescale .

The programme was adopted in April 1992
and runs until the end of 1984. The •
programme originally had a total budget of
57 MECU, divided into 50 MECU for the -
Research - Industry interface, 4 MECU for the
Research - Scientific Community interface and
3 MECU for the Research - Society interface.
This amount has now been supplemented by .
an additional 9 MECU from the recently
agreed top-up to the third Framework
Programme.

Participation

The services of the Relay Centres and the
information held in the CORMS databases and
the published documents are available to
everyone. See page EC R&D 28 for contact
details.

Assistance with utilisation, protection and
promotion of results is available only to
contractors who are or who have been
participants in EC R&D projects and to their
licensees or exploitation partners, including those
of the Community Joint Research Centre.
Participants can be industrial companies (in
particular SMEs), universities, and public or
private research centres in any of the member
countries.

In addition, the Commission makes use of
contractors to assist it in various activities, for
instance designing and producing promotional
literature and publications on Community R&D
activities, carrying out surveys and studies in the
European R&D community, and organising
events and workshops on dissemination and
exploitation themes.

A proposal usually starts informally with a simple
letter or phone call to VALUE officials in the
European Commission. At this, and at the later
stages, all 'natters discussed are treated as

CONTINUED
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confidential. After further discussions, these ideas
:nay evolve into proposals for action which are
then formally evaluathd and selected by the
Commission..

Action follows in the fonn of study and services
contracts, which are carried out on behalf of the
Commission, and shared cost contracts. In
shared cost contracts, the Commission's
contribution will cover up to 50% of total costs.
Universities and other research centres will have
the option of requesting either 50% of total costs
or 100% of additional marginal costs.

Management of the Programme

Management of thc programme is the
responsibility of the European Commission and a
Management Committee composed of
representatives from each Member State.

Status Repoct

The Programme was formally adopted by the
Council of Ministers in April 1992.

The Relay Centres were set up in January 1993.

In September 1992, there was a call for proposals
under the 'utilisation of results' line of action,
aimed at the exploiution of results from EC
R&D projects. This call was open-ended so
proposals can be submitted at any time.

In September 1992, there was an announcement
of opportunities addressed to small and medium
sized enterprises (S/vLEs),intended to facilitate the
access of SMEs to the results of EC R&D
projects. Again, the announcement was open-
ended so proposals can be submitted at any time.

Contacts

UK

Carolyn Abel
Department of Trade and Industry
Research & Technology Policy Division
Room 3/166
151 Buckingham Palace Road
London SW1W 955
Tel: 071-215 1614— .
Fax: 071-215 4127

Commission

Mr Jean-Noel Dun-y
Commission of the European Communities
Directorate-General XIII, Directorate C
Batiment Jean Monnet B4/107
L-2920 Luxembourg
Tel: 010-352 4301 33610
Fax: 010-352 4301 34129



the department for Enterprise

UK Relay Centres and
CORDIS

UK Relay Centre Enquiry Lines

Relay Centre for Wales

David Harris
Welsh Development Agency
QED Centre
Main Avenue
Treforest Industrial Estate
Pontypridd
CF37 5YR
Tel: (0443) 841345
Fax: (0443) 841393

Relay Centre for Northern Ireland

Kevin Dunwoody
LEDU - Small Business Agency
LEDU House
Upper Galway
Belfast
BT8 4TB
Tel: (0232) 491031
Fax: (0232) 691432

Robert Bunn
Dept of Economic Development
Industrial Research and Technology Unit
Netherleigh
Massey Avenue
Belfast
BT4 2JP
Tel: (0232) 764244
Fax: (0232) 768837

Relay Centre for Southern and Central
England

Maureen Firlej
Thc Technology Broker
Station Road
Long Stanton
Cambridgeshire
CB4 5DU
Tel: (0954) 61199
Fax: (0954) 60291

Relay Centre for Scotland and Norihern
England

Coordinating Partner
Ian Tram
Eurolnfo Centre Ltd
Atrium Court
50 Waterloo Street
Glasgow
G2 6HQ
Tel: 041-221 0999
Far 041-221 6539

EC R&D28

Highlands and Islands of Scotland:
Roddy Dycc
Business Information Source Limited
Bridge House
20 Bridge Street
Inverness
IV1 1QR
Tel: (0463) 715 400
Fax: (0463) 715 600

Central, Southern and North East
Scotland:
Jonathon Shackleton
Technology Transfer Centre Limited
43 Falkland Street
Glasgow
G12 9QZ
Tel: 041-339 3010
Fax: 041-339 8787

Northern England:
Joan Duffin
Regional Technology Centre North
Unit 3D
Hylton Park
Wessington Way
Sundedand
SR5 3NR
Tel: 091-549 8299
Fax: 091-548 9313

The Community Research and
Development Information
Service (CORDIS)

The objective of the CORD1S information
service is to disseminate public information on
the Framework programme and all European
Community RTD Activities and their results.
It airns to enhance aivareness of these activities,
assistinteractions and co-operation among
individual programmes and their participants, and
help promote co-operation with similar RTD
activities in Member States.

ONLINE SERVICE

At present the CORDIS databases are available
online in English on the ECHO Host in
Luxembourg. From the UK they can be accessed
in a number of ways:

Using the national psdn network (the most
popular way to connect from the UK)
Direct dialling via the international telephone
network
Via the academic network JANET

The databases can be searched via a menu system
or with an interrogation language, the Common
Command Language (CCL). A full set of user
manuals is provided to all registered users and this
is complemented by a Help Desk service available
during office hours via ECHO's free-phone
number (see below).

At present the online service is available free of
charge to individuals or organisations based in EC
or EFTA countries, but Usersmust register in

. order to obtain a personal password. To register
as a CORDIS user, and for any other enquiries,
contact the CORDIS Help Desk at the address
given below.
CD-ROM

During 1993 a CD-ROM will be launched,
containing complete CORDIS data. The CD-
ROM is designed as an alternative to the online
service for those who either have difficulties with
online access or prefer to consult the database at
leisure using a PC.

WINDOWS INTERFACE

A Windows Interface to the online system is also
under development to provide a more user-
friendly environment.

CORDIS CONTENT

The CORMS databases currently available (at
time of publication) are:

RTID-Programmes:

This database is central to the CORDIS Service
as it gives details of the Programmes through
which the Commission pursues and finances
Community policy on Research and
Technological Development. It provides a
starting point to which most of the information
in the other databases can be related.

Detailed information ofprogrammes includes
objectives, implementation details, funding and
timetables.

RTD-Projects:

The projects database contains morc detailed
information of activities within Community
RTD Programmes, such as projects and studies.
Infonnation includes general details of projects,
their timescales and participating organisations.
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The database can be used to find out the extent
of Community activities in specific RTD areas,
or to find out the involvement of companies and
institutions in Community research.

Further information on data contribution can be
obtained from the CORDIS Help Desk (sec
below).

RTD-Publications (EABS):

Bibliographic details of over 50,000 publications,
documents and reports arising from the above
projects._ In addition the RTD-Publications
database contains references to scientific and -
technical documents published by the
Commission but which are not necessarily related
to an RTD programme.

Many of the publication can be ordered through
the online ordering facility.

RTD-Comdocuments:

Information on Conmilssion communications to

the Council and Parliament on RTD activities.

This is a valuable source of advance information
on proposed programmes.

RTD-Acronyms:

Explanation of the muldtude of acronyms and
• abbreviations arising from Community RTD

activities. These represent programmes, projects,

organisations, databases, installations and other

items, but exclude technical abbreviations of the

type that may be found in textbooks or technical
dictionaries.

RTD-News:

Launched in December 1991 to provide latest

news on all aspects of Community RTD
activities. The news coverage includes calls for •

tenders, calls for proposals, events, publications,

Commission proposals, activities in preparation,

Community legislation and policies affecting

RTD matters, and the progress and results of

RTD programmes. The databaseis updated daily

and includes an option which allows the.user to
browse through the most recent items.

RTD-Results:

Information on results and prototypes arising

from Community and other RTD research. The

information comes from both public and private
sector organisations, whether the research is

funded nationally, internationally or

independently. The databasesupports the

Commission's aim to exploit the resuln of
research by facilitating their commercialisation.

RTD-Partners:

Launched in January 1992 asa partner-search
database containing profiles of organisations

seeking partners for Communiry or other RTD

programmes and projects. Additional

information includes the type of research

proposed and the type of partner sought. •The

database is open to contributions: organisations
seeking partners for Community or other RTD

research can use the GORDIS RTD-Partnen

database to publish details of their proposed

research and the type of partner sought.

The following CORDIS database is planned:

RTD-Infopoints: Organisations in Member

States providing assistance, nationally or
regionally, in relation IO Community RTD
activities.

INFORMATION ON CORDIS

For all further information contact the
CORDIS Help Desk:

UK Freephone: 0800 899256 .

Direct phone: 010-352 34981 240

Fax: 010-352 34981 248

E-Mailx400:
C=DE;
ADMD=DBP;

PRMD=GEONET;

S=CORDIS-HELPDESIC
Postal address:

ECHO/CORDIS Customer Service,

B.P.2373
L-1023 Luxembourg
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